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SUMMARY
The application of the FLEXSTAB system to analyze airplane configurations is
explained with examples of demonstration cases: Dart Model l, Dart Model 11, the Boeing
707-320B, the Boeing 2707-300PT (SST) and the Lockheed YF-12A. The Dart Models I
and II are two very simple configurations used to illustrate the program input and usage.
The modeling and the preparation of input data for the 707, SST and YF-12A con-
figurations is discussed, and the selected results are presented in a tabular form. A com-
parison of results with other sources is included for the 707 and SST models. In addition, a
comparison of the FLEXSTAB results for pressure and force distribution with the experi-
mental results for an arrow-wing configuration. (obtained under NASA Contract NAS1-
12875) are included.
This volume describes the preparation of the input data decks for each demonstration
case. These descriptions provide the new user of FLEXSTAB with some general methods
which, in combination with Volume I1 (the User's Manual), should aid data preparation
for other configurations. Computing times for each case are given for both the Boeing
Computer Service's CDC 6600 and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories' CDC 7600
computers.
Included in the appendices are tables illustrating the usage of the various program input
options within each of the demonstration cases, and input deck listings for the Dart Model 1
runs. A special section is included which describes the usage of the FLEXSTAB "solution-
oriented" input options.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
FLEXSTAB is a system of computer programs designed to predict the stability
characteristics of elastic aircraft. These characteristics are determined from geometry,
mass distribution, and flexibility information using linear aerodynamic and structural
influence coefficient theory.
The FLEXSTAB computer program system is documented by a series of reports
which describe the theory, input formats, programming and demonstration cases. Volume
1 describes the detailed theoretical derivation used for the structures, aerodynamics, and
dynamics calculations. Volume II enables the user to prepare input decks, execute programs,
and interpret results. Volume lII describes the FLEXSTAB computer programs through a
sequence of diagrams and flowcharts.
FLEXSTAB has been demonstrated by analyzing the Boeing 707-320B, the Boeing
2707-300PT (SST), the Lockheed YF-I 2A, and two very simple configurations designated
Dart Models I and lI. This volume gives a detailed description of the preparation of the
input decks for each of these demonstration cases. In addition, selected results from these
cases are presented. The 707 and SST results are compared with other sources. In addition,
a comparison of the FLEXSTAB results for pressure and force distribution with the
experimental results for an arrow-wing configuration are included. These comparisons
are obtained from a Boeing study under NASA Contract NAS1-12875.
The Dart models were used as very simple checkout cases and do not represent
problems of physical significance. They do, however, offer the new user an opportunity
to become familiar with input data preparation and to execute inexpensive checkout cases
at his own computer installation. More realistic and complex modeling problems are
illustrated in the 707, SST, and YF-12A demonstration cases. The aerodynamic modeling
techniques described are based on experience with linearized aerodynamic theories. It is
recognized that more data is needed to generate a better base for recommendations
regarding aerodynamic modeling.
A special section (Sec. 2.0) has been included which gives a complete discussion of
the FLEXSTAB "solution-oriented" options, i.e., those input options which directly affect
the type and extent of results that can be obtained from FLEXSTAB. In addition, appendix
( contains tables that indicate Which of the various input options and modeling techniques
or Volume 11 were used in the demonstration cases.
It is strongly suggested that the new user consult this volume as well as Volume II
before attempting to execute any of the FLEXSTAB programs. Section 2.0 and the Dart
Model 1 input data deck descriptions in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 should be particularly helpful.
For convenience, listings of the input data decks for each of the Dart Model I demonstration
case runs are given in appendix A. The complete input data deck and output listings for
the part I and I1 707 and SST demonstration cases are included on the tape that contains
the FLEXSTAB source code.
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2.0 USE OF THE SOLUTION-ORIENTED INPUT OPTIONS
Solution-oriented options may be defined as those options that directly or indirectly
affect the type and extent of analysis performed by FLEXSTAB. Through proper use of
these options, the user is offered a considerable amount of flexibility in controlling the
calculations performed by FLEXSTAB so that an efficient solution to his particular
category of problem may be obtained. Section 2. I discusses each option on a program by
program basis and the effect that one option has on another. A description of the overall
use of the FLEXSTAB programs as related to these options is given. The information
presented in this section supplements the summary of input requirements presented in
sections 3.1 and 4.1 of this volume and that of the FLEXSTAB User's Manual Volume
11. A summary oi" the overall problem solving capability is presented in reference 2-1.
2.1 DISCUSSION OF EACH SOLUTION-ORIENTED OPTION
For each of the FLEXSTAB programs except SLOADS,* CAIC, and tile PLOT
programs, Table 2.0-1 presents (a) a list of solution-oriented input options,+ (b) related
options both in the subject program and in all other programs, and (c) the corresponding
input deck card numbers of Vol. I1. These options are referred to repeatedly in Sections
2.1.1 2.1.8.
2.1.1 GD Program Solution-oriented Options
The $SLENDER BODY option is required for two reasons. First, if the ISIC structures
program is used, the Reference Junction Point must be at the nose of the fuselage a
Slender Body on the symmetry plane. Secondly, a Slender Body is required if it is desired
that a thrust vector be defined in the SD&SS program. Only for gliding flight analyses
not involving an ISIC structural model can Slender Bodies be omitted.
"File $TttlN BODY option is required, since to execute FLEXSTAB through the
SD&SS program a control surface (longitudinal control as a minimum) must be defined
on a Thin Body. Ihe Thin Body panels used as control surfaces are specified in SD&SS.
2.1.2 AIC Program Solution-oriented Options
The AMI option must be switched on if either or both SD&SS options, Speedop and
('omPo P are desired. This option generates an AIC matrix to be used for compressibility
calculations. The Speedop option controls the calculation of stick-speed static stability.
The (7omPOp option calculates the compressibility terms for the speed derivatives,
O( )/0(_),and the yaw rate derivatives, 0()/O(_), as part of the caclulation of the
perturbation stability derivatives.
*SLOADS merely prints information computed in SD&SS. As noted in Section 17 of Vol.
1I. this information is of limited usefulness.
+These appear in the same order as their appearance in Vol. 11.
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TABLE 2.0- 1.-SUMMARY OF DATA INTERRELA TIONSHIPS FOR
SOL UTION-ORIENTED OPTIONS
OPTION DESIRED RELATEDOPTIONS
PROGRAM
GD
AIC
ISIC
OPTION CARD
$SLENDER BODY 6
$THIN BODY 27
PROGRAM
ISlC
SD&SS
:.SD&SS
NAS 37 SD&SS
AM I 4
Steady MotlonREF S
UnsteadYop 6
7Unsteady MotionREF
$CASE FOR INTERNAL
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE
COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
SD&SS
ISIC
SD&SS
SD&SS
SD&SS
_4
SD&SS
OPTION
$JUNCTION POINT
$THRUST
$CONTROL SURFACE
UpPeSSop
ThlcknesSop
Sl_edop
ComPop
$OPTION FORELASTIC
FORMULATION
Motion REF
MottonpERT
UpreSSop
UnsteadYop
SPERTURBATIONDATA
MottonpERT
UpreSSop
SDYNAMIC ANALYSIS
MotlonREF
UnsteadYop
SPERTURBATION DATA
MotlonpERT
UpreSSop
MODES$CASE FOR NORMAL
PROGRAM
Loadsop
$STRUCTURALDATA
ICARD
9
Ig
28
59
6
6
5g
6
5
59
59
6
58
59
59
73
5
6
58
59.
59
1
59
81
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TABLE 2.0-1.-CONTINUED
OPTION DESIRED
PROGRAM
ISIC
NM
ESIC
OPTION
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC
FORMULATION
$JUNCTION POINT
$GYROSCOPIC DATA
$CASE FOR NORMAL MODES
PROGRAM
$OPTION FOR ELASTICITY
FORMULATION
NEIG
$CASE FOR EXTERNAL
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE
COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
$CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES
AND GEOMETRY DATA
CARD PROGRAM
AIC
NM
SD&SS
9 GD
41 SD&SS
I ISIC
RELATED OPTIONS
OPTION
ISIC
SD&SS
7 SD&SS
TH
I SD&SS
SD&SS
Steady MOtlOnREF
$OPTION FOR ELASTICITY
FORMULATION
MotlonREF
E1astlCop
$PERTURBATION DATA
Motion PERT
$SLENDER BODY DATA
$GYROSCOPIC DATA
$CASE FOR INTERNAL
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE
COEFFICIENTSPROGRAM
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC
FORMULATION
E]asticop
MotlonpERT
SDYNAMIC ANALYSIS
$CASE FOR TIME HISTORIES
PROGRAM
$STRUCTURALDATA
MOtlonREF
E]astfCop
SGYROSCOPIC DATA
SPERTURBATION DATA
MotlonpERT
r
CARD
5
4
5
5
58
59
6
23
I
6
5
59
73
1
81
5
5
23
58
59
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TABL E 2. O-1.-CONTINUED
OPTION DESIRED
PROGRAM
ESIC
SD&SS
OPTION
$CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES
AND GEOMETRY DATA
MotionREF
Elasticop
UnsteadYop
ThicknesSop
CARD
6
RELATED OPTIONS
PROGRAM
ALOADS
AIC
ISIC
ESIC
SD&SS
ALOADS
ISIC
NM
ESIC
SD&SS
AIC
SD&SS
GD
OPTION
$CASE FOR ALOADS PROGRAM
Steady MotionREF
Unsteady MotionREF
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC
FORMULATION
$CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES
AND GEOMETRY DATA
$GYROSCOPIC DATA
$CASE FOR ALOADS PROGRAM
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC
FORMULATION
$OPTION FOR ELASTICITY
FORMULATION
$CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES
AND GEOMETRY DATA
Shapeop
DisPIN
UnsteadYop
Unsteady MotlonREF
$PERTURBATION DATA
UpreSSop
SDYNAMIC ANALYSIS
NAS
CARD
5
7
6
23
I
6
4
6
36
37
6
7
58
59
73
37
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TABLE 2.0- 1.-CONTINUED
OPTION DESIRED
PROGRAM
SD&SS
OPTION
LE Thrustop
Speedop
GUStop
$THRUST DATA
SGYROSCOPIC DATA
$CONTROL SURFACE
$STABILITY DATA
Problem
Shapeop
ShapeouT
DisPIN
DlSPouT
CARD
6
PROGRAM
SD&SS
6 AIC
6 SD&SS
TH
19 GD
SD&SS
23 ISIC
ESIC
SD&SS
RELATED OPTIONS
28 GD
SD&SS
34 SD&SS
35 SD&SS
36 SD&SS
37
37
37
SD&SS
SD&SS
SD&SS
OPTION
$STABILITY DATA
$PERTURBATION DATA
/kMI
MotionpERT
$GUST DATA
$SLENDER BODY DATA
SGYROSCOPIC DATA
$GYROSCOPIC DATA
$CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES
AND GEOMETRY DATA
MotionREF
$THRUST DATA
$THIN BODY
Coneffop
LE Thrustop
$WIND TUNNEL DATA
E]asticop
ShapeouT
DiSPIN
DlSPouT
ShapeOP
Elasticop
ShaPeOp'
ShaPeOp
CARD
34
58
4
59
31
6
23
41
6
5
19
27
59
6
47
5
37
37
37
36
5
36
36
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TABLE 2.0-1.-CONTINUED
OPTION DESIRED RELATED OPTIONS
PROGRAM
SD&SS
OPTION
Loadsop
$WIND TUNNEL DATA
$PERTURBATION DATA
MotlonpERT
ComPop
Upressop
CARD PROGRAM
37 ALOADS
SLOADS
47 SD&SS
58 AIC
ISlC
ESIC
SD&SS
59 AIC
59
59
ISIC
NM
SD&SS
AIC
GD
AIC
SD&SS
OPTION CARD
$CASE FOR ALOADS PROGRAM I
$CASE FOR STRUCTURAL LOADS 1
PROGRAM
Problem 35
UnsteadYop 6
Unsteady MottonRE F 7
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC 6
FORMULATION
$CATALOGOF INPUT EXTERNAL 6
MATRICESAND GEOMETRYDATA
Unsteady OP 6
LE Thrustop 6
Steady MotlonREF 5
UnsteadYop 6
Unsteady MotionREF 7.
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC 6
FORMULATION
$OPTION FOR ELASTICITY 4
FORMULATION
Gustop 6
SteadYop 60
IAMI 4
$THIN BODY 27
Steady MotlonRE F S
UnsteadYop 6
UnsteadYop 6
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TABLE 2.0- 1.-CONTINUED
OPTION DESIRED RELATED OPTIONS
PROGRAM
SD&SS
OPTION
Coneff.op
Loadsop
SteadYop
UnsteadYop
$DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
$STRUCTURAL DATA
SRECYCLE
CARD PROGRAM
59 SD&SS
59 ISIC
SLOADS
60 SD&SS
TH
67 SD&SS
73
81
4
TH
AIC
NM
SD&SS
ISIC
ESIC
TH
ALOADS
OPTION
$CONTROL SURFACE DATA
$CA_E FOR INTERNAL
STRUCTURALINFLUENCE
COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
$CASE FOR STRUCTURALLOADS
PROf_RAM
MotlOnpERT
$DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
$CASE FOR TIME HISTORIES
PROGRAM
MotlonpERT
$DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
$CASE FOR TIME HISTORIES
PROGRAM
UnsteadYop
NEIG
UnsteadYop
MotlonpERT
StemdYop
$CASE FOR INTERNAL
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE
COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
$CASE FOR EXTERNAL
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE
COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
$CASE FOR TIME HISTORIES
PROGRAM
$CASE FOR ALOADS PROGRAM
CARD
Z8
I
1
59
73
I
59
73
I
6
7
6
59
60
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TABLE 2.0-1.-CONCLUDED
OPTION DESIRED
PROGRAM
TH
ALOADS
SLOADS
THPLOT
OPTION
$CASE FOR TIME HISTORIES
PROGRAM
$PLOT SPECIFICATIONS
$GUST DATA
$CASE FOR ALOADS PROGRAM
$CASE FOR STRUCTURAL
LOADS PROGRAM
Papet'op
CARD
i
1
13
31
RELATED OPTIONS
PROGRAM
NM
SD&SS
THPLOT
SD&SS
ESIC
SD&SS
SD&SS
TH
OPTION CARD
NEIG 7
MotlonpERT 59
SteadYop 60
$RECYCLE 4
Paperop I
Gustop 6
$CATALOG OF INPUT EXTERNAL 6
MATRICES AND GEOMETRY DATA
MotionREF 5
Loadsop 37
Loadsop 37
Loadsop 59
$PLOT SPECIFICATIONS 13
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The Steady MotionRE F option can be set by the user to calculate the steady
aerodynamic matrices for symmetric motion only, or for both symmetric and antisymmetric
motion. This solution-oriented option is therefore tied to the SD&SS program options
MotionRE F (card 5) and MotionpERT (card 59). The MotionRE F option determines
whether the static stability problem analysis* is to be made for symmetric or coupled
reference motion. ]'he MotionpERT option of the SPERTURBATION DATA section
of the SD&SS input deck determines whether the stability derivatives, and the coefficients
for the dynamic equations of motion, should be calculated for the summetric,
antisymmetric or coupled motion problem. The user can choose the symmetric reference
motion option (e.g., steady level trimmed flight, MotionRE F = Symmetric Reference
Motion) and still select the coupled perturbation motion option (MotionpERT = Both)
in order to compute both longitudinal and lateral/directional stability characteristics. If
the TH program is to be executed however, coupled dynamic equations of motion must
be set up, consequently MotionpERT = BOTH must be selected to generate derivatives for
both symmetric and antisymmetric motion. The calculation of these quantities requires
that Steady MotionRE F = ASYMMETRIC must have been previously requested in the
AIC program to compute steady aerodynamic matrices for both symmetric and
antisymmetric motion.
The UnsteadYop option is tied directly to, or influences the results provided by,
three other SD&SS options UnsteadYop, SPERTURBATION DATA, and $DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS. This option allows the user to specify that steady, or steady and unsteady,
aerodynamic matrices be calculated. If UnsteadYop = UNSTEADY is selected in the AIC
program, setting UnsteadYop = UNSTEADY in the SD&SS program and including the
SPERTURBATION DATA section will cause the unsteady stability derivatives to be
calculated. If the $DYNAMIC attalysis option is also chosen, these unsteady derivatives
will then be used in the calculation of the airplane's dynamic stability characteristics.
It should be noted that selecting UnsteadYop = UNSTEADY in the AIC program does not
require the user to select the UnsteadYop option and SPERTURBATION DATA section
in the SD&SS program. Thus the user must exercise some judgment in deciding whether
or not to select the UnsteadYop option in the SD&SS program because this decision will
determine whether unsteady aerodynamic effects are retained in the calculation of both
stability derivatives and dynamic stability characteristics. For example, if the
SPERTURBATION DATA and $DYNAMIC ANALYSIS options are chosen, and the
SD&SS UnsteadYop option is not, unsteady stability derivatives will not be computed
and the dynamic stability characteristics will be computed on the basis of steady
aerodynamic forces only.
The unsteady MotionRE F option (card 7) allows the user to calculate the matrices
for unsteady symmetric motion only, or for both symmetric and antisymmetric motion.
]his solution-oriented option is connected indirectly with the SD&SS SPERTURBATION
I)ATA section. If in that portion of the SD&SS input deck UnsteadYop = UNSTEADY
is specified together with MotionpERT = BOTH, matrices for both symmetric and
* See "fable 9.2.1 for description of the three types of static stability problems allowed.
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antisymmetric unsteady motion must be provided (i.e., Unsteady MotionRE F =
ASSYMETRIC must be selected in the AIC program). If matrices for symmetric steady
and unsteady motion together with a matrix just for antisymmetric steady motion (no
matrix for antisymmetric unsteady motion) are input to the SD&SS program, a fatal error
will result if MotionpERT = BOTH is specified in the $PERTURBATION DATA section.
The AIC program options Steady MotionRE F, UnsteadYop and Unsteady MotionRE F
do make it possible, however, to calculate this latter set of three matrices with no warning
or fatal message output from the AIC program. The AIC options also allow a user, again
without warning, to calculate an aerodynamic matrix for antisymmetric unsteady motion
without providing the corresponding matrix for steady motion. This limited set of data will
also result in a fatal error if the MotionpERT option of the SD&SS SPERTURBAT1ON
DATA section is set to ASYMMETRIC.
2.1.3 ISIC Program Solution-oriented Options
The $OPTION FOR ELASTIC FORMULATION section (cards 6 and 7) allows the
user to select a rigid, static-elastic or residual-elastic elasticity formulation and to decide
whether the corresponding structural matrices should be computed for the symmetric,
the antisymmetric or both cases. Clearly, what is specified for this option must be
coordinated with the total problem analysis and will involve a consideration of several
other program options. The AIC program Steady MotionRE F option, which determines
whether AIC matrices for symmetric motion only, or matrices for both symmetric and
antisymmetric motion will be generated, will normally correspond to the data input to
this ISIC section.
Analyses to be conducted in the SD&SS program must also be considered before the
user decides upon the input data for $OPTION FOR ELASTIC FORMULATION. The
SD&SS options of concern are MotionRE F (SYMMETRIC REFERENCE MOTION or
COUPLED REFERENCE MOTION), Elasticop (RIGID MODEL, STATIC-ELASTIC
MODEL or RESIDUAL-ELASTIC MODEL) and MotionpERT (SYMMETRIC,
ASYMMETRIC, or BOTH). If option RESIDUAL-ELASTIC MODEL is chosen, the
$OPTION FOR ELASTIC FORMULATION data must also request the structural matrices
sufficient for the NM program. For instance, the NM $OPTION FOR ELASTICITY
FORMULATION may request only an antisymmetric modal analysis, but the ISIC
SOPT1ON FOR ELASTIC FORMULATION could have data requesting both a symmetric
and antisymmetric residual-elastic analysis. The reverse situation will, during execution
of the NM program result in a fatal error.
The $GYROSCOP1C DATA (ISIC card 41 ) option can be selected only if the user
has angular momenta data for each engine, which is input to the SD&SS program via the
section headed by SGYROSCOPIC DATA (card 23).
2.1.4 NM Program Solution-oriented Options
As stated in section 2.1.3, the $OPTION FOR ELASTICITY FORMULATION input
data must me coordinated between the ISIC and NM programs. The input request made
to $OPTION FOR ELASTICITY FORMULATION in NM must be a subset of the requests
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made to the ISIC program. Section 7.2.2 of Volume 11 should be consulted for a discussion
of this option. Also, the information supplied by the $OPTION FOR ELASTICITY
FORMULATION data cards is associated with the MotionpERT option on card 59 of
the SD&SS program. This option must be selected properly such that the perturbation
motion selected in MotionpERT may be analyzed.
The option NEIG is considered a solution-oriented option because the number of
eigenvalues selected is limited if either the TH program or SDYNAMIC ANALYSIS section
of the SD&SS program is used for the stability analysis. Although the NM program does
not have any restrictions on the number of eigenvalues computed, the SD&SS and TH
programs can accept no more than 20. Therefore, the restriction NEIGh<20.0 (_<10.0 if
symmetric and antisymmetric motion are chosen) must be observed if output data are
to be used by these latter two programs. Also, if NEIG is greater than the total number
of structural dynamic degrees of freedom embodied in the ISIC calculations, the NM
program will set NEIG equal to the total number of structural dynamic degrees of freedom
(of., Vol. 1, sec. 6.0).
2.1.5 ESIC Program Solution-oriented Options
The $CATALOG OF INPUT EXTERNAL MATRICES AND GEOMETRY DATA
section basically controls the computations in the program. Depending upon the input
matrices available, identified by card section $CATALOG OF INPUT EXTERNAL
MATRICES AND GEOMETRY DATA (card 6), certain output is produced. The set of
matrices produced are related to, or influence the choice of, certain options in the SD&SS
program. These SD&SS options are MotionRE F (SYMMETRIC REFERENCE MOTION
or COUPLED REFERENCE MOTION), Elasticop (RIGID MODEL, STATIC-ELASTIC
MODEL, or RESIDUAL-ELASTIC MODEL), $PERTURBAT1ON DATA (type of
perturbation motion) and SGYROSCOPIC DATA (an analysis utilizing engine gyroscopic
moments requires the input of [A S ] or, [A S ] and [AA]).
2.1.6 SD&SS Program Solution-oriented Options
The majority of the solution-oriented options impact in one way or another the
options chosen in the SD&SS program. Some of these options and their relationship to
the SD&SS program were previously described in the sections discussing the GD, AIC,
ISIC, NM and ESIC programs. They are cross referenced in table 2.0-1 under the SD&SS
program.
The option MotionRE F is related to the AIC option Steady MotionRE F in that if
coupled reference motion is desired, Steady MotionRE F must be set to ASYMMETRIC.
Also, MotionRE F is tied to the ISIC program through the $OPTION FOR ELASTIC
FORMULATION section and to the ESIC program through the $CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES AND GEOMETRY DATA section. These two sections determine
the type of motion for which the structural matrices are to be calculated. If gyroscopic
effects are included, requiring the use of the $GYROSCOPIC DATA section, the
MotionRE F option should be selected as COUPLED REFERENCE MOTION, unless the
engine rotations on the right and left hand sides of the aircraft are opposite (also see section
4.1.1).
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The Elasticop option is directly related to options and matrices produced in the
structures programs, viz. ISIC ($OPTION FOR ELASTIC FORMULATION), NM
($OPTION FOR ELASTICITY FORMULATION), and ESIC ($CATALOG OF INPUT
EXTERNAL MATRICES AND GEOMETRY DATA) which have been discussed previously.
As discussed in section 2.1.2, the UnsteadYop options in the AIC and SD&SS programs
are related, as are also the SD&SS UnsteadYop option and the AIC option Unsteady
MotionRE F. Section 2.1.2 also discussed the interrelationships between the SD&SS options
UnsteadYop, $PERTURBATION DATA, and $DYNAMIC ANALYSIS.
The thickness option includes only Slender Body thickness effects if airfoils have
not been input to the GD program (parameter NAS on card 37). The thickness aerodynamic
effects are important both for the aerodynamic coefficients CLo, CDo and Cmo, and
for the speed and yaw-rate stability derivatives. (The coefficients CLo, CDo and Cmo
affect aircraft trim and consequently they indirectly affect the stability derivatives.)
The LE Thrustop option (card 6) also affects aircraft trim and certain of the stability
derivatives. The derivatives and coefficients primarily affected are CDo, Cmo, CD_', CDa
and Cn_. This option, however, which is fairly expensive in terms of computer time, need
only be used for wings with blunt leading edges having a subsonic leading edge.
The Speedop option calculates the static stability parameter stick speed stability.
This option requires the selection of the AM 1 option in the AIC program. This is an
expensive option for an elastic aircraft having a large number of aerodynamic singularities.
The Gustop option is related to use of the TH program. If the response to the passage
of an aircraft through a discrete gust profile is desired, it is required. This option generates
the gust aerodynamic matrices for Wg and/or Vg gust components. The particular gust
component matrices constructed depend upon t-he MotionpERT option used. The Wg
matrix requires that either the SYMMETRIC or BOTH parameter be input, and the Vg
matrix requires the ASYMMETRIC or BOTH parameter. The requirements of the TH
program, however, dictate that coupled motion perturbations be analyzed, consequently
MotionpERT = BOTH is required. This choice will construct both the We and V matrices,
V g
whether or not both are required. (The unsteady gust effects, Wg and g, are dependent
on the unsteady options in the AIC program, as well as the UnsteadYop option in SD&SS.)
The $THRUST DATA section can only be selected if a Slender Body has been defined
in the GD program ($SLENDER BODY). If gyroscopic effects are to be analyzed, (i.e.
the $GYROSCOPIC DATA section is included) the STHRUST DATA section is also
required. Gliding flight is the only situation for which the $THRUST DATA section can be
omitted.
If the aircraft is modeled as a flexible structure, the SGYROSCOPIC DATA section
in the SD&SS program is tied to the two structures programs, which must in turn include
the proper options for gyroscopic effects. ISIC program data must include the
$GYROSCOPIC DATA section, and the ESIC program must specify the proper AG matrices
in the $CATALOG OF INPUT EXTERNAL MATRICES AND GEOMETRY DATA section.
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ThestabilityProblemoption(card35) for whichoneof thethreeparameters
CONSTANT,ITERATION,orSPECIFIEDmustbechosen,isdiscussedin VolumeII,
section9.2.1.WhenProblem= CONSTANTtheenginegyroscopicdatainput via
SGYROSCOPICDATA mustbechosensothat HOp= CONSTANTwill accuratelymodel
theproblem,i.e,theangularmomentumcannotbeafunctionof theangularvelocity
of theengine.TheITERATIONparameterisusedin conjunctionwith theoptionaldata
setSWINDTUNNELDATA.Finally,whenProblem= SPECIFIEDis usedtheShapeop
optionparameterscanbeonly REFERENCEORJIG(DESIGNcannotbeused)and
TItRUST= CONSTANT.Furtherdetailsof theinterplaybetweentheProblemoption
(card35)andtheShapeop(card36)aresummarizedin table9.2-1of Vol. II.
Thecontentsof the$CONTROLSURFACEDATAsectiondependsdirectlyon the
GD programpaneling.A ThinBodyandits panelsmustbeinput in theGDprogram($THIN
BODYsection)in orderto defineasurface.A longitudinalcontrolsurfacemustbeincluded
ineveryconfigurationto beanalyzedby theSD&SSprogram.
WhenShapeop= DESIGN(card36) it is recommendedthat theShapeouT and
DisPOUToptionparameters(card37)besetto 1.0or 2.0to print or punchthecamber
slopeandpositionvectorsof tilejig shape.
ThestaticLoadsopmustbechosenif eithertheSLOADSor ALOADSprograms
areto beexecuted.Input to theSLOADSprogramisoutputby the[SICprogram,and
input to theALOADSprogramby ESIC.
Theotherprogramsandoptionsrelatedto thesolution-orientedoptionMotionpERT
shownin table2.0-1havebeenpreviouslydiscussedin conjunctionwith othersolution-
orientedoptions.
TheComPoPoptionisdependenton theselectionof theAM option in the AIC
program to calculate aerodynamic matrices suitable for use in compressibility calculations
for the speed and yaw-rate stability derivatives.
The Upressop option controls the mode of output of the unsteady lifting pressures
on thin bodies (i.e. those pressures arising from _V, Q, P, _', R, t]ei and "(lei, where Uei is the
i-th generalized coordinate used in the residual-elastic structural dynamic model). Its use,
therefore, depends upon the unsteady analysis made, which is determined by the AIC
options UnsteadYop and Unsteady MotionRE F and the SD&SS UnsteadYop option.
The Coneffop option governs the calculation of the control effectiveness derivatives
for the trim controls defined in the $CONTROL SURFACE DATA section. If the Elasticop
option is set to either RIGID or STATIC-ELASTIC the values obtained for these derivatives
will be the same as those produced by the static stability derivatives section. However,
the Coneffop option is tied to the MotionpERT option instead of to the MotionRE F
option, so that control derivatives can be calculated for the aileron and rudder, as well
as for the elevator, even though MotionRE F = SYMMETRIC. If Elasticop = RESIDUAL
ELASTIC use of the Coneffop option provides airplane control derivatives plus the
generalized aerodynamic control derivatives for each elastic mode. These results, however,
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yieldnothingof valuein Level1.02.00FLEXSTABbecausetheyarenot programmed
for useeitherin the$DYNAMICANALYSISsectionor in theTH program.
SettingLoadsop= LOADS(card59)resultsin thecalculationandstorageon tape
of dynamicloadmatricesbasedontheISICprogramformulationfor laterprintoutby
theSLOADSprogram.Section17.2.1of VolumeII shouldbeconsultedfor adiscussion
of theusefulnessof theseresults.
The$WINDTUNNELDATAsection(cards47-57)isincludedonlyfor theSD&SS
optionProblem= ITERATION.Usingthisoption,theprogramtrimstheairplaneby
iterationusingwindtunneland/orhandbookdatasuppliedby theuser.Any datanot
specifiedby theuserin SWlNDTUNNELDATA,but requiredfor thetrim solution,are
calculated using linear theory.
User-supplied stability derivatives can be entered into the program through use of
the options SteadYop and UnsteadYop appearing in the SPERTURBATION DATA section.
These options are related to the MotionpERT option-if MotionpERT = SYMMETRIC
only symmetric stability derivatives can be input as empirical data. The empirical data
input directly influences the dynamic analyses which can be made via $DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS section of SD&SS and by the TH program.
The $STRUCTURAL DATA section must be included if a rigid model is being
analyzed and neither the ISIC nor ESIC programs were executed. It is also necessary to
leave blanks in the SIC Tape and IN/EXsI C fields of SD&SS card 7.
The analysis controlled by the $DYNAMIC ANALYSIS section can be applied to
the symmetric, antisymmetric, or coupled set of equations. The set selected is determined
by the choice made for the SD&SS option MotionpERT.
In a recycle computer run through the SD&SS program (by use of the $RECYCLE
DATA section) multiple data sets are created on the output tape. The ALOADS program
can analyze each recycle case, however the TH program can analyze results only from the
initial case.
2.1.7 TH Program Solution-oriented Options
The solution-oriented option $GUST DATA is related to two SD&SS options -
Gustop and MotionpERT. The Gustop option must be selected to calculate the gust
aerodynamic matrices, and the MotionpERT option must be selected as BOTH (coupled
perturbation motion). This latter requirement (coupled perturbation motion) exists because
the TH program always solves the six rigid body equations of motion: and, if the residual
elastic option is selected, equations equal in number to the number of elastic (structural
dynamic) modes selected must also be solved. (Although the effects of these modes on
the rigid body degrees of freedom are included, the time histories of the structural dynamic
degrees of freedom are neither printed nor plotted.)
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Theoptionalcardsection$PLOTSPECIFICATIONSmustbeselectedandappropriate
datainput if a plot tapecontainingtimehistoryinformationneededby theTH PLOT
programisto becreated.
2.1.8ALOADSProgramSolution-orientedOptions
Asmentionedpreviously,theALOADSprogramcanbeusedonly in conjunction
with theESICprogram.A furtherrestrictionstemsfrom thefact thatanALOADS
computerruncanbemadeonly for symmetricreferenceflight,hencetheSD&SSoption
MotionREF mustbeselectedasSYMMETRIC.Thisprogramcan,however,analyzemultiple
casesobtainedfroma SRECYCLEDATASD&SScomputerrun.
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3.0 AIRPLANE DEFINITION PROGRAMS
This section describes tile procedures used to create the FLEXSTAB definitions of
Dart Models I and If, the Boeing 707-320B, the Boeing 2707-300PT (SST), and the
Lockheed YF-12A. The Dart models do not represent problems of physical significance:
rather, they were used as very simple checkout cases. They offer the new user an oppor-
tunity to a.) become familiar with input data preparation and b.) execute relatively inex-
pensive checkout cases at his own computer installation. The 707, SST, and YF-12A
illustrate more realistic and more complex modeling problems.
o
The information used to develop the inputs for the 707-320B and the SST was
obtained from Boeing documents that are not generally available. They are referred to as
"company documents," without specified document numbers.
This section summarizes the input data requirements for each of the airplane
definition programs and describes the input data decks used in the demonstration cases.
Names are used throughout this volume to identify each of the airplane definition program
computer runs. These names, along with the corresponding deck numbers which appear on
the first card of each run, are given in table 3.0-1.
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3.1 SUMMARY OF INPUT REQUIREMENTS
An airplane's shape is modeled by using the Geometry Definition Program, its
aerodynamics by the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient program, and its structure by
either the Internal or External Structural Influence Coefficient program. This section
summarizes the most important input requirements for these and all other airplane
definition programs (see table 3.0-1, vol. II). Where possible, Volume II card numbers are
given with each input requirement.
3.1. I Geometry Definition (GD) Program
The GD program requires an input data deck describing the external shape of the air-
plane. The program processes the data and assembles it on output tape GDTAPE for use
by subsequent programs.
Slender Body input. -Slender Bodies are used to simulate airplane components such as
fuselages, nacelles, and wing pods. When defining a Slender Body, the following information
is required:
• Name of Slender Body (CARD 7)
• Slender Body origin (CARD 8)
• Nose and aft end locations (CARD 11)
• Regions influenced by Thin Bodies (CARDS 9-10)
• Number and placement of control points a (CARDS 11 and !5)
• Area or radius distribution (CARDS 12-14)
• Camber line definition (CARDS 16-17)
Interference Body input.-Interference bodies are used to cancel the interference
effects experienced by Slender Bodies in a multiple wing/body configuration. The program
rcquircs the following information:
• Name of Interference Body and reference body (CARD 19)
• Interference Body origin (CARD 20)
• Region where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body (CARD 21 )
• Wing-body intersection line
_t'fhc definition of Slender Body control points given in Volume I1 (see sec. 4.2.1) applies
throughout this volume.
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• Numberandlocationof cross-sectionalpanelcornerpoints(CARDS 22-23)
• Interference Body transverse panel edge locations (CARDS 22 and 24)
• Thin Body intersection data (CARD SET 25)
• Interference Body panel control point locations (CARD 26)
Thin Body input.- Thin Bodies are used to represent planar components such as wings
and tail surfaces. The required input is:
• Name of Thin Body and reference body (CARD 28)
• Thin Body origin and dihedral (CARD 29)
• Planform definition (CARDS 30-32)
• Paneling scheme (CARDS 33-35)
• Panel control point locations (CARD SET 36)
• Airfoil definition (CARDS 37-39)
• Twist definition (CARDS 40-41 )
3.1.2 Geometry Definition Plot (GDPLOT) Program
The GDPLOT program requires a GD program output tape (GDTAPE) and an input
deck in which various plotting options are specified. From this information a three-view
CalComp drawing of the model is produced (individual bodies can also be plotted if
desired). Identified on tile drawing (optional) are the Thin Body panel centroids and panel
control points as well as the Slender Body control points.
3.1.3 Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) Program
The AIC program uses data from the geometry definition output tape, GDTAPE, and
an input deck to compute various steady and unsteady (if desired) aerodynamic matrices.
These matrices are stored on output tape AICTAP for use in the SD&SS program.
AIC input.-The information required in the input data deck consists of:
• Type of reference motion-symmetric or coupled (CARD 5)
• Mach number (CARD 4)
• Perturbation delta Mach number-for Mach derivatives (CARD 4)
• Steady/unsteady option (CARDS 6-7)
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• Nearfield-far fielddata(CARDS11-15)
3.1.4 AIC MatrixCorrection(CAIC)Program
TheCAICprogrammaybeusedto alteranyor all elementsof the [LSC] matrices
computedby theAIC program.Theinformationrequiredasinputconsistsof:
• Typeof referencemotion-symmetricor coupled(CARD4)
• Methodof alteringthe [LSC] matrices(CARD4)
• Valuesusedto alterthe [LSC] matrices(CARDS5-6)
3.1.5 InternalStructuralInfluenceCoefficient(ISIC)Program
TheISICprogramrequiresaGDprogramoutput tape(GDTAPE)andadatadeck
definingstiffnessandmasspropertiesasinput. Fromthesedatait generatesinput for
theEAPLOT,NM,andSD&SSprograms.
General information.-Certain information about program options and body coupling
is required prior to the actual structural definitions of each body. This information
includes:
• Problem type (CARDS 7-8)
• General Junction Point X-locations (CARD SET 11)
• General Junction Point symmetry code (CARD SET I ! )
• Junction Point Paths (CARD 12)
• Gyroscopic effects option (CARDS 41-43)
Slender Body input. - Bodies defined as Slender Bodies in the GD program require the
following structural data:
• Number of parts
• Associated General Junction Points (CARD 17)
• Nttmber and locations of segments (CARDS 17 and 19)
• Number of interior structural nodes per segment (CARD SET 21 )
• Segment stiffness properties (CARD SET 21)
• Lumped mass distribution and scale factors (CARDS 23-26)
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Thin Body input.- Bodies defined as Thin Bodies in the GD program require the
following structural data:
• Associated General Junction Points (CARD 28)
• Number of parts
• Number and locations of segments (CARDS 30 and 32)
• Number of interior structural nodes per segment (CARD SET 34)
• Segment stiffness properties (CARD SET 34)
• Lmnped mass distribution and scale factors (CARDS 37-40)
3.1.6 Elastic Axis Plot (EAPLOT) Program
EAPLOT requires an ISIC program output tape (EATAPE) and an input data deck.
From the tape input the EAPLOT program creates a three-view CalComp drawing of the
elastic axes. Individual bodies can also be plotted. The General Junction Points,
structural nodes, and hunped masses are identified on the drawing.
3.1.7 Normal Modes (NM) Program
The NM program accepts data from an IS1C program output tape (SICTP1) and an
input data deck. From these data the NM program computes the natural frequencies and
modal shapes of the structural model. The information required in the input data deck
includes:
• Structural option (CARD 5)
• Number of modal shapes desired (CARD 7)
3.1.8 Normal Modes Plot (NMPLOT) Program
The NMPLOT program accepts the information computed by the NM program
(stored on NMTAPE) and creates a CalComp drawing of the modal shapes of the structural
model. The user specifies the type (symmetric and/or antisymmetric) and number of modal
shapes to be plotted via an NMPLOT input data deck. For each body on the model, the
rotations and normalized displacements associated with each modal shape selected are
indicated on the drawing.
3.1.9 External Structural Influence Coefficient (ESIC) Program
The ESIC program uses a GD program output tape (GDTAPE), matrices from a
structures program external to FLEXSTAB, and an input data deck defining the structural
geometry of the model to generate structural matrices for the SD&SS program.
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General inJormation.-The following general information is required in the ESIC input
dcck:
• Catalog of input matrices (CARDS 7-9)
• Reference point location (CARD 11 )
• Moment data option (CARDS 13-14)
• Structural geometry data input option-cards or tape (CARDS 15-16)
• Degrees of freedom option-cards or tape (CARDS 17-18)
• Submatrix position (CARDS 19-20)
Slender Body input. Bodies defined as Slender Bodies in the GD program require
the following structural data:
• Number and location of structural nodes (CARD 22)
• Lumped mass distribution and scale factors (CARDS 23-26)
Thin Body input. - Bodies defined as Thin Bodies in the GD program require the
following input:
• Thin Body structural origin and dihedral (CARD 28)
• Number of structural nodes and panels (CARD 28)
• Structural node locations (CARD SET 29)
• Lurnped mass distribution and scale factors (CARDS 30 and 33)
• Structural panel definitions (CARD SET 31 )
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3.2 DARTMODELI DEMONSTRATIONCASE
DartModelI isawing-bodyconfigurationthatservesto demonstratethepreparation
of inputdatafor theairplanedefinitionprograms.Specialattentionisgivento those
inputrequirementsthatareeasilymisunderstood.
In orderto demonstrateinternalandexternalstructuralmodeling,astructural
definitionwasprovidedby theISICandNMprogramsandanotherby usingtheESIC
program.Listingsof the input decksfor eachof theDartModelI definitionprogramruns
arcgivenin appendixA.
Thissectionisorganizedsothateachof theinput requirements brought out in
section 3. I is discussed individually. Dimensions of all lengths are in meters.
3.2.1 Geometry Definition Program-GD-!
Figure 3.2-1 illustrates the geometry of Dart Model I. It is composed of a "fuselage"
with a conical nose and tail and a cylindrical midsection, and a rectangular, low-aspect-ratio
wing with no thickness. This wing-body combination was modeled by representing the
fuselage with a Slender Body and the wing with a Thin Body. An Interference Body, which
cancels the velocities induced by the wing on the fuselage, was also defined (not shown
in fig. 3.2-1).
This section discusses how these bodies were defined and input to the GD program.
The bodies are discussed in an order which differs from that required by the GD program.
Normally, it is advisable to first define the bodies in some natural sequence and then,
once the input requirements for each are satisfied, rearrange their order to that prescribed
by the GD program.
Reference Axis System placement.-First, the location of the Reference Axis System is
spccificd. Although this is not an input requirement, the location and orientation of the
Reference Axis System in relation to some component of the airplane (normally the
fuselage) is of fundamental importance. It is with respect to this axis system that all
bodies and local coordinate systems (structural as well as aerodynamic) are defined (see
sec. 3.5, vol. II). The X-Z plane of the Reference Axis System must coincide with the
airplane's vertical plane of symmetry and the Y-axis must increase positively from the plane
of symmetry toward the right wing tip. Within these criteria, placement of the Reference
Axis System is arbitrary, ttowever, as stated in section 3.5.1 of Volume II, the X-axis
should be oriented so that it is parallel to (or nearly parallel to) the straight line which
most closely approximatcs the locus of the fuselage cross-sectional area centroids. This
ensures a good aerodynamic representation of the configuration.
In the case of Dart Model I, the origin of the Reference Axis System was placed at the
nose of the fuselage (see fig. 3.2-2). The X-axis was aligned with the axis of revolution of
the fuselage. (Note that from this point on, only those portions of the configuration lying
on or to the right of the X-Z plane are defined.)
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After placement of the Reference Axis System, definition of the various components of
the configuration followed.
Fuselage definition.-The Dart Model I fuselage has no camber and is circular in
cross section.
• Name of Slender Body: The Dart Model I fuselage was given the name DART.
Slender Body origin: The origin of the Local Slender Body Coordinate System
was chosen to coincide with the origin of the Reference Axis System (see fig.
3.2-3). Note that the X-location of this origin is arbitrary since the location of
the Slender Body is specified later. The Y- and Z-locations, however, determine
the position of the XM-axis about which the Slender Body is defined. These
locations must be consistent with the Reference Axis System placement.
Nose and aft end locations: Since the origin of the Local Slender Body Coordinate
System coincided with the nose of the fuselage, the nose location, XN, was set to
zero. The length of the fuselage was assumed to be 3 meters; therefore, x T = 3.0
(see fig. 3.2-4).
Regions influenced by Thin Bodies: This input defines the X-locations of the
leading and trailing edges of the Interference Body associated with this Slender
Body. In this case, the region was assumed to extend from the leading edge to the
trailing edge of the wing, i.e., from X = 1.0 to X = 2.0 (see fig. 3.2-5). For more
realistic configurations, the procedure recommended in section 4.2.1 of volume II
should be followed.
Number and placement of control points: Since a small checkout case was
desired, only three control points were used. These were evenly distributed along
the length of the fuselage by using the automatic placement option in the GD
input. This option divides the Slender Body length into equal segments and
places the control points at the midpoints of each (see fig. 3.2-4).
I
Area or radius distribution: The fuselage radius distribution was specified by
inputting body radii at four XM-locations. Body radii of 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, and 0.0 were
input at X M = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, respectively.
• Camber line definition: The fuselage had no camber.
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Wing definition. -The wing of Dart Model I was defined with one Thin Body.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The wing of Dart Model I was named
WING. Its reference body was IBI (see "Fuselage Interference Body" below).
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The planform of a Thin Body must be defined in a
Local Thin Body Coordinate System (see sec. 3.5.5, vol. II). The origin of this
coordinate system may be arbitrarily placed in the plane in which the Thin Body
will lie. In the case of Dart Model I, the origin was placed at the point defined by
the intersection of the extrapolated wing leading-edge line with the plane of sym-
metry, i.e., at X = 1.0, Y = 0.0, and Z = 0.0 (see fig. 3.2-6). The wing dihedral angle
is zero degrees.
Planform definition: The planform of a Thin Body is defined by specifying the
XN-,YN-COordinates of the planform break points (see CARD 30, sec. 4.2.2, vol. II).
Figure 3.2-7 shows the planform chosen for the Thin Body used to represent the
wing of Dart Model I. The planform break points and break point coordinates are
also shown in the figure. Note that part of the wing planform lies within the Slender
Body which represents the fuselage. This is acceptable since the GD program will
automatically remove this portion of the Thin Body by making use of the fuselage
Interference Body definition (see fig. 4.2-15, vol. II).
Paneling scheme: For simplicity, the minimum number of panels that can be used
on one Thin Body was specified. That is, one streamwise row containing two panels
(see fig. 3.2-8).
Panel control point locations: The panel control points were placed at the location
recommended in volume II, i.e., at the 85% panel chord point along a line passing
through the YN-centroid of the panel row (see fig. 3.2-8).
• Airfoil definition' The Dart Model I wing has no thickness or camber.
• Twist definition: No twist or incidence was specified for the wing.
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Fuselage hlterference Body.-The purpose of an Interference Body is to cancel the flow
field created by all Slender Bodies and Thin Bodies in the configuration (excluding the
Slender Body with which the Interference Body is associated). An Interference Body
normally assumes the form of a cylindrical shell of panels surrounding its associated Slender
Body. The radius of this cylindrical shell should be approximately equal to the radius of
its associated Slender Body in the region where the Thin Body intersections occur. In the
case of Dart Model I, the fuselage Interference Body was kept as simple as possible. Its
definition is described below.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: IB1 was the name chosen for
the fuselage Interference Body. lts reference body was DART.
Interference Body origin: The origin of the Local Interference Body Coordinate
System was chosen to coincide with that of the Reference Axis System (see fig.
3.2-9). Note that this was an arbitrary choice. The only restriction governing the
placement of the origin of an Interference Body Coordinate System is that it
must lie on the XM-axis of the Local Slender Body Coordinate System of its
associated Slender Body.
Region where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body: This region was
defined in the fuselage Slender Body data (in the Reference Axis System). It
determines the location of the leading and trailing edges of the Interference Body.
Here, these data are input in terms of the Local Interference Body Coordinate
System, i.e.. XIBLE = 1.0 and XIBTE = 2.0 (see fig. 3.2-9).
Wing-body intersection fine: This is not an input requirement as such; however,
before defining the Interference Body paneling specifications, it is necessary to
consider the location of the line formed by the intersection of the Thin Body (wing)
and Slender Body (fuselage). In general, this will not be a straight line since the fuse-
lage Slender Body cross section will be varying in the region of the intersection. A
mean wing-body intersection line may be defined as the straight line which is paral-
lel to the X-axis and which deviates the least from the true wing-body intersection
line. The (YIB,ZIB) coordinates of this line should be used as one of the Interfer-
ence Body corner points (see below). (Note that this line should also lie in the
XN-Y N Thin Body plane.) In the case of Dart Mode[ I, the wing-body intersection
line is located at YIB - 1.0, ZIB = 0.0.
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: In keeping with the
goal of a small numerical model,only two panels were placed around the defined
half of the fuselage isee fig. 3.2-10). This meant that the locations of three
cross-sectional corner points had to be specified. One corner point was chosen to
correspond to the location of the mean wing-body intersection line defined
above. The perpendicular distance from this line to the XiB-axis defined an
Interference Body "radius," RIB,Which was used to determine the locations of the
other comer points. For Interference Bodies associated with Slender Bodies o_t
the plane of symmetry, it is recommended that two cross-sectional panel corner
points be placed on the X-Z plane in order to "close" the interference shell. Using
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the above criteria resulted in placing the two remaining comer points at YIB =
0.0, ZIB = 1.0, and YIB = 0.0, ZIB = 1.0, respectively (see fig. 3.2-10). The
automatic paneling option was used to input the locations of these corner points.
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: Again, in the interest of
simplicity, the Interference Body was specified to have only one panel in its
streamwise direction. Its transverse panel edge locations (which in this case
were simply the leading and trailing edges of the Interference Body) were
specified by using the EQ. SPACE option. Figure 3.2-11 shows the isolated
Interference Body geometry that has been completely defined at this point.
Thin Body intersection data: The location of the end (root or tip) of each
intersecting Thin Body is specified in this input. Note that this location must
agree with the planform shape defined in the Thin Body data and should not
be confused with the wing-body intersection line discussed above. In this case,
since the Thin Body root coincided with the X-axis (see fig 3.2-7), a root location
of YIB = 0.0, ZIB = 0.0 was input. The dihedral was again set to zero. As
mentioned previously, the GD program will automatically remove any portion
of a Thin Body planform which lies inside an Interference Body (see fig. 4.2-15,
vol. II). The mean wing-body intersection line becomes the redefined planform
root (or tip) with the inboard (or outboard) row of Thin Body panels being
changed accordingly. Figure 3.2-12 shows the geometry definition of Dart Model
! after redefinition of the Thin Body (wing) has occurred. Note that the Thin
Body panel control points are also shifted so that they are located properly
with respect to the newly defined panel row.
Interference Body panel control point locations: The panel control points were
placed at the 85% panel chord points as shown in figure 3.2-11. This is the
recommended location.
Geometry Definition Plot. - Figure 3.2-13 shows the three-view plots of the Dart Model
I as produced by the GD program plotting routine using the Calcomp machine. The top
and side views of Figure 3.2-13 do not look like those shown in Figures 3.2-1 and 3.2-12.
The discrepancy is in the plots obtained from the GD plot routine and involve the
description of slender bodies (Dart Model I "fuselage"). The information file input to
the plot routine does not contain the user's input description of the radius distribution
at the defining points, but rather the radius, Ri, and slope, dRi/dx, at the computed control
points. Thus, instead of a "fuselage" composed of a conical nose and tail and a cylindrical
midsection, the shape shown in figure 3.2-13 is plotted. The fuselage shown in the latter
figure is not closed at the nose and tail, but rather the "shape" begins at the first control
point and terminates at the last control point. The discrepancy noted above is minimized
lor models which have a large number of control points.
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3.2.2 Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Program-AIC-1
The output tape from GD-I and an input data deck were required in order to execute
AIC-I.
AIC input. Included in the AIC input data deck was the following general
information.
Type of reference motion. Both symmetric and antisymmetric reference motions
were specified since coupled reference motion was to be analyzed in the SD&SS
program.
• Mach number: The Mach number was set to 0.5.
Perturbation delta Mach number: A perturbation delta Mach number was
specified for exemplary reasons. Its value was arbitrarily set to 0.01.
Steady/unsteady motion: Unsteady aerodynamics was requested for both sym-
metric and antisymmetric motion since both symmetric and antisymmetric
unsteady calculations were to be made in SD&SS.
3.2.3 Internal Structural Influence Coefficient Program-ISIC-1
The first of two structural definitions was provided by the ISIC program. The Dart
Model 1 structural definition was chosen to be very simple yet it required the use of most
of the important ISIC input options. A description of the Dart Model I structural model
follows.
General Information..-Figure 3.2-14 shows the elastic axes used for Dart Model I.
The following input quantities were specified.
Problem type: Since the effects of structural vibration modes were to be
included in the analysis programs, the residual-elastic option was chosen. This
option was chosen for both symmetric and antisymmetric loading conditions
since coupled reference motion was to be analyzed in SD&SS.
General Juntion Point X-locations: As shown in Figure 3.2-14, two elastic axes
define the Dart Model I structure. The Slender Body elastic axis coincides with
the X-axis. The Thin Body elastic axis is parallel to the Y-axis and intersects the
Slender Body axis at X = 1,2. This intersection defines one General Junction
Point, namely, JPII. The Reference Junction Point of the entire structure must
bc located at the nose of the configuration and is always the first General
Junction Point assigned. Therefore, JP1 is at X = 0.0.
General Junction Point symmetry code: Both General Junction Points are on
the plane of symmetry (see fig. 3.2-14).
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JunctionPointPaths:Thereisonly oneindependentJunctionPointPath;
namely,JPI,JPII-
Gyroscopiceffectsoption: Thesecardswerenot includedsinceDartModelI had
noengines.
Fuselage definition.- The elastic axis definition of figure 3.2-14 and some arbitrarily
specified stiffness and mass values comprised the data used to generate the following
information.
Number of parts: The fuselage elastic axis was divided into two parts by the wing
intersection (General Junction Point II; see fig. 3.2-14).
Associated General Junction Points: Junction points I and II were the General
Junction Points associated with the fuselage Slender Body.
Number and locations of segments: The first part of the fuselage Slender Body
consisted of one segment. The second part had three segments (see fig. 3.2-15).
The coordinates of the ends of these segments are shown in figure 3.2-15.
Number of interior structural nodes per segment: One interior node was specified
for the first (and only) segment of Part 1. None were defined for the segments of
Part 2.
Segment stiffness properties: The EIy M, EIZM, and GJ values were arbitrarily
set to 31420, 31420, and 1704 newton-meters squared, respectively, for each
segment of the Slender Body. (Note: The full stiffness is input even when the
fuselage elastic axis is on the plane of symmetry.)
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: A mass of one kilogram was placed
at the location of the interior node on Slender Body Part 1 (see fig. 3.2-15).
Another mass of one kilogram was placed at the final node of Part 2. Note:
For masses which lie on the plane of symmetry one half the actual mass is
input. The data therefore represents masses of two kilograms on the plane of
symmetry. The $SCALE FACTORS card section was not used.
Wing definition.-The wing input data were generated by using the elastic axis
definition in figure 3.2-13 and arbitrarily specified stiffness and mass values.
Associated General Junction Points: General Junction Point II was the only
junction point associated with the wing (see fig. 3.2-14).
• Number of parts: The wing elastic axis had only one part.
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Numberandlocationof segments:TheThin Bodyrepresentingthewingwas
specifiedto havetwoelasticsegments( eefig.3.2-16).Beforethecoordinates
of theoutboardendsof thesesegmentscouldbespecified,thelocationof the
ThinBodyStructuralCoordinateSystem(Xn,Yn,Zn)hadto bedetermined.
TheX-coordinateof theoriginof thissystemisthesameastheX-coordinate
of theReferenceGeneralJunctionPointidentifiedin thefirst field of CARD28
(seesec.6.2.2,vol. II); i.e.,JPII"TheXn-axiscoincideswith theroot structural
intersectionlinecalcualtedin theGDprogram(seesec4.3,vol ll) andthe
Yn-axisisparallelto theYN-axisof theThinBodyAerodynamicCoordinate
System.Havingdeterminedtheorientationof thiscoordinatesystem,the
coordinatesof theoutboardendsof thesegments(shownin fig.3.2-16)were
input.
Numberof interiornodespersegment:Oneinteriornodewasdefinedfor the
second Thin Body segment.
Segment stiffness properties: The values of Elx_. and GJ were arbitrarily set to
.,,1
10.0 and i 0.85 newton-meters squared, respectively, for each segment of the
Thin Body.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: Two lumped masses were specified to
be associated with the first node of segment 2 (see fig. 3.2-16). The first mass was
set equal to 1.0 kilogram and was located at Xn2 =-0.2 meter. The second mass had
a value of 0.1 kilogram and was placed at Xn 2 = 0.1. The remaining two nodes had
no masses associated with them. Scale factors were not used. (See sec. 3.5.8, vol.
II, for a description of the Thin Body Elastic Segment Coordinate Systems.)
3.2.4 Normal Modes Program-NM-I
The NM program was executed for Dart Model I solely for demonstration purposes.
Normally, its execution is required only when performing a residual-elastic analysis in SD&SS
in conjunction with an ISIC structural model. The NM-1 input consisted of the following
information:
Structural option The residual-elastic structural option was chosen for both
symmetric and antisymmetric motions. (This option must be chosen if eigenvalues
and modal shapes are to be calculated.
Number of modal shapes desired: It was requested that the first two symmetric
and first two antisymmetric eigenvalues and modal shapes be calculated.
3.2.5 External Structural Influence Coefficient Program-ESlC-1
A second structural definition of Dart Model I was obtained by executing the ESIC
program. The reason for executing both ISIC and ESIC was to demonstrate that identical
structural definitions could be obtained from each program. By comparing the results from an
SD&SS run which used the structural definition produced by ISIC with the results from a run
which used the ESIC definition, the equivalence of the two definitions was verified (see
sec. 4.2).
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It shouldbepointedout thatin orderto obtainanequivalentstructuraldefinitionfrom
theESICprogram,referencewasmadeto thedefinitionproducedby ISIC-I.Thatis,the
structuralpropertiesof DartModelI asexpressedby theIS1Cdefinitionwerelookeduponas
thoughtheywerethestructuralpropertiesof someactualconfiguration.Thus,theESIC-1
input datawerepreparedbymodelingthe"given"DartModelI structuraldefinition.
Thepurposeof theESICprogramisto transformstructuralmatricesproducedexternal
to FLEXSTABby afinite-elementstructuresprograminto matriceswhicharecompatible
with FLEXSTAB.Nosuchmatriceswereavailablefor DartModelI. In orderto useESIC,
it isaminimumrequirementhattheclampedflexibility matrix for symmetricmotion,
[cS], to inputon theESICinput tape,NASTAP(seesec.8, vol. II). Therefore,a[cS]
matrixhadto begeneratedfor DartModel1thatwouldbecompatiblewith ESIC andat the
sametimebeanequivalentrepresentationof thestructuredefinedby ISIC-1.
Thefirst stepingeneratingasuitable[cS] matrixwasto definetheESICstructural
nodelocations.SixteenESICstructuralnodes(seefig. 3.2-17)werechosenaccordingto the
followingcriteria:
It is an ESIC requirement that at least one structural panel be specified for each
Thin Body. Therefore, nodes were arbitrarily placed at the four corners of the
wing. (It was later specified in the ESIC input deck (CARD 31) that these nodes
defined the corner points of a Thin Body structural panel.)
In order to represent inertia properties correctly, masses would have to be specified
in the input data deck which would be identical in value and location to those used
in the 1SIC definition. Since masses in ESIC can only be specified at node locations,
ES1C nodes were placed at locations corresponding to the ISIC lumped masses.
The ISIC fuselage nodes had two degrees of freedom for symmetric motion: d Z and
0y. In order to duplicate these degrees of freedom, two ESIC fuselage nodes, each
with a d Z degree of freedom, were defined for each ISIC node. (It is a feature of the
ESIC program that the Slender Body elastic rotation, 0y, is calculated from the d Z
displacements of the two nearest nodes. Therefore, the pairs of ESIC nodes which
replaced each original 1SIC node were placed close enough to the original locations
to ensure that the desired 0y's would be calculated.) Note that the ISIC "node"
at the nose of the fuselage is the clamped point (see sec. 6.2.1, vol. II) and has no
degrees of freedom. Therefore, ESIC nodes corresponding to this node point were
not required.
ttaving defined the ESIC structural nodes, the flexibility matrix was generated as
follows. A transformation matrix [T], was created which related the displacements at the
ESIC nodes, t d t E, to the displacements and rotations corresponding to the ISIC degrees
of freedom, tdt I, i.e.,
tdlE: [T] td}i.
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Once the [T] matrix was found, the desired clamped flexibility matrix, [cS], was found
using the principle of virtual work, viz.,
[cSI = {TI [cSII IT] T
where [C S] I is the corresponding clamped flexibility matrix for symmetric motion
calculated by the ISIC program. The details of the formation of the transformation matrix,
[TI, are given in appendix B. [cS] and IT] are listed in appendices A.0-13 and A.0-14,
respectively.
After generating the [C S] matrix and storing it on input tape NASTAP, the ESIC-1 input
data deck was prepared. This input data followed directly from figure 3.2-17.
General information.-The majority of this information involved the data described
above.
Catalog of input matrices: It was specified that the [C S] matrix occuped file 1 of
the input tape, NASTAP.
Q Reference point location: This input specifies the location of the origin of the ESIC
Reference Coordinate System. In this case, it was chosen to coincide with the origin
of the Reference Axis System (see fig. 3.2-17), and therefore, CARDS 10 and I 1
were omitted.
Q Moment data option: The $MOMENT DATA card section was omitted. This indi-
cated that the moments of inertia, total mass, and center-of-gravity location were to
be calculated by the program from the lumped mass card input.
Structural geometry data input option: The $TAPE INPUT OF STRUCTURAL
GEOMETRIC DATA card section was not included since tile structural geometry
was to be input on cards.
Degrees of freedom option: This option was used to inform the ESIC program that
the displacements corresponding to the elements of [cS] are for the Z degree of
freedom only for each Slender Body and Thin Body structural node.
Submatrix position: The $POSITION card section was omitted since the order of
the bodies in the [cS] matrix agreed with that used in the GD program.
Fuselage definition.- The fuselage data were taken directly from figure 3.2-17.
Number and location of structural nodes Ten Slender Body nodes were specified
to lie along the XE-axis. Nodes 1-10 (see fig. 3.2-17) were located at X E = 0.4, 0.6,
1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 2.3, 2.7, 2.8, and 3.0 meters, respectively.
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Lumpedmassdistributionandscalefactors: It is requiredthat each structural node
be assigned a mass in the ESIC input deck. Nodes at which masses are not desired
must be assigned a mass equal to zero. For the Dart Model I fuselage, a lumped mass
of 1.0 kilogram was specified for nodes 2 and 10. All other Slender Body nodes
were assigned a zero mass. Scale factors were not used.
Wing definition.- Again, reference was made to figure 3.2-17 for most of the input data.
Thin Body structural origin and dihedral: The origin of the ESIC Thin Body Struc-
tural Coordinate System (x E , YE , ZE ) was placed arbitrarily at X E = 1.2, YE =
0.0, and Z E = 0.0 (see fig. 3._-17).nThe_hin Body dihedral was set to zero since
the Thin Body degrees of freedom, dzEn, represented by [C S] are parallel to the
ZE-axis.
Number of structural nodes and panels: One Thin Body structural panel was used
to model the wing. A total of six nodes were specified. (Note that although nodes
11 and 12 occupy the same physical location, they are distinct. Node I 1 is used for
locating a lumped mass whereas node 12 is part of the Thin Body structural panel.
See appendix B.)
Structural node locations: The Thin Body structural node locations were specified
by inputting their (XEn, YEn) coordinates. These coordinates were taken directly
from figure 3.2-17.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: A lumped mass of 1.0 kilogram was
placed at node 11. The mass at node 13 was set at O. 1 kilogram. Zero masses were
specified for nodes 12, 14, 15, and 16. The $SCALE FACTORS card section was
not used.
Structural panel definitions: There was only one structural panel defined for the
Dart Model I wing. It was a quadrilateral panel with corner points defined by nodes
12, 14, 15, and 16 (see fig. 3.2-17).
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3.3DARTMODELII DEMONSTRATION CASE
Dart Model 11is a symmetric cruciform configuration which should yield identical (ira
absolute value, at least) symmetric and antisymmetric properties when analyzed by SD&SS.
For example, its rate of change of normal force coefficient with angle of attack, CZa, should
be equal to its rate of change of side force coefficient with sideslip angle, Cy/3 (cf.,
qualifying remarks made in sect 6.0). Thus, besides serving as a good example of input data
handling for the definition programs, Dart Model 11 is a useful checkout for the SD&SS
program.
Dart Model 11 was to be analyzed by the SD&SS program as a RIGID model only, hence
an elastic structural representation was not necessary.
3.3.1 Geometry Definition Program GD-2
Tile geometry of Dart Model II is illustrated in figure 3.3-1. Note that its "fuselage" and
four "wing pods" have the same shape and dimensions as the fuselage of Dart Model 1. Dart
Model I1 has two "wings" which have dihedral angles of plus and minus 45 ° , respectively.
Thus the FLEXSTAB modeling of the geometric components consisted of the three Slender
Bodies (SB I, SB2, and SB3) and two Thin Bodies (TB 1 and TB2) shown in figure 3.3-2.
Three Interference Bodies were also defined, one for each Slender Body.
The input data are discussed in the order in which the bodies were input into tile pro-
gram. Because of the similarities between Dart Models I and I1, descriptions are brief and
fewer illustrations are used. Dimensions of all lengths are in meters.
Fuselage definition. -For Dart Model II, the Reference Axis System was placed so that
its origin coincided with the nose of the fuselage (see fig. 3.3-2). The Slender Body input
data for the fuselage (SB ] ) were the same as those for Dart Model I (see sec. 3.2. l) and are
not repeated here.
Wing pod definition.--Except for their relative locations in the Reference Axis System,
the input data for each wing pod were identical to that of the fuselage. The upper wing pod
(SB2) had its Local Slender Body Coordinate System origin placed at X = 0.0, Y = 3/_ and
Z = 3/V_"meters (see fig. 3.3-3). That of the lower wing pod (SB3) was placed at X = 0.0,
Y =3/v_, and Z =-3/v_'meters.
Fuselage Interference Body. Since the Slender Body representing the fuselage lies on
the plane of symmetry, it was only necessary to define the right half of the interference shell.
Name of Interference Body and reference body The fuselage Interference Body
was namedlB1. Its reference body wasSBl.
Interference Body origin: The origin of the Local Interference Body Coordinate
System was placed at X = 1.0, Y = 0.0, and Z = 0.0 meters.
Region where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body: This region was
defined in the fuselage Slender Body data (CARD SET 10) to extend from X = 1.0
to X = 2.0. Thus, in the Local Interference Body Coordinate System, XIBILE =
0.0 and XIBITE = 1.0.
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Wing-body intersection line: It can be seen from the physical geometry of Dart
Model 11 (fig. 3.3-1 ) that the wings are in planes which pass through the fuselage
axis having dihedral angles equal to plus and minus 45*. Therefore, the wing-body
intersection line for the upper wing is at YIBI = 1/,ff'Yand ZIB1 = 1/_ that of
the lower wing is at YIB! = 1/'q/_'and ZIB 1 = -I/Vr2"- (see fig. 3.3-4).
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: Five cross-sectional
corner points were specified using the Y-Z paneling option (see fig. 3.3-41. Note
that corner points 2 and 4 correspond to the wing-body intersection lines. (The
locations of these corner points was arbitrary. Five were used since this is the
minimum number which will yield symmetry with respect to both the X-Y and
X-Z planes.)
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: There was only one panel per
streamwise row; therefore, the already entered leading- and trailing-edge locations
along with the EQ. SPACE option, defined the streamwise paneling.
Thin Body intersection data: Both upper and lower wing roots coincided with the
X-axis. Therefore, for the upper wing YIB 1 = ZIB 1 = 0.0 with the dihedral angle,
0TB, equal to 45 ° . For the lower wing, YIBI = 0.0, Z1BI = 0.0, and 0TB =- 45 °.
Interference Body panel control point locations: The panel control points were
placed at the 85% panel chord points.
Wing pod lnter.l_'rence Bodies.- An Interference Body was defined for each of the two
wing pods. With respect to their own Slender Bodies, these two Interference Bodies were
defined identically. The discussion given below applies to both.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: The upper wing pod Interference
Body was named IB2; the lower was named IB3. The reference bodies were SB2
and SB3, respectively.
Interference Body origin: The origin of the Local Interference Body Coordinate
System for the upper wing pod Interference Body was placed at X = 1.0, Y =
3/V_, and Z = 3/'V"_. That of the lower wing pod Interference Body was placed at
x = l.o, Y = 3/v'Z, and Z --- 3/V53.
Region where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body: For both hater-
ference Bodies it was specified that XIBLE = 0.0 and X1BTE = 1.0, these data were
specified previously in the wing pod Slender Body data as XLE = 0.0, XTE = 1.0,
respectively.
Wing-body intersection line: For the upper wing pod Interference Body, the wing-
body intersection line was located at YIB2 =-1/V"_, Z1B2 =-1/'V/'_'- ( see fig. 3.3-5).
The wing-body intersection line for the lower wing pod Interference Body occurred
at YIB3 =-l/v_2, ZlB3 = I/'V_'.
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Numberandlocationof cross-sectionalpanelcornerpoints: Sincethewingpods
wererepresentedbySlenderBodieslyingoff theplaneof symmetry,thewingpod
InterferenceBodiesweredefinedascompleteshellsof panels.In orderto havethe
samecross-sectionalshapeasIB1,fourpanelswereusedfor eachInterferenceBody,
whichmadenecessarythedefinitionof fivecross-sectionalpanelcornerpoints(fig.
3.3-5). (Thecoordinatesof thesecornerpointswereenteredusingtheY-Zpaneling
option.)
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: The Interference Bodies contain
only one panel in the streamwise direction; the previously specified leading and
trailing edge locations, along with the EQ. SPACE option, defined the streamwise
paneling.
Thin Body intersection data: The tip of the upper wing planform coincided with
the XIB2 axis of tile upper wing pod. The location of this Thin Body tip in the
Local Interference Body Coordinate System was YIB2 = 0.0, ZIB2 = 0.0. The
Thin Body dihedral angle with respect to the local coordinate system, 0TB, was
225 °. The corresponding input for the lower wing pod Interference Body was
YIB3 = 0.0, ZIB 3 = 0.0, and 0TB = 135 ° .
Interference Body panel control point locations: It was specified that the control
points were to be located at the 85% panel chord points.
Wing definition.--The discussion below applies to both wings since they were modeled
identically.
Name of Thin Body and reference body" The upper and lower wings were named
TBI and TB2, respectively; the reference body was IB1 for both.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The origin of the Local Thin Body Coordinate
System for the Thin Body representing the upper wing was placed at X = 1.0, Y =
0.0, and Z = 0.0. A dihedral angle of 45* was specified. The origin of the local
coordinate system for the lower wing was chosen to coincide with that of the upper
wing; however, the dihedral angle of the lower wing was set to minus 45* (see
fig. 3.3-6).
Planform definition: The planform of the upper Thin Body was specified to be
rectangular with a chord of 1.0 meter and a span of 3.0 meters. Its leading-edge root
point coincided with the origin of its Local Thin Body Coordinate System. Within
its own local coordinate system, the planform of the lower Thin Body was defined
identically. Note that these definitions placed the tips of the Thin Bodies at the
proper locations, i.e., the locations specified (on CARD SET 25) in the wing pod
Interference Body input (see fig. 3.3-6).
Paneling scheme: The same Thin Body paneling scheme that was used for Dart
Model I was used here, i.e., one streamwise row containing two panels.
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Panelcontrolpointlocations:Thepanelcontrolpointswereplacedat the85%
panelchordpoint alongalinepassingthroughtheYN-centroidof thepanel
rOW.
• Airfoil definition: The wings of Dart Model 1I had no thickness of camber.
• Twist definition: No twist was specified for either wing.
Geometry Definition Plot. - Figure 3.3-7 shows the three-view plot of the Dart Model
11as produced by the GD program plotting routine using the Calcomp machine. The top
and side views of this latter figure do not agree with Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2. The reasons
are identical with those given concerning the discussion of the Dart Model I plots. (Page
3-21.) As noted, the discrepancies involve the plot of the fuselage definition.
3.3.2 Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Program--AIC-2
Input for the AIC program consisted of the output tape from GD-2 and the input
data deck described below.
AIC input.---The following general information was specified in the AIC input data
deck.
Type of reference motion: Both symmetric and antisymmetric reference motions
were requested since both symmetric and antisymmetric stability calculations
were to be made in SD&SS.
• Mach number: A Mach number of 0.5 was arbitrarily specified.
Perturbation delta Mach number: The value of this parameter was arbitrarily
set to 0.02.
Steady/unsteady motion: Unsteady aerodynamics was requested for both
symmetric and antisymmetric motion so that unsteady calculations could be
made in SD&SS.
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3.4 BOEING 707-320B DEMONSTRATION CASE
The Boeing 707-320B provides a demonstration case that is typical of large, elastic.
subsonic airplanes. The ISIC and NM programs were used to create the structural definition.
This section is organized in the same manner as section 3.2. Each of the input require-
ments summarized in section 3.1 is referenced and discussed. All linear dimensions shown
are in inches.
3.4.1 Geometry Definition Program-GD-3A and GD-3B
The fuselage and nacelles were defined as Slender Bodies and the wing, horizontal
stabilizer, vertical tail, and nacelle struts were defined as Thin Bodies. An Interference Body
was used with each Slender Body. The GD program was executed twice to generate two
definitions of the 707; GD-3B had zero wing twist to model the cruise shape of tile airplane
and GD-3A had 1o of linearly varying wing twist to model the jig shape.
This section describes the methods used to generate the definition of each body. The
bodies are discussed in the order in which they were defined.
Fuselage definition. -A side-view of the fuselage, several cross-sectional views of the
fuselage, and a plan-view of the entire configuration were used to generate the input data for
the fuselage definition.
• Name of Slender Body: The fuselage was given the name FUSELAGE.
Slender Body origin: The origin of the Reference Axis System was located at the
nose of the fuselage. The X-axis was placed parallel to the fuselage coordinate axis
prescribed on the available configuration drawings. This axis was a good
approximation to the mean aerodynamic centerline (section 3.5.1 ofvol IlL and
its use simplified the definition of the fuselage. The origin of the Local Slender
Body Coordinate System was placed at the Reference Axis System origin (see fig.
3.4-1).
Nose and aft end locations: Since the origin of the Local Slender Body Coordinate
System coincided with the nose of the fuselage, x N was set to zero. The length of
the fuselage is 1748 inches; therefore, x T = 1748.0 (see fig. 3.4-1 ).
Regions influenced by Thin Bodies: In subsonic flow the influence of the wing
diminishes rapidly ahead of the wing leading edge. It is usually not necessary to
extend the Interference Body to the nose of the fuselage. In this case, satisfactory
results were obtained by extending the region of influence one-half the wing root
chord length ahead of the leading edge of the wing root (XLE = 350.0). This region
was extended to a point just slightly beyond the aft end of the fuselage (XTE =
1800.0) to account for effects from the horizontal stabilizer and the vertical tail
(sec fig. 3.4-1_. This is consistent with the modeling technique described in section
4.2.1 of the User's Manual.
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Numberandplacementof controlpoints: Usingtheautomaticoption in the GD
input, 46 control points were evenly distributed along the length of the fuselage.
Experience with similar programs has shown that about 50 line singularities give
good results at reasonable cost.
Area or radius distribution: The area distribution was determined by measuring
several fuselage cross sections (with a planimeter) and plotting these areas versus
XM. This curve was then smoothed in regions where the area distribution changed
rapidly (such as at the cab).
Camber line definition: The camber line was determined (approximately) by
drawing a line halfway between the upper and lower boundaries of the side-view
drawing. Once again, irregularities were smoothed.
Wing definition.- The wing planform drawing, fuselage side-view and cross-sectional
drawings, and the airfoil ordinates were used to define the wing. Because of the wing strut
intersections it was necessary to define the wing as three Thin Bodies. The first, named
INWING, extended from the plane of symmetry (X-Y plane) to the inboard strut. The second,
MIDWING, extended from the inboard strut to the outboard strut, and the third, OUTWlNG,
from the outboard strut to the tip (see fig. 3.4-2).
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The reference bodies for INWING,
MIDWING, and OUTWING were INTE (the fuselage Interference Body), INWING,
and MIDWlNG, respectively.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The dihedral angle of each of the three Thin Bodies
(INWING, MIDWING, and OUTWING) was 7 °. The Y-coordinate of the origin of
the Local Thin Body Coordinate System for INWING was taken to be zero (i.e., on
the plane of symmetry). The X-coordinate was determined by extending the wing
leading edge until it intersected the plane of symmetry (see fig. 3.4-3). To determine
the Z-coordinate, a cross-sectional view of the fuselage located midway between tile
wing root leading and trailing edges was used. The intersections of the wing leading
and trailing edges with the fuselage were placed on the drawing, and lines with 7"
dihedral angles were extended from thses points until they intersected the plane of
symmetry (see fig. 3.4-4). The Z-coordinate of INWING's origin was then calculated
by subtracting the Z-coordinate of the camber line at this same fuselage cross-
section from the average value of the Z-coordinates of these intersections. This
procedure ensured that the "low-wing" characteristics of the 707 would be re-
presented in the model; that is, the vertical position and orientation of 1NWING
with respect to tile Slender Body representing the fuselage would be similar to that
of the actual wing with respect to the actual fuselage. The origins of the Local Thin
Body Coordinate Systems associated with MIDWING and OUTWING were set by
using the Relocate option in the GD input (see CARD 29, sec. 4.2.2, vo111). This
automatically placed the origin of MIDWING's Local Thin Body Coordinate System
at the leading-edge tip of INWING, and the origin of OUTWING's Local Thin Body
Coordinate System at tile leading-edge tip of MIDWlNG (see fig. 3.4-5).
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Planform definition: The idealized wing planform is identical to the real planform
except that the root fairings and the curved tip extension were not represented (see
fig. 3.4-5).
Paneling scheme: The wing planform was divided into five streamwise rows and
eight spanwise rows (see sec. 3.4.2). The streamwise divisions were dictated by the
locations of the nacelle struts and the fact that the wing and horizontal tail panel
edges should occur at the same spanwise locations. (This requirement prevents wing
trailing vortex legs from passing close to control points on the horizontal tail, which
may cause unrealistic load distributions,) It is also very desirable to make the stream-
wise divisions of nearly equal width. This was not done because a large increase in the
number of singularities would have been required.
Panel control point locations: As recommended in volume II, the panel control
points were placed at 85% of the panel chord on the streamwise lines that passed
through the YN-centroid of each row of panels.
Airfoil definition: The airfoils were defined at the root, tip, and three interior span-
wise stations. These were linearly interpolated to provide definitions at six spanwise
stations for INWING, three spanwise stations for MIDWING, and two spanwise
stations for OUTWlNG.
Twist definition: The GD program was executed twice in order to model the differ-
ence in twist between the cruise shape and the jig shape. In GD-3B, the cruise shape
of the wing was specified as having zero twist. In GD-3A, the jig shape was modeled
by inputting a twist that varied linearly from 0 ° at the root to 1° at the tip. The
incidence of the wing, which is included in the twist input, was set at 2* for both
rl.l n s.
Fuselage hlterferem'e Body.--Data required to define the fuselage Interference Body
were a planform drawing of the entire configuration, wing and fuselage input data, and hori-
zontal stabilizer data.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: The fuselage Interference Body
Body was given the name INTE; its reference body was FUSELAGE.
Interference Body origin: The origin of this Local Interference Body Coordinate
System was chosen to coincide with the origin of the Reference Axis System.
Region where Thin Bodies affect tile referenced Slender Body: This region was
defined ill the fuselage Slender Body data and determines the leading- and
trailing-edge X-coordinates of the Interference Body. Therefore, the leading edge
was located at a distance of one-half the root chord ahead of the leading edge of the
root chord and the trailing edge was located at a point slightly beyond the aft end
of the fuselage (see fig. 3.4-1 ). Here, these data are input in terms of tile Local
Interference Body Coordinate System, i.e., XIBLE = 350.0, and XIBTE = 1800.0.
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Wing-bodyintersectionline: TheY, Z-coordinatesfor thislinewerefoundfrom
figure3.4-6.A linewith 7* dihedralanglewasdrawnfrom theaverageof the
leading-andtrailing-edgeplane-of-symmetryintersectionpoints(pointZ3). The
intersectionof thislinewith thefuselagecrosssectionat (Y4, Z4) definedtheY-
coordinateof thewing-bodyintersectionline. TheZ-coordinatewassetequalto
theZ-coordinateof theintersectionline,Z4,minustheZ-coordinateof thecamber
line,Zc (seefig. 3.4-6).TheY, Z-coordinatesof thewing-bodyintersectionline
wereusedasthecoordinatesof oneof theInterferenceBodycornerpoints(see
below).
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ZC = Z-coordinate of the fuselage camber line
I Z3 = 1/2 (Z 1 + Z2); (Z 1 + Z2 defined in figure 3.4-4)
FIGURE 3.4-6.-DETERMINA TION OF MODEL WING-BOD V INTERSECTION POINT-707-320B
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: Three panels were
placed around the defined half of the fuselage. (Four is the recommended minimum
number of panels on an Interference Body half-shell). The wing-fuselage inter-
section line defined the location of one corner point (Y = 51.3076, Z = 31. 1052)
as well as an interference shell radius. In order to preserve this 60-inch radius,
corner points were placed at Y = 0.0 and Z = ---60.0. The Y-coordinate of the
remaining corner point was arbitrarily chosen to be the same as that of the wing-
fuselage intersection line, namely, Y = 51.3076. Its Z-coordinate was chosen so
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that it would lie in the plane of the horizontal stabilizer Thin Body (see below),
that is, Z = 6.2998. These four corner points were entered using the Y-Z input
option. (The geometry of the Interference Body cross-section can be seen in
figure 3.4-13.) If this model were redone, more than three interference body
panels would be used.
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: The prime factor considered
was the effect of Thin Bodies on the fuselage. The panel density was increased in
regions where large pressure gradients might be expected (fig. 3.4-7). (The trans-
verse panel edge locations were input manually in CARD SET 24.)
Y
Y
t Region influenced by thin bodiesI IIII! II I I I!11
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations
7
_xv
FIGURE 3.4-7.-INTERFERENCE BOD Y TRANSVERSE PANEL EDGE LOCA TIONS-707-320B
Thin Body intersection data: These data were taken directly from the inboard
wing, horizontal stabilizer, and vertical tail input data.
Interference Body panel control point locations: The panel control points were
placed at the recommended location of 85% of the panel chord.
Horizontal stabilizer.-The data required to define the horizontal stabilizer were a plan-
form drawing, a side-view drawing of the fuselage, the wing input data, and the airfoil
ordinates.
• Name of Thin Body and reference body: HOR was the name used for the
horizontal stabilizer: its reference body was INTE.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The horizontal stabilizer was modeled with one
Thin Body having 7 ° dihedral. The Z-coordinate of the Local Thin Body Coordinate
System origin was chosen so that the distance from the horizontal tail to the fuse-
lage camber line would be preserved. In this case, the horizontal hinge line coincided
with the fuselage camber line, so the Z-coordinate was set to zero (see fig. 3.4-8). As
a matter of convenience the Y-coordinate of the origin was also set to zero. The
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FIGURE 3.4-8.-DETERMINA TION OF MODEL HORIZONTAL
STA BIL IZER L OCA TION-707-320B
X-coordinate was then found by extending the leading edge of the horizontal stabi-
lizer to the plane of symmetry (see fig. 3.4-9).
Planform definition: The planform defined by the drawing was modified by
extending the leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer to the plane of symmetry (see
fig. 3.4-9).
Paneling scheme: Force distribution was considered to be of secondary importance,
so a very sparse paneling scheme was used. The streamwise panel edges were lined
up with the streamwise panel edges of the wing (see "Wing definition"). The span-
wise panel edges were arbitrarily placed at 40.8',;_ and 74.055 of tile chord.
Panel control point locations: Tile panel control points were placed at the
recommended 855( panel chord points.
Airfoil definition: The airfoil ordinates were taken directly from Boeing
documents.
Twist definition: The horizontal stabilizer has no twist.
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FIGURE 3.4-9.-MODEL HORIZONTAL STABILIZER PLANFORM-707-320B
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Vertical tail.-The data required to define the vertical tail were a planform drawing, a
side-view drawing of the fuselage, and the vertical tail airfoil ordinates.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The vertical tail was named VERTICAL,
its reference body was INTE.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The Y- and Z-coordinates of the vertical tail's Local
Thin Body Coordinate System origin were specified to be 0.0. The X-coordinate,
XTBo, was found by extending the leading edge of the vertical tail until it inter-
sected the X-axis (see next paragraph). The dihedral angle of the tail was set (by
definition) to 90*.
Planform definition: From the planform and fuselage side view drawings the
average distance (in the Z-direction) from the tail-fuselage intersection line to the
fuselage camber line, D, was found (see fig. 3.4-10). The planform was then shifted
in the Z-direction such that the average distance from the tail-fuselage intersection
line to the XM-axis was equal to value of D determined above. The leading and
trailing edges of this planform were then extended to the X-axis to complete the
model planform definition (see fig. 3.4-10).
Paneling scheme: Force distribution was considered to be relatively unimportant;
therefore, a very sparse paneling arrangement was defined. Two streamwise panel
rows (of approximately equal span) were specified, each containing three panels.
The spanwise panel edges were placed at 40.8% and 74.0% of the chord. (The
74.0% line coincided with the leading edge line of the rudder.)
Panel control point locations: The panel control points were placed at the recom-
mended 85% panel chord points.
Airfoil definition: The airfoil sections for the vertical tail were taken directly from
Boeing documents.
• Twist definition: The vertical tail had no twist.
Struts.- The strut definitions required strut and nacelle planform drawings and each
strut's airfoil ordinates. The discussion below applies to both the inboard and outboard struts.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The inboard strut was named 1NSTRUT,
the outboard strut, OUTSTRUT; their reference bodies were INWlNG and MID-
WING, respectively.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: Tile Relocate option was used to specify the
locations of the origins of the Local Thin Body Coordinate Systems for the two
struts. The origin of the coordinate system for INSTRUT was placed at the
leading edge of the tip of INWING and the origin of the coordinate system for
OUTSTRUT was placed at the leading edge of the tip of MIDWING. The dihedral
angles of INSTRUT and OUTSTRUT are both -83.0*.
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Planform definition: The planform of each strut was modified by extending the
leading and trailing edges to the nacelle centerlines (see fig. 3.4-11). This procedure
was used in order to determine the locations of the nacelle origins (see "Nacelle
definition"). Planform break point coordinates are shown in figure 3.4.11.
Paneling scheme: It was estimated that the struts would contribute very little to
the aerodynamics of the entire configuration, so only three panels contained in
one streamwise row were defined on each.
Panel control point locations: The control points were placed at the 85% panel
chord points.
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FIGURE 3.4-11.-NACELLE STRUT PLANFORM DEFINITION-707-320B
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Airfoil definition: Theairfoil ordinatesweretakendirectlyfroma companydocument.
• Twist definition: The struts had no twist.
Nacelle definition.-A side-view drawing of the nacelles and a general airplane configura-
tion drawing were used to define the nacelle models. Each nacelle was represented by an Inter-
ference Body having a radius equal to the maximum radius of the actual nacelle and a Slender
Body of much smaller radius to simulate nacelle thickness. The Slender Bodies are discussed
first.
Name of Slender Body: The inboard and outboard nacelles were named 1NNAC
and OUTNAC, respectively.
Slender Body origin: The X-coordinate of the Local Slender Body Coordinate
System origin for INNAC was specified to be X = 670.101. The X-coordinate of
OUTNAC's coordinate system origin was X = 851.928. The Y- and Z-coordinates
were found by executing the GD program without nacelles, and then noting the Y-
and Z-coordinates of the tips of INSTRUT and OUTSTRUT given in tile printout
(which, by definition, coincided with the nacelle centerlines). Using these
coordinates (Y = 395.993, Z = -45.7077, for INNAC, and Y = 623.9126, Z =
-14.7001, for OUTNAC) ensured that the Slender Bodies representing the
nacelles would be located properly.
Nose and aft end locations: These were taken directly from the side-view drawings
of the nacelles (see fig. 3.4-12).
Regions influenced by Thin Bodies: Because of the nacelles' close proximity to the
wing and struts, it was specified that they would be influenced along their entire
length.
Number and placement of control points: Five control points were used to model
each nacelle. They were evenly distributed between the nose and aft end locations
by using the automatic placement option. This was considered an ample number
since the nacelles are relatively small airplane components and their contribution
to the overall stability characteristics of the airplane is probably minor.
Area or radius distribution: The Slender Bodies were sized to represent the
apparent thickness effects of the actual nacelles. The procedure used was to define
each Slender Body as a parabola of revolution whose radius was equal to the maxi-
mum minus the averag e radius of the actual nacelle (see fig. 3.4-12). More recent
experience shows that a better method is the one described in section 4.2.1 of
volume I1.
• Camber line definition: The nacelle models had no camber.
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Nacelle Interference Bodies.-Information required to define these bodies consisted of
side-view drawings of the nacelles and the nacelle Slender Body data. This description applies
to both the inboard and outboard nacelle Interference Bodies.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: The inboard and outboard
nacelle Interference Bodies were given the names INTINNAC and INTOUT,
respectively. Their reference bodies were INNAC and OUTNAC.
Interference Body origin: The Y- and Z-coordinates of the Local Interference Body
Coordinate System origin were identical to those of the corresponding nacelle
Slender Body origin. The X-coordinate was just ahead of the first control point of
the nacelle Slender Body.
Regions where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body: This region
extended from the Interference Body origin to a point slightly aft of the tail of the
Slender Body (see fig. 3.4-12). (This region should have been terminated at the
tail of the Slender Body.)
Wing-body intersection line: In this case the corner points were input automatically
(see below), and the program was allowed to make the paneling changes at the
intersections of INSTRUT with INTINNAC and OUTSTRUT with INTOUT as
shown in figure 4.2-15 in Volume 11.
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: Only three panels were
used in the interference shell (a larger number would be desirable if nacelle airloads
were an important part of the analysis). The four panel corner points were placed
at equal increments about the Slender Body by using the automatic input option.
The radius of the shell was taken to be equal to the maximum radius of the actual
nacelle (see fig. 3.4-12).
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: One interior transverse panel
edge was placed halfway between the leading and trailing edges of the Interference
Body by using the EQ. SPACE option (see fig. 3.4-12). (Again, a larger number of
panels would be desirable if nacelle airloads were of primary interest.)
Thin Body intersection data: This information was obtained from the strut input
data. The tip of INSTRUT coincided with the XlB-axis of INTINNAC's coordinate
system; therefore YIB = ZIB = 0.0. The same relationship existed between the tip
of OUTSTRUT and INTOUT's XIB-axis. The dihedral angle of both INSTRUT and
OUTSTRUT (relative to the Local Interference Body Coordinate Systemsl was 97*.
Panel control point location: The control points were placed at tile recommended
location: 85',4 of the panel chord.
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3.4.2 Geometry Definition Plot Program-GDPLOT-3
The GDPLOT program was used to obtain a graphic display of the aerodynamic model
produced by GD-3A (see fig. 3.4-13). Note that only the paneling is shown. Indication of the
panel centroid and/or control point locations was not requested.
3.4.3 Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Program-AIC-3
Only one execution of the AIC program was necessary since the difference between the
two geometric definitions involved only wing twist.
AIC input.-The following general information was specified in the AIC input data deck.
Type of reference motion: Both symmetric and antisymmetric reference motions
were requested since the airplane response to antisymmetric pertttrbations was to
be calculated in SD&SS.
• Math number: The freestream Mach number was set equal to 0.8.
Perturbation delta Mach number: The perturbation delta Mach number was
specified to be 0.06 (as calculated by the formula given in sec. 5.2.1, vo111).
Steady/unsteady option: Unsteady aerodynamics was requested since dynamic
stability calculations were to be made in SD&SS.
3.4.4 Internal Structural Influence Coefficient Program-ISIC-3
Only one structural definition of the 707-320B was necessary because the difference
between the two geometric models did not affect the shape or paneling. This section describes
the methods used to generate the input data deck. The bodies are discussed in the order in
which they were defined.
General information.--The data required consisted of a complete elastic axis definition as
shown in figure 3.4-14.
• Problem type: The residual-elastic option was chosen for both symmetric and
antisymmetric motion so that all areas of the program would be exercised. Use of
this option would allow a rigid, static-elastic or residual-elastic representation of
tile structure to be specified in the SD&SS program.
General Junction Point X-locations: These locations were found from the
available elastic axis data. There were no such data for the struts or nacelles so
elastic axis positions were estimated. The General Junction Points were located
at tile nose of the fuselage and at each point where two elastic axes intersected Isee
fig. 3.4-14).
General Junction Point symmetry code: From figure 3.4-14 it was noted that
General Junction Points I, 11, II1, and IV were on the plane of symmetry and
General Junction Points V, VI, VII, and VIII were off the plane of symmetry.
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Junction Point Paths: The independent Junction Point Paths defined by the elastic
axes were found by tracing routes from each free end to the Reference Junction
Point of the structural configuration at the nose (see fig. 3.4-14).
Gyroscopic effects option' Gyroscopic moments due to the engines were specified
to be associated with General Junction Points VII and VIII since these provided the
structural connections for the nacelle.
Fuselage definition.-The airplane elastic axis drawing and the fuselage stiffness and mass
properties were used to prepare the input data for the fuselage.
Number of parts: The fuselage elastic axis was naturally divided into four parts by
the wing, vertical tail, and horizontal stabilizer intersections (see fig. 3.4-14).
Associated General Junction Points: Figure 3.4-14 shows that junction point I is
located at the nose of the fuselage and that junction points II, III, and IV connect
the Slender Body parts.
Number and locations of segments: The fuselage was divided into segments by
making a step function approximation of the EIYM stiffness properties graph (see
fig. 3.4-15). Each step represented a constant stiffness segment. The X-locations of
the segment ends were taken directly from the graph.
Number of interior structural nodes per segment' Because the stiffness properties
of the fuselage varied so rapidly, there was no need to add interior structural nodes
in any of the segments.
Segment stiffness properties: The EIYM , EIZM, and GJ values for each segment
were taken directly from the step approximations on the stiffness properties
graphs. (Full stiffness values are input, even for elastic axes lying on the plane of
symmetry.)
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The raw mass data consisted of the
locations of a number of point masses to represent the structural, passenger, cargo,
and fuel masses. These masses were divided among the structural nodes in a manner
that preserved the center of gravity of the fuselage. Some of these mass values were
later altered when the total airplane mass, center of gravity, and moments of inertia
were refined. These lumped masses were input in slugs, so no scale factors were
required. (The mass values input were one-half the actual values since the fuselage
elastic axis was on the plane of symmetry..)
Wing deltnition.-The wing was defined in the GD program by using three Thin Bodies.
The structural input data were first determined by treating the wing as one body, and then
dividing it into three pieces in order to make it consistent with the geometry definition. The
GD program output, wing planform drawing, elastic axis definition, and stiffness and mass
properties were required to prepare the input data.
• Number of parts: Each Thin Body had only one part.
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Q Associated General Junction Points: From figure 3.4-14 it was noted that junction
points I1, V, and VI were associated with the wing.
Number and locations of segments: Step function approximations of the stiffness
properties curves similar to the ones made for the fuselage were made so that the
stiffness properties of the wing would be well defined. Each step in the approxima-
tion defined a constant stiffness elastic segment. A program requirement that all
segments which begin or terminate at a General Junction Point have zero sweep was
satisfied by inserting short zero-sweep segments (about 10 inches in length) at each
of the associated General Junction Points. Allowance for this deviation from the
actual elastic axis definition was made in the adjacent segments. At this point
the elastic axis model was complete, so the Xn- and yn-locations of the segment
ends could be found. This was accomplished by drawing Thin Body Structural
Coordinate Systems originating at each of the associated General Junction Points
and reading the appropriate Xn, yn-coordinates. The number of segments per Thin
Body was simply counted from the drawing (see fig. 3.4-16).
Number of interior nodes per segment: Additional structural nodes were required
because of the large number of aerodynamic panels on the wing. These were
included in tile longest segments. (This procdure was designed to minimize the
error due to the Yni-Offset approximation; see fig. 6.2-7, vol II.)
Segment stiffness properties: The Elxni and GJ values for each elastic segment were
taken directly from the stiffness properties drawings.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The raw data defined the wing as 10
spanwise panels with two mass values and two centers of gravity, one for the wing
structure and one for fuel (see fig. 3.4-17). These panels provided a fair spanwise mass
distribution, but an unacceptable chordwise distribution. To improve the chordwise
mass distribution, a wing planform drawing that included the front and rear spars
and the fuel tanks was made. It was decided that the structural masses would be
placed on the front and rear spars and the fuel masses at points midway between the
edges of the fuel tanks and the elastic axis. Lines indicating these positions were
drawn. The program requires that Thin Body masses lie on lines that pass through
the associated structural nodes and are perpendicular to the associated segments.
Lines meeting these criteria were drawn. The points of intersection of these lines
and the set previously described became the model's mass location points. Masses
were then distributed to the various points in a manner which preserved each origi-
nal panel's total mass and center of gravity. The mass distribution obtained was later
altered slightly when the airplane's total mass, center of gravity, and moments of
inertia were refined. All of the above calculations were made using pounds; there-
fore, the weights of the lumped masses were input in pounds. As a result, a scale
factor of 0.031081 was used to convert the input values into slugs.
Vertical tail and horizontal stabilizer definitions.-These bodies were defined in a similar
manner. Data required were planform drawings, GD program output, elastic axis definitions,
and stiffness and mass properties.
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• Number of parts: The vertical tail and horizontal stabilizer each had one part.
Associated General Junction Points: It was noted from figure 3.4-14 that the
vertical tail was attached to the fuselage by junction point Ill and the horizontal
stabilizer was attached by junction point IV.
Number and locations of segments: The segment definitions were made using the
same method used for the wing. Initial segment end locations were found by making
step approximations of the stiffness properties. These were then modified when the
requirement that the first segment of each body have zero sweep was satisfied. The
Xn-,Yn-iOcations of each segment end were measured in terms of Thin Body Struc-
tural Coordinate Systems originating at the respective General Junction Points.
Number of interior structural nodes per segment: A sufficient number of structural
nodes (8 nodes for the horizontal stabilizer and 12 nodes for tile vertical tail) was
defined when forming the segments, so no interior nodes were necessary for either
body.
Segment stiffness properties: These values were found by forming step function
approximations to the stiffness property curves based on the revised locations of
the segment ends. (Full stiffness values were entered for the vertical tail.)
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: Vertical tail and horizontal stabilizer
data from company documents divided the bodies into panels and gave the mass and
center of gravity for each panel. Model lumped mass locations were situated at the
intersections of the front and rear spars, with lines originating from the structural
nodes and perpendicular to the respective segments. The masses from the raw data
were distributed to these model lumped mass locations in a manner which preserved
each defining panel's mass and center of gravity. All of the above calculations were
made using pounds and the weights of the lumped masses were input in pounds.
As a result, a scale factor of 0.031081 was included to convert the data to slugs.
(The vertical tail masses were one-half the actual values.)
Strut definitions. There were no elastic axis or stiffness data available for either strut, so
this information was estimated. The data required to prepare the card input were planform
drawings, structural drawings, mass data, and the wing input data.
• Number of parts: Each strut had only one part.
Associated General Junction Points: From figure 3.4-14 it was noted that the
inboard strut had structural connections at General Junction Points V and VII,
and the outboard strut was connected at junction points VI and VIII.
Number and locations of segments: The elastic axis chosen for each strut is shown
in figure 3.4-18. Each elastic axis consisted of four segments, one of which
coincided with the midspar. The Xn-, yn-coordinates of the segment ends were
measured using Thin Body Structural Coordinate Systems originating at junction
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pointsV and VI. Note that the first and fourth segments of each elastic axis are
perpendicular to the xn-axis (and, therefore, the X-axis) as required.
Number of interior structural nodes per segment: Two interior nodes were placed
on the third segment (the longest segment; see fig. 3.4-18) of each body to com-
pensate for the fact that these segments nearly spanned the strut.
Segment stiffness properties: The struts were assigned stiffnesses that were of the
same order of magnitude as those in the wing-fuselage intersection area.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The mass data available for each strut
consisted of a single mass value and location. This mass was divided into four masses
which were assigned to the interior nodes mentioned above in a manner which
preserved total mass and center of gravity of each strut. The lumped masses were
input in slugs; therefore, no scale factors were needed.
Nacelle deJ_nitions.-The elastic axes and stiffness properties of the nacelles were not
available and therefore, were estimated. The information required to generate the input
data were the GD program output and the nacelle mass data.
Number of parts: Each nacelle was divided into two parts by the strut intersection
(see fig. 3.4-14). For both bodies, the first part was forward of the intersection
and the second part aft.
Associated General Junction Points: As shown in figure 3.4-14, the inboard
nacelle was structurally connected by junction point VII and the outboard nacelle
by junction point VIII.
Number and locations of segments: The elastic axis of each nacelle was assumed to
coincide with the XM-axis of its Local Slender Body Aerodynamic Coordinate
System. Each Slender Body part consisted of one elastic segment.
Number of interior structural nodes per segment: In order to provide a means of
defining an adequate mass distribution, one interior node was placed in the first
Slender Body part and two were placed in the second part. This procedure was
followed for both nacelles.
Segment stiffness properties: The EIYM , EIZM, and GJ for each segment were
estimated to be 1.0 x 1013 ib-in, squared. These relatively high stiffness values were
specified since it was anticipated that the nacelles would act rigidly. It should be
noted that stiffnesses o.f much higher orders of magnitude were ruled out because of
the possibility of introducing errors during inversion of the stiffness matrix to form
the flexibility matrix.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The raw data provided the total mass
and center of gravity for each body. Masses were distributed among the five struc-
tural nodes of each nacelle such that total masses and centers of gravity were
preserved. The masses were input in slugs; therefore, scale factors were not required.
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Refinement of the 707-320B mass data.-Although the mass definition described pro-
vided fairly accurate mass distribution results for each of the bodies, the individual body loca-
tions as modeled in the GD program were approximate. Thus, when the total mass, center of
gravity, and moments of inertia were calculated, they did not agree with the published figures.
To correct this, mass values were changed until the total mass, center of gravity, IXX, Iyy, and
IZZ were within 3 percent of the published figures. All of the changes made involved lumped
masses that represented cargo, passengers, and fuel. Therefore, the structural masses were not
affected, and the lumped mass representation remained valid.
3.4.5 Elastic Axis Plot Program-EAPLOT-3
The EAPLOT program was used to obtain a graphic display of the structural modeling
used in the ISIC program. The results of this program for the 707-320B are given in
figure 3.4-19.
3.4.6 Normal Modes Program-NM-3
The NM program input for the 707-320B consisted of the following:
Structural option: The residual-elastic structural option was chosen for both
symmetric and antisymmetric motions since coupled perturbation calculations
were to be made in SD&SS.
Number of modal shapes desired: It was requested that only the first symmetric
and first antisymmetric modal shapes be calculated. The second and higher modal
shapes were not desired since their frequencies were high enough (greater than 1.9
cycles per second) to be considered inconsistent with the low frequency assumptions
made in developing the unsteady aerodynamic theory used in FLEXSTAB.
3.4.7 Normal Modes Plot Program-NMPLOT-3
The NMPLOT program gave a graphic display of the modal shapes calculated in the NM-
3 run. Shown in figure 3.4-20 is the participation of each body (with the exception of the
vertical tail) in the first symmetric modal shape. (The vertical tail has no degrees of freedom
for symmetric boundary conditions and therefore, its displacements are identically zero.)
Tile participation of Slender Bodies is displayed in terms of aerocentroid displacements
in the Y- and Z-directions (DY and DZ, respectively). Thin Body aerocentroid displacements
are in the ZN-direction (DZN). (Note that the planform locations of the Thin Body aero-
centroids are shown in figure 3.4-20 and that the ZN-displacements, which are actually
normal to the Thin Body plane, are displayed in the YN-direction; the ZN-displacement scale
is located at the top of each Thin Body modal shape plot.) All displacements are measured
from the underformed aerocentroid locations (defined by the GD program) and are
normalized with respect to the largest aerocentroid displacement for the entire configuration.
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3.5 BOEING 2707-300PT (SST) DEMONSTRATION CASE
The SST was included as a demonstration case to illustrate FLEXSTAB's ability to
analyze large supersonic configurations. Empirical corrections were made to the steady aero-
dynamics with the CAIC program. The structural definition was provided by the ESIC
program.
3.5.1 Geometry Definition Program-GD-4
The SST was restricted to symmetric motion, so the vertical tail and the ventral fin were
excluded from the geometry definition. The data used to define the geometry were a general
configuration drawing and the airfoil ordinates of the wing and horizontal stabilizer. All
linear dimensions are in inches.
Fewer illustrations appear in this section since many of the modeling techniques used for
the SST are similar to those used in the definition of the 707-320B. The reader may wish to
refer to the SST GDPLOT results (see sec. 3.5.2) in order to help visualize the modeling
descriptions given below.
Fuselage definition. Before the fuselage could be defined, the location and orientation
of the Reference Axis System had to be specified. The Reference Axis System was placed
such that its X-axis coincided with the X-axis on the general configuration drawing of the
airplane cruise shape and such that the nose of the fuselage was located at X = 200.0, Y = 0.0,
and Z = -14.0
• Name of Slender Body: The fuselage Slender Body was named FUSELAGE.
Slender Body origin: The origin of the fuselage's Local Slender Body Coordinate
System was located at X = 0.0, Y = 0.0, and Z = -14.0.
Nose and aft end locations: The values x N = 200.0 and x T = 3639.65 were taken
directly from the drawing.
Regions influenced by Thin Bodies: In supersonic flow, the effect of a disturbance
propagating from a point on the wing can only be felt by those portions of the fuse-
lage that lie in the aft Mach cone emanating from this point. Therefore, the region
of the fuselage influenced by the wing was specified to begin at the leading edge of
the wing-fuselage intersection line. This region was extended to the aft end of the
fuselage due to the large wing root chord and the presence of the horizontal
stabilizer (see fig. 3.5-3).
Number and placement of control points: Fifty control points were evenly distri-
buted along the length of the fuselage by using the automatic option in the
GD input.
Area or radius distribution: The radii of the fuselage (which was nearly circular in
cross section) were taken directly from the general configuration drawing. The
portion of the fuselage aft of the point of maximum radius was left open; i.e., the
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radius was specified to remain a constant value equal to the maximum radius all the
way to the end of the Slender Body.
Camber line definition: The camber line was taken to be the mean of the upper and
lower fuselage skin lines. The camber measurements were made from the X-axis of
the Reference Axis System. It should be noted that it does not matter where the
camber line is measured from since the GD program uses the camber definition to
calculate camber slopes only.
Wing definition.-The wing was modeled with three Thin Bodies. One, named WING1,
extended from the plane of symmetry to the inboard nacelle; another, WING2, was defined
from the inboard nacelle to the outboard nacelle; and the third, WING3, extended from the
outboard nacelle to the wing tip.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The reference body for WINGI was the
fuselage Interference Body, IB 1. The reference bodies for WING2 and WING 3
were WING I and WING 2, respectively.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: Tile Local Thin Body Coordinate Systems for
each of the three Thin Bodies were coincident. Their origins were placed at the
point where a linear extrapolation of the wing leading edge intersected the plane
of symmetry, that is, at X = 1007.0, Y = 0.0, and Z =-37.0. The complex dihedral
of the wing was ignored since only symmetric motion was under consideration.
Planform definition: The planforms for all three Thin Bodies were measured
directly from the top view of the full configuration drawing. The only modification
necessary involved the inboard wing, WING l, which was extended inboard to the
plane of symmetry (see fig. 3.5-1 ).
Paneling scheme: The SST wing was defined to have 15 streamwise panel rows with
7 panels in each (see fig. 3.5-3). Eight of the rows were of approximately equal
panel span and lay between the inboard edge of WING I and the outboard edge of
WING2. The seven remaining rows, each of which had approximately twice the
span of the inboard rows, defined the paneling on WING3. The increased paneling
density in the inboard region of the wing was designed to increase the resolution
of forces in the areas where interference effects between wing, fuselage, and
nacelles are largest.
Panel control point locations: Each panel's control point was placed at the 85%
panel chord point on a streamwise line passing through the YN-centroid of each
panel row.
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Airfoil definition: The airfoil varies from a biconvex section (_3Y2% thick) out-
board of the leading-edge break to a modified NACA 65 section at the side of the
body. Wing camber and twist were contained in the airfoil definition.
• Twist definition: The incidence of the wing reference plane (-1.25 °) was input here.
Fuselage Interference Body definition.-The fuselage Interference Body was used to
model the effects of the wing and horizontal stabilizer on the fuselage.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: The Interference Body was named
IBI; its reference body was FUSELAGE.
Interference Body origin: The Y- and Z-coordinates of the Local Interference Body
Coordinate System origin coincided (as required) with the corresponding coordi-
nates of the Local Slender Body Coordinate System origin. The X-coordinate was
set equal to the X-location of the leading edge of the wing-fuselage intersection
(X = 1268.2676).
Region where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body: The leading edge of
the Interference Body was placed at the leading edge of the wing-fuselage inter-
section line (see below) and the trailing edge at the aft end of the fuselage (see fig.
3.5-3).
Wing-body intersection line: Since the wing was modeled with no dihedral, the
Z-location of the wing-body intersection line was the same as that of the origin of
the wing's Local Thin Body Coordinate System. The Y-location was taken directly
from a cross-sectional view of the wing-body intersection.
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: Six panels were
placed around the defined half of the fuselage. The radius of the interference shell
was kept approximately equal to the maximum radius of the fuselage (i.e., 79.4
inches). Because of the high location of the horizontal stabilizer, the Z-location of
the Interference Body was shifted upward relative to the fuselage Slender Body in
keeping with the modeling techniques described in section 4.2.1 of volume I1 (see
fig. 3.5-2). The top corner point (nmnber 1) was placed at ZIB = 94.0 on the plane
of symmetry. Two others (numbers 4 and 7) were placed at YIB = 80.0, ZIB = 0.0,
and YIB = 0.0, ZIB = -46.0, respectively. The wing-body and horizontal stabilizer
intersechons defined corner points 5 and 3 at YIB = 70.0, ZIB = -23.0, and YIB =
70.0, ZIB = 51.0, respectively. These, with two additional corner points (numbers
2 and 6) located at (40.0, 84.0) and (40.0,-41.0), respectively, defined six panels
of approximately equal width a recommended procedure.
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: The transverse panel edges of
the Interference Body were aligned with the wing panel edges at the wing-body
intersection (see fig. 3.5-3). Wider panels were used between the wing and the
horizontal stabilizer, while a closer spacing was again employed in the region of the
horizontal stabilizer.
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Thin Body intersection data: These data were taken directly from the inboard
wing and horizontal stabilizer input data.
Interference Body panel control point locations: The panel control points were
placed at 85% of the panel chord.
Horizontal stabilizer definition. The data required to define the horizontal stabilizer
consisted of the general configuration drawing and the wing and fuselage Interference
Body input data.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The horizontal stabilizer was given
the name HOR; its reference body was IB1.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The horizontal stabilizer had no dihedral. The
X-location of the Local Thin Body Coordinate System origin was found by
linearly extrapolating the leading edge of the actual horizontal stabilizer to the
plane of symmetry. The Y-location was found by moving the planform outward
until the correct horizontal stabilizer surface area was exposed beyond the
fuselage Interference Body. The Z-location was determined by preserving the
distance from the top of the fuselage to the horizontal stabilizer.
Planform definition The planform was modified by making the root chord
streamwise and moving it outboard, as described above.
Paneling scheme: The planform was divided into five streamwise rows of panels
whose edges lined up with the wing panel edges. Each row contained six
chordwise divisions (see Fig. 3-5-3). The paneling for this thin body did not
follow the recommended paneling rules (cf. Vol. II, page 4-6). The rule states
that if wedge-type airfoils are used, care should be taken that panel camber and
thickness slopes do not change discontinuously over the chord of a panel. It
is recommended that the paneling scheme be such that airfoil discontinuities
coincide with panel edges. On the SST horizontal tail the second and third row
of spanwise panels span the discontinuous slope at 40.06% and 62.03% chord.
The centroid location for the panels of the second and third rows nearly coincides
with the slope discontinuity. The algorithm which calculates the slope at the
panel centroid computes different values for various streamwise rows of panels.
Also, different values of the panel slopes could result at different computer
installations due to differing computer accuracy if the paneling scheme, as used
in this demonstration case, is followed, rather than the recommended approach.
Panel control point locations: The panel control points were located at the
85% panel chord points along lines passing through the YN-centroids of the
panel rows.
Airfoil definition The airfoil section was a 3% thick modified double wedge
(see Figure 3.5-3). The airfoil was defined using coordinate YN = 240, which
is outboard of the tip (YN = 200). The procedure caused a warning message
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to be printed by the GD program, however, the airfoil definition was computed
correctly. This is because the horizontal tail has a constant section and linear
interpolation was specified on card 37 of the GD input.
• Twist definition: The horizontal stabilizer had no twist or incidence.
Nacelle definition.--The nacelles on the SST were tailored to the wing's lower surface
without struts. Because of their proximity to the wing, the nacelles were modeled without
Interference Bodies (see note 12, sec. 4.2.1, vol II). The discussion below applies for each
nacelle.
Name of Slender Body: The inboard and outboard nacelles were given the names
INNAC and OUTNAC, respectively.
Slender Body origin: The Y- and Z-coordinates of the Local Slender Body Coordi-
nate System origin were chosen to coincide with the centerline of the actual nacelle
given on the general configuration drawing. The X-coordinate was found by sub-
tracting _R i from the X-location of the nacelle inlet where Ri is the nacelle radius at
the inlet and _3=x/M_ -1 is the contangent of the Mach angle.
Nose and aft end locations: These nacelles were modeled using the "open-ended
Slender Body" technique described in section 4.2.1 of volume II. In accordance
with this method, the Slender Body nose location (which defines where the line
singularities begin) was placed at the Local Slender Body Coordinate System origin.
The aft end location was chosen to coincide with the aft end location of the actual
nacelle.
Regions influenced by Thin Bodies: This information was not required since there
were no Interference Bodies associated with the nacelle models.
Number and placement of control points: 15 control points were evenly distributed
along the Slender Body axis between the inlet and tail of the nacelle in keeping with
the nacelle modeling techniques given in volume II (see sec. 4.2. ! ).
Area or radius distribution: The radius was set equal to the actual nacelle outer
surface radius.
Camber line definition: Although the nacelles had no camber as such, the
incidences of their centerlines with respect to the fuselage centerline were input
as camber. These data were taken directly from the general configuration drawing.
3.5.2 Geometry Definition Plot Program-GDPLOT-4
The GDPLOT program was executed to obtain a graphic display of the results from the
GD-4 run. Along with a plot of the complete configuration, an individual plot of the hori-
zontal stabilizer was obtained. The results from this run are given in figure 3.5-3.
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3.5.3AerodynamicInfluenceCoefficient Program-AIC-4
An output tape from the GD-4 run and an input data deck were required by the AIC
program.
AIC input.-The following general information was specified in the AIC input data deck.
Type of reference motion: Only symmetric reference motion was requested since
only symmetric structural data were available.
• Math number: The Math number was chosen to be 2.7.
Perturbation delta Mach number: The perturbation delta Math number was set to
0.25 (as calculated by the equation in volume II). (This parameter must be input if
stick speed stability and compressibility correction calculations are to be made in
SD&SS.)
Steady/unsteady option: Unsteady aerodynamics was requested so that unsteady
calculations could be made in SD&SS.
3.5.4 A1C Matrix Correction Program-CAIC-4
The CA1C program was used to modify the [LSC S] matrix produced by AIC-4. The
required input consisted of the following information.
• Type of reference motion: The SST was restricted to symmetric reference motion.
Method of altering the [LSC] matrix: It was specified that the [LSC S] matrix
would be corrected by postmultiplication by a diagonal matrix, [C2J.
Values used to alter the [LSC] matrix: Postmultiplying the original [LSC S] matrix
by ['C21 produces a new [LSC S] matrix whose columns are different from those of
the original matrix by factors equal to the diagonal elements of ['C2,]. The elements
of this diagonal matrix were found in the following manner. Wind tunnel pressure
data (ref. 3-1 ) for several angles of attack were integrated over each panel on the wing
so that a lift force versus angle-of-attack plot (ACp versus a) could be made for each
panel. The slopes of these curves near AC_ = 0.0 were used to form a column
matrix which was set equal to the [LscS]Pmatrix postmultiplied by a column
matrix {C 2}:
= ItscSl {c2}
This equation was solved to obtain the elements of {C2}. The diagonal corrector
matrix was then formed by placing the elements of {C2/ along the diagonal
of ['C-_.].
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3.5.5ExternalStructuralInfluenceCoefficientProgram-ESIC-4
Thelowaspectratioof theSSTwingcouldnotbeaccuratelyrepresentedby thestruc-
tural beamtheoryusedin theISICprogram.Therefore,a finite-elementstructuralanalysis
program,SAMECS(seeref. 3-2),wasusedto generatemostof thestructuralinformation.The
clampedflexibility matrix,[cS], thefreevibrationmodeshapematrix, [_61S] , andthe
generalizedstiffnessandmassmatrices,Ikl SJand [m1S],werecreatedby theSAMECS
program.Beforedescribingtheinput deckrequirements,adiscussionof theproceduresused
to createtheflexibility matrixusedonNASTAP,theESICinput tape,will begiven.
ThebasicSSTflexibility matrixwasoriginallygeneratedby SAMECSfor usein theSST
stabilityandcontrolandstaticloadsprojectgroups.Thestructuralgridusedby theSAMECS
programisshownin figure3.5-4.Alsoshownarethenodeswhichwereto beusedby
FLEXSTAB(numbered11-85on thewingand93-134on thehorizontalstabilizer).This
particularsetof nodeswaschosenfor theSSTstabilityandcontrolanalysis.Notethat some
of thesenodesdid not correspondto theSAMECSstructuralnodes(intersectionsof sparand
rib beamelements).For thesenodestheelementsof theflexibility matrixwerebasedonthe
characteristicsof neighboringSAMECSnodes.
This flexibility matrix was reduced so that only the Z degree of freedom existed for the
wing and horizontal stabilizer. All three degrees of freedom were retained for the nacelles
while the X and Z degrees were kept for the fuselage, a The resulting matrix was multiplied by
the scale factor I. 12 in order to simulate the increased flexibility of a hot structure.
After the flexibility matrix was put into the form required by NASTAP, the input data
deck was prepared. Table 3.5-1 shows the arrangement of the input flexibility matrix. It was
later determined that the flexibility matrix was incorrect; this is elaborated in section 6.2.
General information.-This information was taken from the data described above.
atalog of inout mat(ices: It was.specified that the externally generated matrices,
cSI, [_61S_, IklS], and [mlS _ occupied files I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, of the
input tape, NASTAP.
Reference point location: The origin of the ESIC Reference Coordinate System was
placed at the origin of the Reference Axis System.
Moment data option: It was requested that the moments of inertia, total mass, and
center-of-gravity location be calculated from the lumped mass card input.
aThe rows and columns of the flexibility matrix that corresponded to the X degree of freedom
for the fuselage contained zeros. Note that the same results would have been obtained if
these rows and columns were removed altogether from the input flexibility matrix.
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Structural geometry data input option: The Data Control Card $TAPE and the
following card were omitted from the input deck since the structural geometry
was to be input on cards.
Degrees of freedom option: Use of this option informed the ESIC program that the
fuselage would have X and Z degrees of freedom, the nacelles X, Y, and Z, and all
Thin Bodies would have the Z degree of freedom.
Submatrix position: The flexibility matrix input via NASTAP was set up with the
wing submatrix preceding the horizontal stabilizer submatrix. Since this was not the
order in which the bodies were input in the GD program, use of the $POSITION
card set was required. This card set was used for each body whose submatrix was
positioned differently from the body order used in the GD program. The order of
the bodies input to GD was: FUSELAGE, INNAC, OUTNAC, HOR, WING 1,
WING2, WING3; the flexibility matrix ordering was: FUSELAGE, INNAC,
OUTNAC, WING l, WING2, WING3, HOR. Therefore, this card set was required
for HOR, WING I, WING2, and WING3.
TABL E 3. 5-1.-A RRANGEMEN T OF INPUT FL EXIBIL I TY MATRIX FOR SST
Body name
(A)
Fuselage
Inner nacelle
Outer nacelle
Horizontal
Wing 1
Wing 2
Wing 3
No. of
nodes
(B)
17
2
2
42
24
24
37
Degrees of
freedom/node
(c)
dXE,dZ E
dXE,dYE,dZ E
dXE,dYE0dZ E
dz E
dz E
dz E
dz E
Degrees of
freedom/body
(D)
34
6
6
42
24
24
37
Rowwise and
columnwise
position in
flexibility
matrix
(E)
1-34
35-40
41-46
132-173
47-70
71-94
95-131
Note: 1.
2.
,
The body geometry definitions are input in the order of the GD program as listed under (A).
The degrees of freedom in the flexibility matrix are arranged according to the positions
defined under (E).
The ALOADS program calculated displacements will be according to (E) since the identical
flexibility matrix is input into the ALOADS program.
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Fuselage definition.-Fuselage data were taken from the SAMECS structural geometry
and mass data and the GD program output.
Number and location of structural nodes: The SAMECS structural geometry
defined 17 structural nodes and their locations.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The lumped masses assigned to each
structural node were specified in the SAMECS data. Some of the mass values were
later altered in order to refine the total mass value, center-of-gravity location, and
moments of inertia. Scale factors were used to convert pounds to slugs.
Wing definition.-The structural geometry of the wing was defined in terms of three Thin
Bodies in order to maintain consistency with the geometric definition. This was accomplished
by treating the wing first as one body, and then dividing it into three bodies as discussed
below.
Thin Body structural origin and dihedral: The origin of the Thin Body Structural
Coordinate System of each of the three Thin Bodies representing the wing was arbi-
trarily placed at (0.0, 0.0, -37.0). The dihedrals of all three Thin Bodies were set
to zero.
Number of structural nodes and panels: This information was determined by super-
imposing a drawing of the GD program output on the structural node data shown in
figure 3.5-4. The nodes lying within the boundaries of each Thin Body were
assigned to that body. The number of structural panels for each body was deter-
mined by connecting the structural nodes to form quadrilateral and triangular
panels. It was observed during the paneling procedure that the nodes belonging to
the flaperons and nacelle support structures could not be satisfactorily paneled. For
example, if nodes 39, 40, 49, and 50 were connected to form a panel, a very poor
structural representation would result (nodes 39 and 40 belong to the inboard flap-
eron, a relatively flexible part of the structure, whereas nodes 49 and 50 are a part
of the very stiff nacelle support structure). A proper way to alleviate this problem
would have been to use more of the SAMECS nodes in these regions. Since these
data were no longer available, however, an alternative approach was taken. Each of
the nodes in question (nodes 19, 20, 29, 30, 39, 40, 49, 50, 59, and 60 in fig. 3.5-4)
was removed and replaced with two nodes which spanned the structural component
(see fig. 3.5-5). This was reflected in the flexibility matrix by adding rows and
columns (in the appropriate places) whose elements were identical to those corre-
sponding to the original nodes. This amounted to assuming that the regions of the
structural components in question had uniform flexibility properties. With the addi-
tional nodes, a more representative structural paneling scheme was possible (see fig.
3.5-6a). Note that both Thin Body and Slender Body structural nodes were used for
the inboard panels. Panels which covered any portion of a Thin Body were assigned
to that Thin Body.
aThe node numbers in figures 3.5-4 and 3.5-5 are not the node numbers used in the ESIC-4
input data deck. Figure 3.5-6 uses the ES1C-4 input deck numbering system.
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• Structuralnodelocations:Theselocationswerefoundin theSAMECSdata.
Lumpedmassdistributionandscalefactors:TheSAMECSdataprovidedlumped
massinformationfor eachstructuralnode.For thosepairsof nodeswhichreplaced
originalsinglenodes(for structuralpanelingpurposes),pairsof lumpedmasseswere
definedthatpreservedthetotalmass,center-of-gravitylocations,andmomentsof
inertiaof theoriginallumpedmassdata.Thesevalueswerelateralteredwhenthe
total airplanemass,centerof gravity,andmomentsof inertiawererefined.Eachof
the lumpedmassvaluesweremultipliedby ascalefactorof 0.031081to convert
poundsintoslugs.
Structuralpaneldefinitions:Thestructuralpanelsweredefinedby listingthe node
number and body number (from the GD program) of each panel corner point of
each structural panel. These were taken from the drawing referred to above
(fig. 3.5-6).
Horizontal stabilizer definition.-There were no modifications involved in defining the
horizontal stabilizer.
• Name of Slender Body: The fuselage Slender Body was named FUSELAGE.
Thin Body structural origin and dihedral: The origin of the Thin Body Structural
Coordinate System was chosen to coincide with the origin of the Thin Body Aero-
dynamic Coordinate System used in the GD program. The horizontal stabilizer had
no dihedral.
Number of structural nodes and panels: No modifications were made to the original
42 nodes (see fig. 3.5-4). The structural paneling consisted of 30 quadrilateral panels
formed by connecting the horizontal stabilizer structural nodes.
• Structural node locations: This information was provided by the SAMECS data.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The SAMECS output provided lumped
mass values for each structural node. These values were later changed in order to
refine the total airplane mass, center of gravity, and moments of inertia. The
lumped mass values were input in pounds and therefore had to be converted into
slugs by use of a scale factor of 0.031081.
Structural panel definitions: The structural panels (see fig. 3.5-6) were defined by
listing the node number of each panel corner point of each structural panel. Body
numbers were not needed since only those nodes assigned to the horizontal stabi-
lizer were used.
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Nacelle definitions.- The SAMECS nacelle data defined one structural node for each
nacelle. This node was replaced by two nodes in a manner similar to the node additions made
to the wing.
Number and location of structural nodes: The two nodes were placed arbitrarily
between the nose and aft end of the nacelles.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: Lumped masses were specified for
each of the two structural nodes which preserved the total mass, center of gravity,
and moments of inertia of the original SAMECS data. A scale factor was used to
convert the input into slugs.
Airplane mass data.-The ESIC program was executed once using the RIGID structural
option in order to compare the program-calculated values of total mass, center-of-gravity loca-
tion, and moments of inertia with the actual values at the given flight condition. Some of the
lumped mass values had to be changed in order to obtain better agreement with the actual
values.
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3.6LOCKHEEDYF-12ADEMONSTRATIONCASE
TheYF-12Awasanalyzedat two flightMachnumbers-onesubsonicandtheother
supersonic.Two distinctgeometric,aerodynamicandstructuraldefinitionswerecreated
usingtheGD,AIC,andESICprograms.
Thissectiondescribestheformulationof thesedefinitions.A more'detailedaccountmay
befoundin reference3-3.
3.6.1GeometryDefinitionProgram-GD-5AandGD-5B
TheYF-12Aposesomeparticularlydifficult modelingproblemsbecauseit hasalarge
integratednacelleat midspan,a largechineblendedinto theforebody,andanotherchine
blendedinto thenacelleandoutboardportionof thewing(seefig. 3.6-1).
Thecomponentbodiesusedto modeltheYF-12Aarediscussedbelowin theorderin
whichtheywereinput.Thesubsonicdefinition,GD-5A,isdescribedfirst.
-Subsonic Model-
Fuselage definition.-A Reference Axis System was specified which had its origin located
90 inches forward of the fuselage nose. The definition of the fuselage followed.
• Name of Slender Body: The fuselage Slender Body was named FUSELAGE.
Slender Body origin: The origin of the Local Slender Body Coordinate System was
chosen to coincide with the nose of the fuselage.
Nose and aft end locations: These data define the beginning and end of the
Slender Body line singularities (see CARD 11, sec. 4.2.2, vol. II). They do not neces-
sarily have to agree with the physical nose and tail locations of the body being
modeled. For this case, the "nose location" was specified to coincide with the
physical nose location of the actual fuselage since the fuselage had a "closed" nose.
The aft end of the actual fuselage was also "closed"; however, it was modeled with a
Slender Body which did not close (see below). This procedure was designed to
more accurately model the actual flow field where a thick boundary layer exists
at the rear of the fuselage. To ensure that this procedure would not cause an
inaccurate downwash field, the "aft end" was moved well downstream from the
physical fuselage end, i.e., on the order of 100 fuselage lengths.
Regions influenced byThin Bodies: This region extended from the leading edge of
the forebody chine to the aft end of the actual fuselage. Normally, it is recom-
mended that this region extend farther upstream for subsonic flow. In this case,
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however,little wouldbegainedsincethedeviationof thegeometryof theSlender
Bodyfrom thatof anextendedinterferenceshellwouldincreasesignificantlyin this
region.
Numberandplacementof controlpoints: 50controlpointswerespaced
approximatelyequallyalongthelengthof thefuselage.(Notethat thecontrol
pointshadto beplacedmanuallysincetheautomaticplacementoptiondistributes
thecontrolpointsbetweenthe"nose"and"tail" locationsinputabove.Control
pointsshouldonly bedistributedbetweentheactualbodynoseandtail.
Areaorradiusdistribution: Radiiat 12bodystationswerespecifiedto definethe
SlenderBody.Fromapoint approximatelyone-fourthfuselagelengthaft of the
nose,aconstantradiusof 32 incheswasspecifiedto extendto theaft endof the
fuselage.
Camberlinedefinition: Thefuselagecamberlinewasdefinedby specifyingcoordi-
natesat 13bodystations.
Nacelle definition.-The nacelle was modeled according to the technique described in
section 4.2.1 of volume II. An open-ended Slender Body was used to model the isolated thick-
ness and lifting properties of the nacelle with an Interference Body (described below) being
used to absorb the interference effects due to other bodies in the configuration. The nacelle
Slender Body is discussed here.
• Name of Slender Body: The nacelle was given the name NACT.
Slender Body origin: The origin of the Local Slender Body Coordinate System was
located on the nacelle centerline at the X-location of the nacelle inlet lip.
Nose and aft end locations: The line singularities were specified to begin at the
Slender Body origin. As in the fuselage definition, the "tail" location was located
well downstream. The line singularities extended downstream to simulate the
nacelle exhaust plume.
Regions influenced by Thin Bodies: This region was specified to extend from the
Slender Body origin to the nozzle of the nacelle. This accounted for the influence of
the inboard wing which intersected the nacelle nearly along its entire length.
Number and placement of control points: 25 control points were used. Again, the
control point locations were input manually. They were distributed approximately
evenly along the length of the nacelle.
Area or radius distribution: The nacelle radius distribution was specified by input-
ting nacelle external radii at four stations.
• Camber line definition: The nacelle camber line was defined at ten body stations.
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Fuselage Interference Body.-The fuselage Interference Body was defined as follows.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: The fuselage Interference Body
was named FSHELL; its reference body was FUSELAGE.
Interference Body origin: The origin of the Local Interference Body Coordinate
System coincided with that of the Reference Axis System.
Regions where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body" These data defined
the leading- and trailing-edge locations of the Interference Body and were taken
directly from the fuselage Slender Body data.
Wing-body intersection line: The fuselage Slender Body was intersected by the Thin
Body which represented the forebody chine. This Thin Body had no dihedral and
was defined in the X-Y plane. Therefore, the wing-body intersection line was
located at YIB = 32.0, ZIB = 0.0 (see fig. 3.6-2).
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: The fuselage Inter-
ference Body had five cross-sectional panel corner points on the defined half of the
body. These corner points were evenly distributed on the half-shell by using the
automatic option in the GD input. The Interference Body "radius" was set to 32.0
inches (see fig. 3.6-2).
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: These locations were input man-
ually. The spacing was specified so that the Interference Body transverse panel edges
lined up with the spanwise panel edge of the Thin Body which was to represent the
forebody chine. There were 21 panels in each streamwise row.
Thin Body intersection data: Only one Thin Body intersected this Interference
Body-the forebody chine. It had no dihedral and its root location was defined to
coincide with cross-sectional corner point 3 (see fig. 3.6-2).
Interference Body panel control point locations: The recommended 85% panel
chord location was specified.
Nacelle Interference Body.-The nacelle Interference Body was defined in the following
manner.
Name of Interference Body and reference body: NACELLE was the name given
to the nacelle Interference Body; its reference body was NACT.
Interference Body origin: The Local Interference Body Coordinate System origin
was placed at the intersection of the nacelle centerline with the Y-Z plane.
Regions where Thin Bodies affect the referenced Slender Body" This information
was taken directly from the nacelle Slender Body data.
Wing-body intersection line: This criterion did not affect the nacelle Interference
Body definition.
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chord and
Number and location of cross-sectional panel corner points: Thirteen corner points
were spaced equally using the automatic option (radius = 36.0 inches). A relatively
dense paneling scheme was used because four Thin Body intersections occurred (see
below).
Interference Body transverse panel edge locations: There were 12 panels in each
streamwise row, spaced to match Thin Body panels (where possible).
Thin Body intersection data: Four Thin Bodies intersected the nacelle Interference
Body (see fig. 3.6-3). The Thin Body representing the portion of the wing inboard
of the nacelle was defined to lie in the X-Y plane. Its tip coincided with cross-
sectional corner point 10. It had a dihedral of 180 ° with respect to the Local Inter-
ference Body Coordinate System. The root of the outer wing Thin Body was
defined at corner point 4. It had zero dihedral. The vertical tail Thin Body was
translated inboard slightly so that its root was positioned at corner point 1. It had a
dihedral of 105*. The ventral fin had its root repositioned to coincide with corner
point 7. Its "relative" dihedral was -79*.
Interference Body panel control point locations: The recommended location of
85% of the panel chord was specified.
Chine definition.- The forebody chine was represented by a Thin Body with a large
a very small span. The details of its definition follow.
Name of Thin Body and reference body The forebody chine was named CHINE;
its reference body was FSttELL.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The Local Thin Body Coordinate System origin was
chosen to coincide with that of the Reference Axis System. The chine had no
dihedral.
Planform definition: A planform was chosen that modeled as closely as possible the
planform of that portion of the actual wing.
Paneling scheme: Two streamwise rows of panels with 24 panels in each row were
used to model the chine. Abrupt changes in panel size or taper between two adja-
cent panels were avoided (see sec. 3.6.2). The spanwise panel edges which inter-
sected the fuselage Interference Body lined up with its transverse panel edges. This
was violated near the trailing edge of the Thin Body, however, where the streamwise
paneling density was increased to represent the inboard elevon control surface.
Panel control point locations: Each panel control point was placed at the recom-
mended location (see CARD SET 36, sec. 4.2.2, vol. II).
Airfoil definition: Airfoil ordinates at three spanwise stations were input.
Twist definition No twist was specified since twist and incidence were included in
the airfoil section definition.
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Inboard wing definition.-A Thin Body was defined to represent the portion of the wing
between the chine and the inboard edge of the nacelle.
Nanle of Thin Body and reference body" The inboard wing was named INBOARD
and its reference body was CHINE.
Thin Body origin and dihedral" The origin of this Thin Body's local coordinate
system coincided with that of the Reference Axis System. The inboard wing was
modeled with no dihedral.
Planform definition: The actual planform shape was represented without
modification.
Paneling scheme: The inboard wing was modeled with three streamwise rows of
panels with 14 panels in each row. The inboard spanwise panel edges matched the
outboard spanwise panel edges of the chine Thin Body. The same alignment was
made with the transverse edges of the nacelle Interference Body except in the region
of the inboard elevon where streamwise paneling density was increased. (Note that
the leading edge of the inboard elevon was used as a criterion for paneling the chine
and inboard wing; i.e., it defined the leading edge of a spanwise row of panels.)
• Panel control point locations: The control points were placed at 85% chord.
Airfoil definition' The inboard wing shape was input by specifying airfoil ordinates
at five spanwise stations.
• Twist definition: Twist and incidence were included in the airfoil definition.
Outboard wing definition.-The portion of the YF-12A wing outboard of the nacelle was
represented by one Thin Body.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The outboard wing was named OUTBOARD;
its reference body was NACELLE.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The origin of the Local Thin Body Coordinate
System was chosen to coincide with the origin of the Reference Axis System. There
was no dihedral.
Planform definition: The idealized and real planforms were identical except that
the rounded wing tip was not represented.
Paneling scheme' The wing was divided into five streamwise rows with 12 panels in
each. The nacelle Interference Body transverse panel edges and the outboard elevon
leading-edge line were the primary constraints on the paneling scheme.
Panel control point locations" Tile recommended location (85% chord) was
speci fled.
• Airfoil definition: Airfoil section ordinates were specified at six spanwise stations.
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Twistdefinition: Theairfoil sectionordinatescontainedthewingtwistand
incidence.
Vertical tail definition.- The stub fin and rudder (see fig. 3.6-1 ) comprised the vertical
tail and were represented by one Thin Body.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: The vertical tail was named VERTICAL
and its reference body was NACELLE.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The origin was placed at the intersection of the
extension of the root chord with the Y-Z plane. The dihedral angle was 105".
Planform definition: The planform of the vertical tail was represented without
modification.
Paneling scheme: Five streamwise rows with eight panels in each were specified.
The span of each row of panels was kept approximately equal; the spanwise panel
edges defined lines of constant % chord.
Panel control point locations: The recommended 85% panel chord location was
specified.
Airfoil definition: The symmetric thickness distribution of the vertical tail was
input at three spanwise stations.
• Twist definition: The vertical tail had no twist or incidence.
Nacelle ventral fin definition.- The nacelle ventral fin was represented by a Thin Body of
very low aspect ratio.
Name of Thin Body and reference body: VENTRAL was the name given to the
ventral fin; its reference body was NACELLE.
Thin Body origin and dihedral: The origin was placed at the intersection of the
extended root chord line with the Y-Z plane. The dihedral angle was -79*.
• Planform definition: The planform was represented without modification.
Paneling scheme: The nacelle ventral fin was modeled with one streamwise row of
eight panels. The internal panel edges were placed at 12.5%, 25.0% 37.5%, 50.0%,
62.5%, 75.0%, and 87.5% chord.
Panel control point locations: The recommended location of 85% of the panel
chord was specified.
Airfoil definition: The symmetric thickness distribution was specified at two span-
wise stations.
• Twist definition: The nacelle ventral fin had no twist or incidence.
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--Supersonic Model-
The geometry definition for the supersonic case, GD-5B, was different from that of the
subsonic case in the Slender Body input data. The definitions of the Interference and Thin
Bodies did not change. The revised portions of the Slender Body input data are described
below.
Supersonic fuselage definition.-The only difference occurred in.the line singularity
placement ("nose" and "tail" locations) and in the control point placement.
Nose and aft end locations: As in the subsonic definition, it was specified that the
line singularities would begin at the nose of the fuselage. However, the Slender Body
"tail" location was chosen to coincide with the actual fuselage tail location. The line
singularities were ended here since, in supersonic flow, the effect of any line singu-
larities further downstream cannot be felt by any part of the configuration.
Number and placement of control points: 50 control points were automatically
placed by the GD program.
Supersonic nacelle definition.-The changes made to model the nacelles for supersonic
flow are described below.
Slender Body origin: The origin was placed at the intersection of the nacelle center-
line with the fore Mach cone emanating from the nacelle inlet. The X-location of
this origin is arbitrary; this point was chosen for convenience in placing the line
singularities (see below).
Nose and aft end locations: The "nose" location was chosen to coincide with the
origin of the Local Slender Body Coordinate System. This defined the point where
the line singularities would begin. The "tail" location was placed at the XM-location
of the actual nacelle tail. There was no need to extend the line singularities further
downstream because the flow was supersonic.
Number and placement of control points: Twenty-five control points were manu-
ally placed between the inlet and exhaust lips of the nacelle.
3.6.2 Geometry Definition Plot Program
The GDPLOT program was used a to produce a graphic display of the aerodynamic model
provided by the GD program (fig. 3.6-4). Note the overall uniformity of the panel areas and
the absence of abrupt changes in panel taper or aspect ratio.
aAIthough not a part of tile output results on the "FLEXSTAB Source Tape," the YF-12A
GI)PLOT results were included in this volume to help illustrate the paneling schemes
described m section 3.6. I.
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3.6.3 Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Program AIC-5A and AIC-5B
The AIC program was executed twice to calculate aerodynamic matrices for the
subsonic and supersonic definitions. The input data decks differed only in the value of
the Mach number (see below).
AIC input. The following general information was input to the AIC program.
Type of reference motion: The YF-12A was restricted to symmetric reference
motion for both runs since only symmetric flight conditions were to be analyzed
in SD&SS.
• Math number: Mach numbers of 0.8 (AIC-5A) and 2.8 (AIC-5B) were specified.
Perturbation delta Math number: Speed derivative calculations were not desired;
therefore, the perturbation delta Math number was set to zero.
• Steady/unsteady option: Only steady aerodynamics was desired.
3.6.4 External Structural Influence Coefficient Program--ESIC-5A and ESIC-5B
The structural representation of the YF-12A was provided by the ESIC program.
The required external structural data was generated by the Lockheed California Company
using the NASTRAN structural analysis computer system. Since no dynamic or asymmetric
flight conditions were being considered, only the flexibility matrices for symmetric loading
for both ambient and hot temperature environments, mass matrices for several weight
conditions, and the rigid body mode shapes were provided. The mass and flexibility of the
airplane was defined by lumped properties at 346 grid points, containing 396 degrees
of freedom. These matrices were selected from a much larger order ( 1016) NASTRAN
study of the airplane (see Ref. 3-4). The fuselage nodes (located on the plane of symmetry)
had X and Z degrees of freedom, tile nacelle nodes had X, Y and Z degrees of freedom,
and the ventral and vertical tail nodes had Z degrees of freedom. All other Thin Body
nodes had only the Z degree of freedom. (X, Y, and Z refer to the Local Aerodynamic
Coordinate Systems.)
The YF-I 2A contains a fuselage ventral fin which was not modeled aerodynamically
because it is on the plane of symmetry and only symmetric motion is specified.
Consequently, there were no elements in the flexibility matrix for the ventral fin. The
mass of the fin was redistributed to the fuselage nodes.
Before the NASTRAN generated flexibility matrix could be used in ESIC, however,
two additions had to be made. The first addition involved modifying the matrix to properly
represent the loading on the nacelle. One of the grid points on the nacelle respresented
the main nacelle support point. Aerodynamic forces could have no effect on this node
since it was located within the nacelle surface. In order to prevent the transfer of
aerodynamic forces (at nearby aerocentroids) to this node two mass-less nodes were defined
very close to and on either side of this grid point. These nodes would absorb the nearby
aerodynamic forces while allowing the node in between to continue representing the correct
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nacelle inertia properties. The flexibility characteristics of nearby structural nodes were
used to create rows and columns to represent the X, Y and Z degrees of freedom for the
two newly defined nodes. Insertion of these six rows and columns in the appropriate places
resulted in a [C 5 ] matrix, which had a total of 402 degrees of freedom. The second addition
to the flexibility matrix involved adding YN degrees of zeros for the 46 nodes on the
ventral and vertical fins on the.nacelle. These nodes were assigned zero flexibility by
entering 46 rows and columns of zeros in the clamped flexibility matrix. Although the
fins were considered rigid in the YN direction for the FLEXSTAB analysis, the clamped
flexibility matrix had to contain the YN degree of freedom for compatibility with the
mass matrix. The final [ffS] matrix calculated by ESIC then properly represented inertial
relief effects for the fin in-plane motions. The resulting final form of the clamped flexibility
matrix input, [C5], input to ESIC had a total of 448 degrees of freedom. The arrangement
of this matrix is shown in Table 3.6-1.
TABLE 3.6-1.-ARRANGEMENT OF THE FLEXIBILITY MA TRIX INPUT TO THE
ESIC PROGRAM FOR YF-12A
Body name
(A)
Fuselage
Nacelle
Chine
Inboard wing
Outboard wing
Vertical
Ventral
No. of
nodes
22
16
106
62
96
38
8
Degrees of
freedom/node
dXE,dZ E
dXE,dYE,dZ E
dz E
dz E
dz E
dYE,dZ E
dYE,dZ E
Degrees of
freedom/body
44
48
106
62
96
76
16
Rowwise and
columnwise
position in
flexibility
matrix
1-44
45-92
93-198
199-260
261-356
357-432
433-448
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Mass and rigid body mode shape matrices were calculated by ESIC so that only the [C S]
matrix was input on NASTAP.
Two structural definitions were produced by ES1C. The first, ESIC-5A, represented the
subsonic definition and used the "cold" flexibility matrix. The "hot" [C S] matrix was used to
produce the second definition, ESIC-5B for the supersonic case. The only differences between
the two input data decks were in the mass values at certain structural nodes. This occurs
because subsonic and supersonic cases represented different weight conditions. The input
data deck for the subsonic case was prepared as follows:
General information.-The following general information was included in the ESIC input
data deck.
Catalog of input matrices: It was specified that the externally generated flexibility
matrix, [C S] , occupied file 1 of the input tape, NASTAP.
Reference point location: The origin of the ESIC Reference Coordinate System was
chosen to coincide with that of the Reference Axis System.
Moment data option: It was requested that the moments of inertia, total mass, and
center-of-gravity location be calculated from the lumped mass card input.
Structural geometry data input option: The $TAPE INPUT OF STRUCTURAL
GEOMETRIC DATA card section was omitted indicating that the structural geome-
try would be input on cards.
Degrees of freedom option: This option was used to inform the program of the
degrees of freedom associated with each structural node. The X, Y, and Z degrees of
freedom were specified for the fuselage and nacelle nodes. (The ESIC program
recognizes that the flexibility matrix, ICS], will have only the X and Z degrees
for tile fuselage since it is on the plane of symmetry.) The ZN degree of freedom
was specified for the chine, inboard wing, and outboard wing. The vertical tail
and ventral fill had YN and Z N degrees of freedom.
Submatrix position: The $POSITION card section was not used since the body
submatrices were ordered in [C S] the same way they were ordered in the GD
program.
Fuselage definition. The fuselage structural geometry was defined by using the
NASTRAN data and the GD program output.
Number and location of structural nodes: 22 structural nodes were used to model
the fuselage. Their locations were defined in the NASTRAN data.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The values of the lumped masses
assigned to each node were specified in the NASTRAN data. A scale factor of 12.0
was used to convert the input lumped masses from snails to slugs.
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Nacelle definition.-The NASTRAN data were modified by the addition of two struc-
tural nodes.
Number and location of structural nodes: Originally, 14 nodes were used on the
nacelle, their locations being given in the NASTRAN data. The two additional nodes
were placed 0.001 inch either side of the node which represented the main nacelle
support point.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The NASTRAN data defined the
lumped masses at the original nodes. Zero masses were specified for the two addi-
tional nodes. Scale factors were used to convert from snails to slugs.
Wing definition.-The structural geometry of the wing was defined in terms of three Thin
Bodies. This was accomplished by taking the complete NASTRAN wing definition and divid-
ing into three parts as discussed below.
Thin Body structural origin and dihedral: The origin of the ESIC Thin Body
Structural Coordinate System was chosen to coincide with that of Reference Axis
System for each of the three Thin Bodies. The dihedral angles were set to 0°.
Number of structural nodes and panels: This information was determined by super-
imposing the structural grid point (node) drawing on a drawing of the wing geome-
try based on the GD program output. Nodes which were located within the boun-
daries of a Thin Body (chine, inboard wing, or outboard wing) were assigned to that
Thin Body. This process resulted in 106 nodes being assigned to the chine Thin
Body, 62 to the inboard wing Thin Body, and 96 to the outboard wing Thin Body.
Structural panels were defined by connecting the nodes to form quadrilateral and
triangular panels. There were 154 panels defined for the chine, 64 for the inboard
wing, and 102 for the outboard wing.
Structural node locations: This information was taken directly from the
NASTRAN data. The (XEn,YEn) coordinates of each structural node were input.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The NASTRAN data provided the
lumped mass values, in snails, for each structural node. A scale factor of 12.0
converted these values into slugs.
Structural paneling definitions: The structural panels were defined by the node
number and body number (from the GD program) of each panel corner point of
each structural panel.
Vertical tail and ventral fin definitions.-Aside from the structural paneling specifica-
tions, the NASTRAN data provided most of the information required for these definitions.
Thin Body structural origin and dihedral The dihedral angles of the structural
coordinate systems were set equal to the values used by the corresponding Thin
Body Aerodynamic Coordinate Systems; i.e., 105 ° for the vertical tail and -79* for
the ventral fin. The NASTRAN data defined the structural nodes of the vertical tail
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with respecto aThinBodyStructuralCoordinateSystemwhoseorigin was located
in the plane of the actual vertical tail. The origin of this coordinate system was
translated in a direction normal to the vertical tail by an amount that placed it in
the plane of the vertical tail Thin Body defined in the GD program. The NASTRAN
node data were then used directly with the result that the nodes were now defined
in the Thin Body plane. The same modification was necessary for placing the origin
of the ventral fin's Thin Body Structural Coordinate System.
Number of structural nodes and panels: The NASTRAN data defined 38 nodes on
the vertical tail and 8 nodes on the ventral fin. Twenty-four structural panels were
defined for the vertical tail; three were used on the ventral fin.
Structural node locations: This information was taken directly from the
NASTRAN data.
Lumped mass distribution and scale factors: The NASTRAN data provided the
lumped mass information for each node. Scale factors were used to convert from
snails to slugs.
Structural panel definitions: Structural nodes defined the corner points of quadri-
lateral and triangular panels. The paneling was specifiod so that each aerocentroid
was contained in a structural panel.
Supersonic structural definition.-Certain structural nodes assigned to the fuselage
Slender Body and chine Thin Body were designated as portions of the fuel tanks. Slightly
smaller lumped masses were input at these locations for the supersonic case. The weight was
reduced by about 28,000 pounds and a rearward center-of-gravity shift of about 27 inches
occurred. Otherwise, the ESIC-5B input data deck was identical to that of the subsonic case.
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4.0 AIRPLANE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
The programs included in FLEXSTAB for the calculation and analysis of airplane stabil-
ity and structural loading characteristics are the SD&SS, TH, SLOADS, and ALOADS pro-
grams. Graphic displays of pressure distributions and time histories can be made with the
PDPLOT and THPLOT programs.
This section summarizes the input data required for each of these programs and describes
the input data decks used for each demonstration case. Table 4.0-1 gives a list of names
used to identify each of the analysis 18rogram computer runs, along with the corresponding
deck numbers which appear on the first card of each input deck.
4. I SUMMARY OF INPUT REQUIREMENTS
This section describes briefly the input data requirements for the airplane analysis pro-
grams in a manner similar to that used in volume II.
4. I. 1 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability (SD&SS) Program
The SD&SS program accepts tape and card input data. Tape input includes the GD pro-
grain output tape, GDTAPE, the AIC program output tape, AICTAP, and either the IS1C or
ESIC program output tape, SICTP3. A structures program output tape is not necessary if
the configuration is rigid. For static-elastic analysis, either the ISIC or ESIC output tape is
required. In order to perform a residual-elastic analysis, either the ISIC and NM program out-
put tapes must be merged or the appropriate matrices must be present on the ESIC program
output tape. The data card input is described below. Each card section is identified by its
Data Control Card and is discussed individually.
SGENERA L SPECIFICATIONS. This card section includes some basic option codes
describing the case to be run, the flight conditions of tile case, and the airplane reference
parameters. Specifically, these items include the following:
Basic option codes (CARD 8): The type of reference motion and elasticity, the
optional unsteady, thickness, leading-edge thrust, stick-speed stability, and gust
matrix calculations, the load factor/pitch rate input option, the input tape options,
and the units, altitude, and alpha options must all be specified in this card set.
Flight conditions (CARDS 9-11): The flight conditions are input in one of two
ways. If tile altitude option is turned on, the altitude and deviation from standard
temperature must be Specified; air density, speed of sound, flight velocity, and
dynamic pressure are calculated by the program. If the altitude option is not used,
altitude and deviation from standard temperature are not specified; tile user must
specify flight velocity and either density or dynamic pressure; the program
calculates the speed of sound. In addition, the user must specify the reference roll
angle and roll rate, the reference pitch rate or load factor (depending on the option
mentioned above), and the reference yaw rate.
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Reference parameters (CARD 12): The reference wing area, chord, and span of
the airplane arc included in these data.
SMA TRIX PRINT LIST.- Use of this optional card section allows the user to select
matrices he wishes to have printed.
$SDSS MATRIX OUTPUT LIST. In this card section, the user can select matrices he
wishes to have stored on the SD&SS output tape, SDSSTP.
STIIR UST DATA. Tiffs card section must be included whenever thrust is to be used on
the model. The input data describe the location and direction of the thrust vectors by indi-
cating the bodies and control points (aerocentroids) from which the thrust originates, and the
X-locations, direction cosines, and relative strength of each thrust vector.
$G YROS('OPIC DATA. This card section is optional and normally is only used if tile
reference motion is coupled. (It is possible to use this card section with symmetric reference
motion, but only if the angular momenta of engines on either side of the plane of symmetry
have the opposite sense.) If the model is to be analyzed elastically, the gyroscopic option in
the ISIC or ESIC program must have been exercised. In this card section the angular nlomen-
turn associated with each engine is specified in one of two ways. It can either be specified to
be constant, or the partial derivatives of angular momentum with respect to the engine angular
velocity may be input for each engine. In the latter case, a table of thrust-versus-engine
angular velocity must be input for each engine.
._CONTROL SURFACE DATA. The control surfaces of the airplanes are defined in this
card section. Each control surface is identified as an elevator, an aileron, or a rudder. The
program assumes that elevators and ailerons have identical surfaces on the opposite side of the
plane of symmetry. For elevators, the surfaces deflect identically, and for ailerons, they
deflect oppositely. Rudders are defined on the plane of symmetry and are assumed to act
alone. The surfaces are defined by inputting the name of the body on which the control sur-
face lies and the panel numbers that comprise the surface. (Panel numbers are an output of
the (;D program; the panel numbering scheme is illustrated in fig. 4.2-18, vol. If.)
.$STA BILITY PROBLEM DATA. In this card section the type of stability problem to be
solved and the data necessary for its solution are specified. The different problems and their
related data are summarized below.
Problem 1 (CARD 35): Trim using constant coefficients calculated by the program.
The input data for problem I are:
• Airplane shape (CARD 36)
• Thrust or flightpath angle data (CARD 36)
• X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord (CARD 36)
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• Input/output camber shape and displacement a data (CARDS 37-41)
• Pressure and loads output options (CARD 37)
• Maximum and minimum limits for trim parameters (CARDS 43 and 44)
Problem 2 (CARD 35): Trim by iterating over the input data. The required data for
problem 2 consist of:
• Airplane shape (CARD 36)
• Thrust or flightpath angle data (CARD 36)
• X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord (CARD 36)
• input/output camber shape and displacement data (CARDS 37-41)
• Pressure and loads output options (CARD 37)
• Initial values for trim parameters (CARD 42)
• Maximum and minimum limits for trim parameters (CARDS 43 and 44)
• Convergence tolerances for trim parameters (CARD 45)
• Maximum number of iterations (CARD 46)
• SWlND TUNNEL DATA (see below)
Problem 3 (CARD 35): User-specified trim data. For this problem the data are:
• Airplane shape (CARD 36)
• Thrust or flightpath angle data (CARD 36)
• X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord (CARD 36)
• Input/output camber shape and displacement data (CARDS 37-41)
• Pressure and loads output options (CARD 37)
• User-specified trim parameters (CARD 42)
$WIND TUNNEL DATA.-If stability problem 2 is to be solved, wind tunnel data (or
appropriate data from any source) must be input in this card section. Eleven different tables
may be input. These include CL, CD and Cm versus (c_, fie) and each of ACL, ACD, and AC m
a'i'hese are the slopes and positions of aerodynamic camber surfaces and lines at the
aerocentroids.
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versus(_, 0), (et,6a),and(a, 6r). ThelateraldirectionaltablesincludeCy, C£, and C n versus
(a, _), (or, 5a), (_, fir), and (or, Be). The last three tables consist of the rate derivatives CLQ,
CDQ, CmQ, CYR, C_R, CnR, Cyp, C_p, and Cnp versus o_.
SPER TURBA TION DATA.- In this card section the user specifies the type of
perturbation motion the model will undergo: symmetric, antisymmetric, or both. This
instructs the program to calculate the dynamic stability derivatives (symmetric, antisymmetric,
or both) used to form the coefficients in the equations of motion for the $DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS option (see below) and the TH program. Additional options can be exercised
to calculate control effectivenesses, compressibility corrections for the speed and yaw rate
derivatives, unsteady Thin Body pressures, and perturbation load coefficient matrices (see
CARD 59, sec. 9.2.2, vol. II). If the user so desires, provisions are included to replace either
the steady or unsteady (or both) dynamic stability derivatives with wind tunnel or handbook
data.
SD YNAMIC ANAL YSIS.-This card section instructs the program to calculate the air-
plane's dynamic stability characteristics including the frequency, period, and damping infor-
mations for each mode along with the phase and amplitude of the modal coupling terms.
Tile characteristic motion may include any combination of symmetric and antisymmetric
elastic modes (if the model is residual-elastic) as well as the symmetric and antisymmetric
rigid-body modes.
$EXTERIOR INFLUENCE DA TA.-This card section allows the user to input reference
force and moment increments and external downwash matrices from an external source.
$STRUCTURAL DA TA.-This card section is used to input total mass, center-of-gravity
location, and moments of inertia for rigid analyses.
$PRESSURE DA TA.-This card section allows tile user to specify an externally gener-
ated lifting pressure distribution which is added to the one calculated within the program.
$AREA RATIO DA TA.-These cards allow the user to apply a scaling factor to any Thin
Body or Interference Body panel. Often a modeling restriction will cause the paneling to differ
from the true configuration area (e.g., in the region of curved wing tips). These discrepancies
can be alleviated by using this card section.
This completes the input data requirements and options for one SD&SS case. Generally
speaking, if another case is to be executed, a new input data deck must be prepared. However,
there exists in the SD&SS program a recycle option which enables the user to execute
additional cases (for changes in certain parameters and/or options) without having to form
the entire SD&SS data deck for each case. This option is exercised by including the card set
headed by the following Data Control Card.
$RECYCLE DATA. In this card section, tile user specifies which parameters and/or
options are to be different from the previous data case. The SD&SS program then reexecutes
with all other parameters and options remaining as they were in the previous case. This option
can be used repeatedly to analyze several different flight conditions (see sec. 9.2.3, vol. !I).
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4. i.2 Pressure Distribution Plot (PDPLOT) Program
The PDPLOT program produces CalComp plots of ACp versus x/c for each row of panels
on each Thin Body. Either steady or unsteady lifting pressures may be plotted. The card input
for this program is a punched data deck produced by the SD&SS program. The punched
output must be requested in the pressure output option mentioned in the $STABILITY
PROBLEM DATA card section description of section 4.1.1.
4.1.3 Time Histories (TH) Program
The TH program accepts input from tile SD&SS output tape, SDSSTP, the GD output
tape, GDTAPE, and an input data deck and calculates the response of the airplane to large
disturbances by integrating the "large perturbation" equations of motion. To form the
coefficients of these equations of motion, the TH program uses either the data on the SD&SS
output tape or, alternatively, the wind tunnel data supplied by the user in the TH data deck.
The required/optional input data are divided into card sections headed by the following Data
Control Cards.
$INTEGRA TION SPECIFICATIONS.-The information specified in this card section
supplies the program with integration and print specifications. These data consist of initial
time, final time, print interval, integration interval, and plot-to-print ratio.
$INIT1AL CONDITIONS.- The initial values of the perturbation parameters are input in
this card section.
$ACCURACY CRITERIA.- This card section allows the user to choose between fixed-
step-size and variable-step-size integration. The variable-step sizes are determined by the
accuracy constraints supplied by the user.
SPRINT SPECIFICA TIONS.-This card section identifies the parameters that the user
wishes to have printed.
$PLOTSPECIFICA TIONS.- This card section identifies tile parameters that the user
wishes to have stored on the TH output tape for subsequent plotting by the THPLOT
program.
SMAXIMUM EULER ANGLES.-Using this card section allows the user to place upper
and lower bounds on the values of the Euler angles.
$ELASTIC PER TURBA TION DATA. -The initial values of the generalized coordinates
may be specified in this card section. Note that these data only apply if the model is residual-
elastic.
$TABULAR WIND TUNNEL DA TA.-This optional card section allows the user to input
tables of experimental data. The program uses the data in these tables throughout the integra-
tion process.
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$GUSTDA TA.-In this card section the user may specify a discrete gust velocity disturb-
ance. The shape, length, and amplitude of the gust is input. In order to use this optional card
section, the gust matrix calculations must have been performed in the SD&SS program (see
"$GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS," sec. 4.1.1 ).
4.1.4 Time Histories Plot (THPLOT) Program
The THPLOT program accepts as input the output tape from the TH program, THTAPE.
From the information stored on this tape it generates CalComp plots of the time histories
of the variables listed in the $PLOT SPECIFICATIONS card section of the TH program.
4. 1.5 Structural Loads (SLOADS) Program
"t
The SLOADS program accepts the SD&SS output tape, SDSSTP, an ISIC output tape,
EATAPE, and a data deck as input. The information in the data deck specifies which struc-
tural load matrices the user wishes to have printed. These matrices are printed in the form
of applied forces and moments at each ISIC node location. SLOADS can only be used with
an ISIC structural model.
4.1.6 Air Loads (ALOADS) Program
SDSSTP, GDTAPE, a tape (CINTAP) containing the symmetric clamped flexibility
matrix, [cS], and a data deck serve as input for the ALOADS program. The ALOADS pro-
gram performs two basic calculations for symmetric loading conditions. First, it computes
the elastic deformation at the ESIC structural nodes, and second, at any specified point, the
program calculates the resultant force and couple due to tile airload on the aerodynamic sur-
faces contained in a specified spatial region. ALOADS can only be used with an ESIC struc-
tural model.
Tile calculation of tile elastic deformation at the structural nodes requires no card input.
This calculation is done automatically if the proper information is available on the input tapes;
namely, tile load matrices on SDSSTP (placed there by exercising the loads output option in
the $STABILITY PROBLEM DATA card section of the SD&SS program) and a suitable
flexibility matrix on CINTAP (this need not be a square matrix-see sec. 18.2.1, vol. II).
In the input data deck the user must specify the following information that is required
for the load calculations:
The number and location of load points (the points at which the forces and
moments are evaluated).
Tile definition of the regions of space in which the aerodynamic surfaces whose
airloads are to be used in the calculation of the forces and moments at each load
point are located.
The reference lengths that arc used to normalize the forces and moments and
center-otLpressure locations.
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4.2 DART MODEL 1 DEMONSTRATION CASE
With the exception of the plotting programs, all of the FLEXSTAB analysis programs
were used in the Dart Model I Demonstration Case. The SD&SS program was executed four
times (see table 4.2-1 ): twice using the ISIC strucutral definition (SDSS-I A and SDSS-I B),
and twice using the ESIC definition (SDSS-IC and SDSS-I D). The TH and SLOADS programs
were executed using the results from SDSS-I B. Finally, the ALOADS program was executed
in conjunction with the results from SDSS-I D.
This section describes the input decks that were used for the Dart Model I Demonstration
Case. The format of these descriptions follows that of the previous section. Listings of the
input decks for each of the Dart Model I analysis program runs are given in Appendix A.
TABLE4.2-1. INPUT DIFFERENCES FOR THE DART MODEL I SD&SS RUNS
SD&SS Run
SDSS-1A SDSS-1B SDSS-1C SDSS-1D
Structural modeling ISIC ISIC ESIC ESIC
Reference motion Coupled Coupled Symmetric Symmetric
Thickness option Off On Off On
Leading edge thrust option Off On Off On
Gust option On On Off Off
Perturbation motion Coupled Coupled Symmetric Symmetric
4.2.1 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program-SDSS-1A
GI)TAPE from GD-1, AICTAP from AIC-1, and SICTP3, which was formed by merging
SICTP2 from ISIC-1 and NMTAP2 from NM-I, were input to SDSS-I A. The description of
the input data deck follows. Optional card sections that were not used are omitted from the
description.
S GENERA L SPECIFICA TIONS.
Basic option codes: The reference motion was coupled since an antisymmetric
quantity (namely, roll rate) was to be specified. The static-elastic structural option
was chosen so that comparisons could be made with the static-elastic ESIC structural
model analyzed in SDSS-IC. (If only the static-elastic structural option is to be
used in SD&SS, it is not necessary to have selected residual-elastic modeling in
ISIC and NM. This was done in ISIC-I and NM-I for exemplary purposes only.)
Unsteady, stick speed stability, and gust matrix calculations were arbitrarily re-
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quested.Thicknesseffectsandtile leadingedgethrustcorrectionwerenot desired.
It was specified that the pitch rate would be input rather than load factor. The
tape options indicated that tape input from the GD, AIC, and ISIC (plus NM)
programs was available. Tile units chosen were meters. Tile altitude option indica-
ted that the reference altitude would be specified. The alpha option did not apply
for Dart Model I since it had no Slender Bodies off the plane of symmetry.
Flight conditions: Tile reference altitude, hi, was chosen to be sea level. The
temperature deviation from standard, AT, was set to zero. The reference roll angle
(@1)' yaw rate (R 1), and pitch rate (QI) were set to zero. A reference roll rate of
P I = 10 degrees per second was specified. (Note that ttle Mach number input on
CARl) 5 ofGI)-I (M1 = 0.5) was used here since MI was left blank on CARl) 9 of
the SDSS-I A data deck.)
Reference parameters: The reference wing area was set to 2.0, tile reference chord
was 1.0, and the reference span was set to 4.0.
._MA TRIX PRINT LIST. The tollowing matrices were arbitrarily selected for printing:
(APT)-S and A, (C I)T)-S and A, (C TtlT)-S and A, (PHI*M)-S and A, and (LI _-S and A.
$CONTROL SURI:ACEDATA. The second (aft) Thin Body panel on the "wing" of
Dart Model I was chosen to simultaneously represent the elevator, aileron, and rudder. The
relative strength of participation for the rudder was set to zero which, in effect, instructed the
program that it was inactive. (Note, however, that the redder still had to be defined since the
reference motion was coupled.)
$STABILITY PROBLEM DA TA. Stability problem 3 was chosen, which meant that
user-specified trim parameters would be input. The data input in this card section follows.
Airplane Shape: The shape input from the GD program was specified to be the jig
shape of Dart Model 1. Since an elastic analysis was being performed, this meant
that tile program would calculate the deformed shape of the model. Here, the
"deformed shape" refers to the shape that Dart Model I would assume at the input
flight condition.
Thrust data: Since stability problem 3 was specified, it was mandatory that the
thrust be constant. In this case, the thrust was set to zero. (Note that specifying a
nonzero thrust here would do nothing since the $THRUST DATA card section,
through which the program is informed of where tile thrust vector acts, was
omitted. }
X-coordinate of leading edge reference chord: This location was found from the
geometry of the configt,ration, namely, X = 1.0 (see fig. 3.2-2_.
Input/output camber shape and displacement data: The camber shape and aero-
centroid position vector of Dart Model I were input via the GD program output tape.
It was requested that the output camber shape and aerocentroid position vector be
printed.
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Pressureandloadsoutputoption: It wasrequestedthat tim steady,lifting pressures
beprinted. Theloadmatriceswerecalculatedandstoredoll tile Sl)&SSoutput
tape.
User-specifiedIrim parameters:'l"hc following trim conditions were specified: ee1 =
01= 0.1 radian, and 6c I =/31 = 8a I = 6r I = 0.0.
gpIiR TURBA 770V D.I 7"..1. Both symmetric and anlisymmctric perturbation motion
was retluested so that symmetric :.tlld antisymmetric dynamic stability derivatives would be
calculated. It was requested llmt the compressibility effects be included in the speed derivative
and yaw rate derivative c:llculalions and that the control cffectivcncsses by calculated. Un-
steady pressures were printed. Als¢_,the perturbation h)ad matrices werc stored on the
S[)&SS outptll tape. No empirical pertttrbation derivalives were input.
4,2.2 Stability l)erivatives and SlaticStability Program SI)SS-1B
SI)SS-1B was compared with SI)SS-1A to show the effects of fuselage thickness (tile
wing has zero lhickness_ and leading-edge thrust calculations. The samc input tapes were
used for both runs. Thc only tliffcrcnccs between the two input datu decks arc given below.
';(;I:,VI:R.,I 1. ,S'1'1:'('11.7('. 1TIO.\W. In addition to thL options chosen in SI)SS-1 A, thick-
ness effects and the leading-edge lhrust correction were requested.
4.2.3 Stability I)erivatives and Static Statqlity l'rogram SI)SS-IC
(;I)TAPI£ from (;I)-1, AI('TAP from AI('-I, and SICTP3 from ESI('-I were input to
SI)SS-1C. 'Fhe results from Sl)SS-1Cwerccomparedwith those from SI)SS-1A to verify the
equivalence of the two structural definitions. With the followingcxccptions, the input data
deck for SI)SS-I(" was identical to that of SDSS-IA.
5"(;E.VI:'R,,1L ,';lq:('lt.'l('.l TIO,\3;. The motion option requested symmetric reference
flight since only symmetric structural data was available on SI('TP3. Gust malrix calculations
were not desired. The tape input oplion indicated that the slructtlral definition was provided
by t.ISIC.
';,11.1TRIX t'RI.VT LIST_ Since the reference motion was symmetric, only the symmet-
ric matrices listed in SI)SS-I A were spccillcd here. In addition, printout of the i L2)-S and
(L12)-S matrices was requested (see app. B, vol. I11 for a description of these matrices).
'_I'I-I¢'I('RB.t 170 V I)4 T.1. ()nly symmetric perturbation motion was requested because
the t'Sl(" structural model is only for symmetric motion.
4.2.4 Stability l)erivativcs and Static Stability Program SDSS-I D
SDSS-II) wa,s compared with SI)SS-tC to show the effects that thickness and leading-
edge thrust had _n the r_._ult_,, lhc saint input tapes were used for each rtln. The input data
deck Ior SI)SS-II) was the same as thal for SI)SS-I(" with the following exceptions.
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$GENERAL SPECIFICA TIONS.-It was requested that thickness effects and tile
leading-edge thrust correction be included in the calculations.
4.2.5 Time Histories Program-TH-1
GDTAPE from GD-I and SDSSTP from SDSS-1B were input to TH-I. The TH-I input
data deck consisted of two analysis cases which requested the response to a modified square
wave gust and a sine wave gust. Except where noted, the description below applies for both
data cases. Card sections not used are omitted from the description.
$1NTEGRA TION SPECIFICA TIONS.-This card set was included for each case. It called
for integration from 0.0 to 0.05 second in 0.005-second intervals. Printout at 0.01-second
intervals was requested. The plot-to-print ratio was not input since plotting was not desired.
$1NITIAL CONDITIONS.-Each of the components of the initial perturbation vector
were set to zero.
SPRINT SPECIFICA TlONS.-Printout of all parameters was requested for both cases.
(This card section was not needed in the input for the second data case since the TH program
automatically uses the print specifications from the previous case.)
$GUST DA TA.-A modified square wave gust was specified for the first case. Its
wavelength was 30.0 meters and its amplitude (in the ZB-direction) was set equal to -0.01
meter/second. In the second case, a sine wave gust with the same wavelength and amplitude
was specified.
4.2.6 Structural Loads Program--SLOADS-1
SLOADS-I made use of EATAPE from ISIC-1 and SDSSTP from SDSS-i B. In the
input data deck it was requested that the (L1)-S and (LI)-A matrices be printed,
4.2.7 Air Loads Program-ALOADS-1
GDTAPE and SDSSTP from GD-I and SDSS-1 D, respectively, served as input for
ALOADS-I. The [cS] matrix used in ESIC-1 was input via CINTAP. The following infor-
mation was specified in the input data deck:
One load point was chosen. Its location was specified to be at X = 1.5, Y =1.0, Z =
0.0 (the midpoint of the wing root chord).
The region of forces was chosen to coincide with the wing, i.e., outboard of the
load point. (The reference point, R, was located at X = 1.5, Y = 2.0, and Z = 0.0,
i.e., at the midpoint of the wing tip chord; see fig. 18.2-1, vol. II.)
The following reference lengths were specified: surface area = 4.0, semispan =
2.0, chord = 1.0, vertical span = 1.0. (Note that Dart Model I has no prominent
vertical dimension: however, a nonzero vertical span must be input.) The X-
coordinate of the leading edge of the reference chord was set to 1.0.
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4.3DARTMODELII DEMONSTRATIONCASE
SD&SSwastheonly analysisprogramusedin theDartModelII DemonstrationCase.
Thissectiongivesadetaileddescriptionof the inputdatadeckusedfor thiscase.
4.3.1StabilityDerivativesandStaticStabilityProgram-SDSS-2
GDTAPEandA1CTAPfromGD-2andAIC-2,respectively,servedastapeinput for
SDSS-2.The input deck description is given below. Card sections not mentioned were not
included in tile data deck.
$GENERAL SPECIF1CA TIONS.-The following general information was specified.
Basic option codes: Coupled reference motion was specified so that symmetric
and antisymmetric static stabilit3, derivatives would be calculated. The rigid
structural option had to be chosen since no elastic structural definition was created.
The calculation options arbitrarily requested unsteady, thickness, leading-edge
thrust, and stick-speed stability calculations. No gust matrices were generated. It
was specified that pitch rate would be input rather than load factor. The tape
options indicated that GD and AIC tapes were being input. The units were chosen
to be meters; the altitude option was exercised indicating that the reference altitude
would be input; the alpha option was not used.
Flight conditions: The reference altitude (h 1) was sea level. The temperature
deviation (AT) was set to zero. The reference roll angle (_bI ) and angular velocities
(PI, Q1, R1) were all set equal to zero.
Reference parameters: The reference wing area was 12.0 (area of both wings), the
reference chord 1.0, and the reference span 6.0.
$CONTROL SURFACE DA TA.-It was specified that the aft Thin Body panels of the
upper and lower "wings" of Dart Model lI would simultaneously serve as the elevator and
aileron. The forwardmost Thin Body panel on the upper wing was defined to be a rudder; its
relative strength of participation was arbitrarily set to zero, however.
$STABILITY PROBLEM DA TA.--Stability problem 3 was again chosen (i.e., user-
specified trim parameters). The specific input data follows:
Airplane shape: Since Dart Model I1 was to be analyzed as a rigid configuration, the
shape option input was not important. Dart Model II was arbitrarily specified to be
in its jig shape.
Thrust data: It was specified that the thrust would be constant. Its value was set to
ZOFO.
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X-locationof leadingedgeof referencechord: Thislocationisat X = 1.0(seefig.
3.3-2).
Input/outputcambershapeanddisplacementdata: Thecambershapewasinput
viatheGDprogramoutputtape.Sincearigidanalysiswasbeingperformed,there
wasnoneedto input theaerocentroidpositionvectoror calculatetheoutput
aerocentroid.Positionvectorandoutput cambershape.
Pressureandloadsoutputoption: It wasrequestedthat thesteady,lifting pressures
beprinted.Theloadmatriceswerenot calculated.
User-specifiedtrim parameters:It wasspecifiedthat otI = 01 = 0.1 radian and that
gel = fll = fial = 8rl = 0.0.
SPER TURBA TION DA TA.- Both symmetric and antisymmetric perturbation flight was
arbitrarily requested. Compressibility effects were included in the speed derivative and yaw
rate derivative calculations. Control effectiveness calculations were requested, unsteady
pressures were printed. Pertubation load matrices were calculated because a rigid analysis
was preformed. Empirical pertubation derivatives were not input.
$STRUCTURAL DATA.-Since a structural definition was not input on tape, this card
section was required for the SDSS-2 input data deck. The mass of Dart Model II was arbi-
trarily set to 10.0 kilograms. A center of gravity at X = 1.0, Z -- 0.0 was specified. The
moments of inertia, 1XX, Iyy, IZZ, and IXZ, were all set to zero (this was permissible since
no angular velocities were specified).
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4.4BOEING707-320BDEMONSTRATIONCASE
Withtheexceptionof theALOADSprogram,all of tile FLEXSTABanalysisprograms
wereusedin the707-320BDemonstrationCase.TheSD&SSprogramwasexecutedtwice
(SDSS-3AandSDSS-3B).SDSS-3Aperformedanelasticanalysisandusedthe"jig" shape
geometryproducedby GD-3A.The"cruise"shapegeometryof GD-3Bwasusedin therigid
analysisperforinedby SDSS-3B.TheTH andSLOADSprogramswereexecutedusingthe
resultsof SDSS-3A.
Thissectiondescribestheinput datadecksthatwereusedin theanalysisprogramsof the
707-320DemonstrationCase.Eachof thepointsbroughtout in section4.1 isdiscussed
individually.
4.4.1StabilityDerivativesandStaticStabilityProgramSDSS-3A
GDTAPEfromGD-3A,AICTAPfrom AIC-3,andSICTP3(producedby mergingSICTP2
from ISIC-3with NMTAP2fromNM-3) wereinput to SDSS-3A.Thedescriptionof the in-
put datadeckisgivenbelow.
$GENERA L SPECIFICATIONS. -
Basic option codes: Since only a symmetric flight condition was to be analyzed,
symmetric reference motion was chosen in the motion option. The residual-elastic
structural option was chosen so that the free-vibration modes (calculated in NM-3)
would participate in the dynamic analysis. Tile unsteady option was exercised so
that unsteady stability derivatives and unsteady pressures could be calculated. The
effects of thickness and leading-edge thrust were included in the analysis, and the
calculation of stick speed was requested. Gust matrix calculations were requested
since a gust response analysis was to be performed in TH-3. The tape options
indicated that tape input was available from the GD, AIC, and IS1C (plus NM)
programs. Feet were chosen as the units of length. The altitude option was
exercised indicating that the reference altitude would be input. The alpha option
was not used.
Flight conditions: The reference altitude was input as tl I = 35,000 feet, the cruise
altitude of the 707-320B. The temperature deviation from standard (AT) was
specified to be zero. The reference roll angle (_1) and angular velocities (P1, QI,
R It were set to zero.
Reference parameters: Data from Boeing documents stated that the reference wing
area was 2891.7 square feet, the reference wing chord 22.692 feet, and the refer-
ence wing span 142.4t 7 feet.
5MA TRIX PRINT LIST. The (DFP)-S and (L 1)-S matrices were arbitrarily selected for
printing.
STItRUSTDA TA.-The thrust vectors were defined to originate along the XM-axes of
the nacelles (INNAC and OUTNAC). The X-locations of the vectors were chosen to lie hall-
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way between the nose and aft end of each nacelle. The direction cosines of tile thrust vectors
were taken from a general configuration drawing of the airplane. The relative strength of each
vector was set to 0.25, indicating that all four engines were producing equal thrust.
$CONTROL SURFACE DA TA.- Both longitudinal and lateral-directional control sur-
faces were defined. (Note that the definition of the lateral-directional control surfaces was
optional since only symmetric reference motion was being considered.) The Thin Body
panels chosen to represent each control surface were found by superimposing a drawing of
the paneling scheme on a drawing of the actual wing surface. The panels that most closely
represented the actual control surface were identified in this card set. (Note that it is always
advisable to consider control surface locations before the configuration is paneled in the GD
program. A better control surface representation will usually be possible as a result.) The
stabilizer, rudder, and ailerons were also defined in this manner.
SSTABILITY PROBLEM DA TA.-Stability problem 1 was chosen for this case. This
meant that tile program would trim the airplane using program-calculated, constant coeffi-
cients. The data input in this card section is described below.
Airplane shape: The camber shape of the airplane was to be input via GDTAPE
from GD-3A. Since this geometry definition represented the jig shape of the 707-
320B (see sec. 3.4.1 ), the "JIG" shape option was selected here. Consequently,
the deformed shape computed by SD&SS will be the shape corresponding to tile
input flight condition.
Thrust or flightpath angle data: The program was instructed to solve for thrust.
A flightpath angle of 3'1 = 0.0 was specified.
X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord: This point was found on the
general configuration drawing and has the value X = 66.007.
Input/output camber shape and displacement data: The camber shape (camber
slope vector) and displacements (aerocentroid position vector) were input via
GDTAPE from GD-3A. The output values were printed.
Pressure and loads output option: The steady, lifting pressures were printed and the
load matrices were calculated and stored on the SD&SS output tape for future
printing by SLOADS-3.
Maximum and minimum limits for trim parameters: These maximum and minimum
values were chosen to allow for a wide variation from the anticipated trim condi-
also input. The values used were: O_MA X = 8.0, UMIN = -2.0; TMAX = 25000,
TMI N = 0.0; 6%o s = 0.5, 6eneg =- 14.0;t3MA X = 4.0, 13MIN = --4.0; 6apos = 18.5,
8aneg = - 18.5;tSrpos = 25.0, 8rneg =-25.0.
_;PER TURBA 77ON DATA. Symmetric and antisymmetric perturbation flight was speci-
fied since the Ttt program was to be executed. Compressibility effects and control effective-
ness were requested. Unsteady pressures were printed and the perturbation load matrices
were stored on tile SI)&SS output tape. No perturbation derivatives were input.
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$D YNAMIC ANAL YSIS.-Including this card section in the SDSS-3A input data deck
instructed the program to calculate the airplane's dynamic stability characteristics.
In order to make a comparison between aeroelastic results from residual-elastic and
static-elastic analyses, another run was made using the static-elastic structural option. This was
accomplished by using the recycle option in the SD&SS program. Thus, the SDSS-3A input
data deck consisted of two cases: the initial data case using the residual-elastic structural
option (described above) and a recycle case (see below), which performed a static-elastic
analysis.
$RECYCLE DA TA.-The program was instructed to recycle with this data case using the
static-elastic structural option. All other input data from the initial data case remained the
sanle.
4.4.2 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B was designed to illustrate the use of wind tunnel data when executing the
SD&SS program. The tape input to SDSS-3B consisted of GDTAPE from GD-3B and AICTAP
from AIC-3. Since this was a rigid case, a structural definition was unnecessary. Given below
is tile description of the input data deck.
$ GENERA L SPEC1FICA TIONS. -
Basic option codes: Symmetric reference motion was again chosen since a
symmetric flight condition was being analyzed. The "rigid" structural option was
used since structural data was not input on tape. The calculation options requested
stick-speed stability and gust matrix calculations, but no unsteady, thickness, or
leading-edge thrust calculations. (The unsteady option was not used since unsteady
stability derivatives were to be input in the $PERTURBATION DATA card section.
The calculation of thickness effects and leading-edge thrust was not requested
because the wind tunnel data that was input in the SWIND TUNNEL DATA card
section already included these effects.) The tape options indicated that GD and
AIC output tapes were input. The length units were chosen to be feet. The
altitude option was not used indicating that flight speed and either density or
dynamic pressure would be input. The alpha option was not used.
Flight conditions: A flight speed of U 1 = 773.472 and a dynamic pressure of ffl =
223.99 were input, which resulted in the same flight conditions of SDSS-3A.
Again the reference roll angle (4) 1) and angular velocities (P1, Qt, RI ) were set to
zero.
• Reference parameters: The values used in SDSS-3A were used here.
$MA TRIX PRINT LIST.- The (DFP)-S matrix was arbitrarily selected for printing.
STttRUST DATA.-The thrust data used in SDSS-3A was repeated here.
$CONTROL SURFACE DATA.-This card section was identical to the $CONTROL
SURFACE DATA card section of SDSS-3A.
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$STABILITY PROBLEM DA TA.-Stability problem 2 was specified, which meant that
the program would trim the airplane by iterating over the wind tunnel data.
Airplane shape: The airplane shape was specified as the reference shape since the
analysis was rigid. (Specifying the "JIG" shape would also give the same results.)
Thrust or flightpath angle data: The program was instructed to solve for thrust.
A flightpath angle of 3'1 = 0.0 was specified.
X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord: This location was taken directly
from the general configuration drawing and has the value X = 66.077.
Input/output camber shape and displacement data The airplane's camber shape
was input from the GD-3B output tape. The output camber shape and the input and
output displacements did not apply since this was a rigid case.
Pressure and loads output option: It was requested that the steady, lifting pressures
be printed and punched by the program. (The punched output would later be used
in tile PDPLOT program.) Since the model was rigid load vectors were not calcula-
ted; therefore, they could not be stored on SDSSTP.
• Initial values for trim parameters' The initial values were arbitrarily set to zero.
Maximum and minimum limits for trim parameters: The values used in SDSS-3A
were used here.
Convergence tolerances for trim parameters: It was specified that a and 6e converge
to within +0.01 ° (degrees) and thrust to within +1.0 pound.
Maximunl number of iterations: A maximum of 20 iterations was specified ( 10 are
usually sufficient).
$WINDTUNNELDATA. Data from a wind tunnel test BTWT 1246(ref. 4-1)and the
Air Force Datcom (ref. 4-2) were used to produce tables of longitudinal data. Wind tunnel
values ofC L C D and C m were input for o_between -4.0 ° and +6.0 ° and 8e between -4.0 °
and -2.0 °. Values of CLQ, CDQ, and CmQ for c_ equal to 0.0 ° and 5.0 ° were calculated
using the Air Force Datcom and specified in the input.
SPER TURBA TION DATA.- Symmetric and antisymmetric perturbation flight was
requested since both longitudinal and lateral-directional results were desired in the
$I)YNAMIC ANALYSIS card section. Calculation of control surface effectiveness and com-
pressibility effects was requested. Printout of the unsteady pressures was not requested
because the unsteady aerodynamics option in the $GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS card
section was not exercised. Perturbation loads were not calculated. Wind tunnel values of
CLw CDc_. Cma, CLu, CDu, and Cmu from ref. 4-1; and Cy/3, C_3 and Cn/3, from ref. 4-3
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wereinput.TheAir ForceDatcomwasusedto calculateCLQ,CDQ, CmQ, CL&, CD_
and Cm_. The yaw rate derivatives, CYR, C_R, and CnR, were estimated using the methods
found in reference 4-3. CLQ, CDQ, and CmQ were set to zero. The _3-derivatives were for a
stretched version (not built) of the 707-320 airplane but should be approximately the same
for the 707-320 airplane.
SDYNAMIC ANAL YSIS.-The dynamic stability characteristics of the airplane were
calculated as a result of including this card section in the SDSS-3B data deck. In this case, the
empirical stability derivatives input in the SPERTURBATION DATA card section were used
to form the coefficients of the characteristic equation.
$STRUCTURAL DATA.-Since this was a rigid case and a structural definition was not
input via tape, this card section was required. The values of the total mass, center-of-gravity
location, and moments of inertia were taken directly from the printout of the ISIC-3 run.
4.4.3 Pressure Distribution Plot Program-PDPLOT-3
The steady, Thin Body, lifting pressure distribution that was punched by SDSS-3B was
used to form the input deck for PDPLOT-3. PDPLOT-3 produced CalComp plots of ACp
versus x/c for each row of panels on each Thin Body.
4.4.4 Time Histories Program- TH-3
GDTAPE and SDSSTP from GD-3A and SDSS-3A, respectively, served as the tape
input [or TH-3. (The TH program is only capable of analyzing the output data from the
first data case of a multiple-case SD&SS run. Therefore, it was the first case of SDSS-3A--the
residual-elastic case-that was analyzed by TH-3). The TH-3 input data deck consisted of five
data cases. These are discussed individually.
In the first case, the only nonzero component of the initial perturbation vector was the
u-component. This case was designed to excite the phugoid mode of the airplane.
$INTEGRA TION SPECIFICATIONS.- Integration was performed between 0.0 and
175.0 seconds at 0.05-second intervals. Printout was requested at 5-second intervals. A plot-to-
print ratio of 10 was specified.
$1NITIAL CONDITIONS.-This card section contained the components of the initial
perturbation vector. All components except u were set to zero. The initial value of u was
set to 600 inches per second.
SPRINT SPECTFICA TIONS. It was requested that all parameters be printed.
SPLOTSPE(TFI(.'ATIONS.-Plot data for the u, Op, and Np parameters were stored on
Ttl-3 output tape.
The second data case had an initial v-perturbation designed to excite the Dutch roll
mode.
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$1NTEGRA TION SPECIFICA TlONS.-lntegration between 0.0 and 20.0 seconds was
performed at 0.05-second intervals. A plot-to-print ratio of 10 was specified with print steps
every 0.5 second.
$1NITIA L CONDITIONS.- The v-perturbation was set to 600 inches per second. All
other components were set to zero.
SPRINT SPECIFICATIONS. -All parameters were requested for printing.
$PLOTSPEC1FICA TIONS.-Plot data for 13,4_p, and _bp were stored on tape.
$ELASTIC PER TURBA TION DATA. This card section was not required in the first
data case since the generalized coordinates were automatically set to zero. For this and
succeeding cases, however, it had to be used to "manually" set these coordinates to zero.
(Otherwise, the program would use the values of these coordinates from the last integration
step of the previous data case.)
In the third data case a w-perturbation was used to excite the short-period mode.
$1NTEGRA TION SPECIFICATIONS.-- This card section specified integration from 0.0
to 10.0 seconds at 0.05-second intervals. The print interval was set at 0.5 second. A plot-
to-print ratio of 10.0 was chosen.
$1NITIAL CONDITIONS.- The initial w-perturbation was set to 600 inches per second.
All others were zero.
SPRINT SPECIFICA TIONS. -All parameters were selected for printing.
$PLOTSPECIFICA TIONS.-Plot data was stored on tape for _, 0p, and Np.
$ELASTIC PER TURBA TION DATA.--The initial values of the generalized coordinates
were set to zero.
The fourth data case included a p-perturbation. This was designed to demonstrate rolling
convergence.
$INTEGRA TION SPECIFICA TlONS.-lntegration was performed from 0.0 to 10.0
seconds at 0.05-second intervals. Printout was requested at 0.25-second intervals; the plot-to-
print ratio was specified to be 5.0.
$1NITIAL CONDITIONS.-With the exception of the p-perturbation, all components of
the initial perturbation vector were set to zero. The value of p was specified to be 0.50 radian
per second.
SPRINT SPE(TFICA TIONS.-It was requested that all parameters be printed.
SPLOTSPE¢TFICATIONS.-PIot data for_p and p were stored on tape.
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$ELASTIC PERTURBATION DATA.-The initial generalized coordinates were set to
zero.
The fifth and final data case was designed to show the airplane response to a "one-minus-
cosine" gust disturbance.
$1NTEGRA TION SPECIFICA TIONS.-The program was instructed to integrate from 0.0
to 5.0 seconds at 0.0125-second intervals. The plot-to-print ratio was set to 20.0; the print
interval was specified to be 0.25 second.
$1NIT1AL CONDITIONS.-AI1 components of the initial perturbation vector were set to
zero.
SPRINT SPECIFICA "lIONS.-Only 0p and Np were selected for printing.
$PLOTSPECIFICATIONS. The plot data for 0p and Np were stored on the TH-3 out-
put tape.
$ELASTICPERTURBA TION DA TA.-Again, the values of generalized coordinates were
set to zero.
$GUSTDATA.-It was specified that the shape of the gust disturbance was that of a
"one-minus-cosine" wave (see fig. 10.2-3, vol. II). The gust wavelength was specified to be
8169.12 inches, i.e., 30 reference chord lengths. The gust amplitude was set to -I 2.0 inches
per second in the ZB-direction. The antisymmetric gust component (YB-direction) was set to
zero.
4.4.5 Time Histories Plot Program-THPLOT-3
THPLOI"-3 produced graphic displays of the results calculated in TH-3. Only those vari-
ables specified in the $PLOT SPECIFICATIONS card section of TH-3 were plotted.
THPLOT-3 produced a total of 13 plots.
4.4.6 Structural Loads Program-SLOADS-3
The input tapes used for SLOADS-3 consisted of EATAPE and SDSSTP from ISIC-3 and
SDSS-3A, respectively. As was the case for TH-3, SLOADS-3 was only capable of handling
the output data from the residual-elastic data case in SDSS-3A.
In the SLOADS-3 input data deck it was specified that (LI)-S, the symmetric, aero-
dynamic plus inertia load matrix, and (LUE_-S, the symmetric, dynamic load matrix due to
modal deflection, were to be printed. The engineering symbols for the load matrices are
given in table 17.2-1. Volume I1. Equation 5.7-16 of Volume I presents the equation for
(L I)-S and (LUEFS is shown on the top of page 6-43 of Volume I without an equation
number.
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4.5 BOEING 2707-300PT (SST) DEMONSTRATION CASE
The SST was analyzed using the SD&SS and ALOADS programs. The SD&SS program
was executed three times (see table 4.0-1 ). SDSS-4A was used to calculate the "JIG" shape
for the SDSS-4B and SDSS-4C runs. SDSS-4C used the results from CA1C-4, whereas SDSS-4B
used the uncorrected AIC-4 data. The ALOADS program was executed using tile results from
SDSS-4B.
The input data decks are described below. These descriptions follow the format intro-
duced in section 4.1.
4.5. t Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program -SDSS-4A
The output tapes from GD-4, A1C-4, and ESIC-4 (GDTAPE, AICTAP, and SICTP3,
respectively) were used to execute SDSS-4A. The input data deck description follows.
$GENERA L SPI£CIF1CA TIONS.
Basic option codes: Symmetric reference motion was requested (a requirement
when exercising the "DESIGN" shape option). The static-elastic structural option
was selected since this is all that is required for the "DESIGN" option. Thickness
and leading-edge thrust calculations were requested, but unsteady, stick-speed
stability, and gust matrix calculations were not. (Since the sole purpose of this
run was to generate a "jig" shape for SDSS-4B and SDSS-4C, those options
which did not directly affect the shape calculation were not exercised.) It was
specified that pitch rate rather than load factor would be input. The tape options
indicated that tape input was available from the GD, AIC, and ESIC programs.
The units were chosen to be feet and the altitude option was exercised. The alpha
option was exercised indicating that all Slender Bodies off the plane of symmetry
(the nacelles) would not be affected by angle of attack (see sec. 9.2.1, vol. II).
Flight conditions: The reference altitude (tl l) was set to 60,000 feet, the cruise
altitude of tile SST. The temperature deviation from standard (AT) was zero.
Reference roll angle (_1) and angular velocities (PI, Q1, RI ) were all specified to
be zero.
Reference parameters: These data were obtained from Boeing documents. The wing
area was 7700 square feet, the reference wing chord 101.5 feet, and the wing span
141.667 feet.
SMA TRIX PRINT LIST. The (DFP)-S matrix was selected for printing.
STttRUSTDA TA. Thrust vectors were assigned to Slender Bodies INNAC and
OUTNAC. These bodies represented the inboard and outboard engine nacelles, respectively.
The thrust vectors were assumed to originate midway between the ends of the nacelles on the
nacelle centerlines. The direction cosines were taken from the general configuration drawing.
The relative participation parameter for each was set equal to 0.25 indicating that each engine
produced equal thrust.
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$CONTROL SURFACE DA TA.-The entire horizontal stabilizer serves as the longitud-
inal control surface for the SST. In addition, the aft portion of this horizontal stabilizer acts as
a geared elevator. In order to model this control surface, the whole horizontal stabilizer was
defined as the elevator in this card section. To account for the presence of tile actual geared
elevator, the relative strength of participation parameter was set equal to 1.75 for those panels
representing the geared elevator and 1.0 for the remaining horizontal stabilizer panels. Thus,
for each degree of horizontal stabilizer deflection, the geared elevator deflected 1.75".
$STABILITY PROBLEM DA TA.-Stability problem 1 was specified indicating that the
program would trina the airplane using constant, program-calculated coefficients.
Airplane shape: The airplane shape was specified to be the design shape. This meant
that the airplane would be trimmed rigidly, loads would be calculated, and the jig
shape determined.
Thrust or flightpath angle data: The program was requested to solve for thrust.
The flightpath angle O'1) was set to zero.
X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord: This location (X = 120.83) was
determined from the general configuration drawing.
Input/output camber shape and displacement data: The input camber shape and
displacements were read from the GD tape. The output camber shape and displace-
ments were printed and punched on cards. The punched output was used in runs
SDSS-4B and SDSS-4C.
Pressure and loads output option: The pressures were not printed. Load calcula-
tions were not stored on the SD&SS output tape.
Maximum and minimum limits for trim parameters: Reasonable limits for angle of
attack and thrust were estimated lrom available wind tunnel data. Structural limita-
tions given on the general configuration drawing determined the elevator angle
limits.
4.5.2 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program--SDSS-4B
SDSS-4B analyzed the jig shape calculated by SDSS-4A. Tape input consisted of the out-
put tapes from GD-4, AIC-4, and ESIC-4. The input data deck description follows.
$GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS.--In the SDSS-4B input data deck, unsteady and stick-
speed stability calculations were requested. Otherwise, this card section was identical to the
one used in SDSS-4A (see sec. 4.5.1 ). The ESIC-4 output tape contained matrices sufficient
for the residual-elastic structural option, however, a change of plans subsequent to the
ESIC run resulted in only the static-elastic option being selected for SDSS4B.
$MA TRIX PRINT LIST.-It was requested that tim (DFP)-S matrix be printed.
STHRUSTDA TA.-This card section was identical to the $THRUST DATA card section
of SDSS-4A (see sec. 4.5.1 _,
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$CONTROL SURFACE DA TA.-The control surface data were identical to those
defined in SDSS-4A (see sec. 4.5.1).
$STABILITY PROBLEM DATA. Stability problem l was specified. This meant that the
airplane was trimmed using constant, program-calculated coefficients.
Airplane shape: The airplane shape was defined as the jig shape. This implied that
the loads would be calculated and applied to the structure, and that the camber
shape and displacements of the trimmed airplane would be calculated.
Thrust or flightpath angle data: The program was instructed to solve for thrust.
The flightpath angle ('tl) was set at zero degrees.
X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord: This location (X = 120.83) was
found on the general configuration drawing.
Input/output camber shape and displacement data: The camber shape and displace-
ments were input on cards which were punched by SDSS-4A. Printout of the output
camber shape and displacements was requested.
Pressure and loads output options: Printout of the pressures was requested. It was
also specified that the load matrices be stored on the SD&SS output tape (for use
in the ALOADS program).
Maximum and minimum limits for the trim parameters: These limits were identical
to those used in SDSS-4A.
$PER TURBA TION DA TA.-lt was requested that the symmetric perturbation deriva-
tives be calculated. Compressibility effects were included in the speed derivative calcula-
tions. Unsteady pressures were not requested. The program was instructed to calculate
control effectivenesses and to store the perturbation load matrices on the SD&SS output tape.
(Note that storing the perturbation load matrices on SDSSTP is actually only useful for ISIC
modeled structures since it is only in conjunction with ISIC that the SLOADS program can
be used to print these matrices.) No perturbation derivatives were input.
$D YNAM1C A NA L YS1S.- The stability characteristics of the SST were calculated by
solving its characteristic equation. Since only symmetric reference and perturbation flight
was being considered, only the longitudinal stability characteristics were calculated.
4.5.3 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program-SDSS-4C
The only difference between SDSS-4C and SDSS-4B occurred in the tape input data.
SDSS-4C used the empirically corrected aerodynamic data stored on the CAIC-4 output tape,
whereas SDSS-4B used the AIC-4 output tape. The input data deck for SDSS-4C was identical
to that of SDSS-4B (see sec. 4.5.2).
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4.5.4 Air Loads Program-ALOADS-4
The output tapes from GD-4 and SDSS-4B, and a tape containing the constrained flexi-
bility matrix, [cS], served as the input tapes for ALOADS-4. The input data deck descrip-
tion is given below.
Only one load point was specified. It was located at X = 3300.0, Y = 70.0, and Z =
37.0 inches. This location corresponded to a point on the root chord of the hori-
zontal stabilizer.
The region of forces extended outboard, above and below, and fore and aft of the
load point.
The reference lengths used to normalize the force and moment coefficients were
taken from the general configuration drawing.
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4.6 YF-! 2A DEMONSTRATION CASE
The analysis portion of the YF-I 2A demonstration case consisted of executing tile
SD&SS and ALOADS programs for both the subsonic and supersonic definitions. The sub-
sonic runs are designated as SDSS-5A and ALOADS-5A; the supersonic analyses as SDSS-5B
and ALOADS-5B. A description of the input data deck used for each is given below.
4.6.1 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program-SDSS-5A
Tape input to SDSS-5A consisted of the output tapes from GD-5A, AIC-5A, and
ESIC-5A (GDTAPE, AICTAP, and SICTP3, respectively). The input data deck consisted of
six data cases which encompassed three flight conditions and two elasticity options. The
detailed description follows.
$GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS.-
Basic option codes: Only symmetric reference motion was requested since the
structural modeling was only for symmetric loading. The static-elastic structural
option was chosen to be consistent with the ESIC-5A modeling. Thickness effects
were included in the calculations; unsteady, leading-edge thrust, stick speed
stability, and gust matrix calculations were not requested since the objective of
this run was simply to calculate static loads. It was specified that load factor
(rather than pitch rate) would be input. The tape options indicated that tape
input was available from the GD, AIC, and ESIC programs. The inch/feet units
option was selected. The altitude option was not used; this indicated that flight
speed and density or dynamic pressure would be input. The alpha option was not
used.
Flight conditions: Tile flight speed (UI) was set to 869.7 feet persecond. The
dynamic pressure (ql) was input as 667.0 pounds per square foot. Initial roll
angle (_i) was set to zero. A normal load factor (NZ) of 1.5 was specified P1 and
RI were set to zero.
Reference parameters: The following reference parameters were specified: wing
area, 258,480 square inches; reference chord, 486.667 inches; wing span,
652 inches.
$MA TRIX PRINT LIST.-The (L1)-S, (FA)-S, (L2)-S, and (LI 2)-S matrices were
arbitrarily selected for printing.
$THRUSTDATA.- A thrust vector was assigned to the Slender Body representing the
nacelle. It was assumed to originate midway between the nose and aft end of the nacelle and
its direction was parallel to that of the X-axis. The relative strength of this thrust vector was
set to 0.5 (see CARD 22, sec. 9.2.2, vol II).
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$CONTROL SURFACE DATA.-Since only symmetric motion was being considered, it
was only necessary to define a longitudinal control surface. Longitudinal control for the
YF-I 2A is supplied by the symmetric deflection of the inboard and outboard elevons. The
Thin Body panels that were within the boundaries of these control surfaces were specified in
this card section. The relative strength of participation parameter for each panel was set equal
to the cosine of its control surface hinge line sweep angle. This ensured that a 1" deflection on
the actual configuration would be correctly represented on the FLEXSTAB model (see sec.
3.5.2.1, vol. I).
$STABIL1TY PROBLEM DATA.--Stability problem I was specified, which meant that
the program would trim the airplane using constant coefficients.
Airplane shape" The shape option indicated that the airplane was in its jig shape.
This implied that the loads and airplane shape at the input flight condition would be
calculated.
Thrust data" The program was instructed to solve for thrust. The flightpath angle
was specified to be 7.1 9 °.
X-coordinate of leading edge of reference chord: This value was taken from the
general configuration drawing.
Input/output camber shape and displacement data: The camber shape (obtained
from Lockheed) was input on cards and the displacements were read from the GD
tape. Printout of the output camber shape and displacements was requested.
Pressure and loads output options: The pressures were printed and the load
matrices were saved on the SD&SS output tape.
Maximum and minimum limits for trim parameters: Very large limits were placed
on angle of attack, elevator angle, and thrust since several flight conditions were to
be analyzed (sce below).
$AREA RATIO DATA. The areas of certain Thin Body and Interference Body panels
were altered so that they would more accurately represent the actual configuration surfaces.
In particular, several fuselage Interference Body panels near the nose and aft end of the fuse-
lage had their areas reduced so that they would more closely represent the adjacent fuselage
surface segments with which they were associated. Similarly, the areas of certain Thin Body
panels in the region of curved edges (wing tips, leading and trailing edges, etc.) were altered
accordingly.
This completed the input data for the first data case. Five additional data cases were
included in the SDSS-5A data deck by using the SRECYCLE DATA card section five times.
The new flight conditions for each case are given below.
SRECY('LE DA TA. The normal load factor was reset to 1.0; the flightpath angle was
,'303._..
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$RECYCLE DA TA.--The load factor was 0.51; the flightpath angle 11.04 °.
$RECYCLE DA TA.-The load factor and flightpath angle were reset to their initial
values of 1.5 and 7.19", respectively; in addition, the elastic option was changed so that a rigid
analysis was performed.
$RECYCLE DA TA.-The load factor was set to 1.0; the flightpath angle 3.82*.
$RECYCLE DATA. -The values of the load factor and flightpath angle were set to
0.51 and 11.04 °. respectively.
4.6.2 Stability Derivatives and Static Stability Program SDSS-5B
SDSS-5B, the supersonic analysis, used data stored on the GD-5B, AIC-5B, and ESIC-5B
output tapes. The input data deck included six data cases representing three different flight
conditions and two different structural options.
$GENERAL SPECIF1CA TIONS.-This card section was identical to the one used in
SDSS-5A except for the flight speed and dynamic pressure. These values were set equal to
2690.0 feet per second and 628.0 pounds per square foot, respectively.
$MA TRIX PRINT LIST.-The (LI)-S, (FA)-S, (L2)-S, and (L12)-S matrices were selected
for printing.
$THRUSTDATA.-This card section had the same content as the one used for SDSS-5A
(see sec. 4.6.1 ).
$CONTROL SURFACE DATA.-The control surfaces defined here were identical to the
ones defined in SDSS-5A.
$STABILITY PROBLEM DA TA.-Except for the flightpath angle and the input camber
shape, this card section was identical to that of SDSS-5A. In this case, the flightpath angle was
specified to be 6.29*. The input camber shape (jig shape) was again input on cards; however,
this "jig shape" was different from the one input to SDSS-5A. This was because the supersonic
case was modeled with a "hot" structure, which meant that thermal deflections were included
in the camber shape definition.
$AREA RATIO DATA.-This card section had the same content as the one used in
SDSS-5A (see sec. 4.6.1 ).
As in the subsonic analysis, five additional data cases were included in the SDSS-5B data
deck through use of the SD&SS recycle capability. The flight conditions for each recycle data
case are given below.
$RECYCZE DATA. The normal load factor was reset to 0.98. The respecified value of
the flightpath angle was 4.09*.
SRECYCLE DA TA. The load factor was input as 0.46; the flightpath angle was 2.44*.
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$RECYCLE DATA.-In the fourth data case, the initial values of the load factor and
flightpath angle were used ( 1.50 and 6.29 °, respectively); in addition, the rigid structural
option was specified.
$RECYCLE DATA.-The load factor and flightpath angle were reset to 0.98 and 4.09 °,
respectively.
$RECYCLE DATA.-In the final data case, the normal load factor was set equal to 0.46
and the flightpath angle was input as 2.44*
4.6.3 Air Loads Program-ALOADS-SA
Tape input to ALOADS-5A consisted of the GDTAPE from GD-5A, the SDSSTP from
SDSS-SA, and CINTAP, which contained a suitable constrained flexibility matrix, [cS]. In
this case, the input flexibility matrix had dimensions NIx N2, where N1 corresponded to
the number of degrees of freedom in the modified NASTRAN matrix, 1022, and N2
corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom associated with the flexibility matrix input
to ESIC-5A, 448 (see sec. 3.6.4). By postmultiplying this 1022 x 448 matrix by the load
vectors calculated in SDSS-SA (of dimensions 448 x 1), ALOADS-5A was able to calculate
the displacements associated with the 1022 structural degrees of freedom (see sec. 18.3,
vol. II, for a description of these displacements). This correspondence is defined in table
4.6-1.
TABLE 4.6-1- ARRANGEMENT OF THE FLEXIBILITY MA TRIX INPUT TO THE
ALOADS PROGRAM FOR YF- 12A
Body name
(A)
Fuselage
Nacelle
Chine
Inboard wing
Outboard wing
Vertical
Ventral
No. of
nodes
(B)
22
16
106
62
96
38
8
Degrees of
freedom for
displacements
(c)
Degrees of
freedom for
forces
(D)
Position in flexibility
matrix
Rowwise
(E)
1-44
45-92
dXE,dZ E
dXE,dYE,dZ E
dx E,dyE,dz E
dxE,dYE,dZ E
dx E,dyE,dz E
dxE,dYE,dZ E
dXE,dYE,dZ E
dXE,dZ E
dXE,dYE,dZ E
dz E
dz E
dz E
dYE,dZ E
dYE,dZ E
93-410
411-596
597-884
885-998
999-1022
columnwise
(F)
144
45-92
93-198
199-260
261-356
357-432
433-448
Note: 1. The rowwise positions (E) define the arrangement of displacement vectors output in the
ALOADS program.
2. The columnwise positions (F) define the arrangement of the nodal force vectors: ILl } ,
{L2 f , {L12}, calculated in the SD&SS program.
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It is possible to include more than one data case in the ALOADS input data deck. If the
SD&SS output tape input to ALOADS contains the results from a multiple data case SD&SS
run, then including the same number of data cases in the ALOADS input deck will result in a
one-to-one correspondence between the data cases of the two programs. That is, the first
ALOADS data case will use the output data from the first SD&SS data case, the second
ALOADS case uses output from the second SD&SS case, and so on. The ALOADS-5A input
data deck was composed of six identical data cases; therefore, the same ALOADS calculations
were made for each of the six data cases of SDSS-5A. "Elastic displacements" are
calculated for both the elastic and rigid models. In the recycle SD&SS run the first three
cases are flexible and the last three cases rigid. The rigid SD&SS cases result in the ALOADS
program applying the rigid loads to the constrained flexibility matrix. The description
given below applies for all six ALOADS-5A data cases.
Six load points were specified. The first three were located along the centerline of
the forward part of the fuselage. The remaining three were placed on the wing at
approximately the midchord locations of three spanwise stations.
The force and moment calculations at the first three load points were based only on
the airloads which existed forward of their respective locations. The load points
located on the wing were affected only by those airloads which occurred outboard
of their locations.
The reference lengths were different for each load point. The values used were based
on the geometry of the airplane and the load point locations.
4.6.4 Air Loads Program-ALOADS-5B
ALOADS-5B used the output tapes from GD-5B and SDSS-5B, and a tape containing a
"hot" constrained flexibility matrix (of dimensions 1016x448)as tape input. The input data
deck included six identical data cases, which were also exactly the same as those used in
ALOADS-5A. Thus, the same airload calculations were performed for the supersonic case.
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5.0 TIMING FOR THE DEMONSTRATION CASES
In this section the approximate computing times for each of the demonstration case
runs are presented. Tables 5.0-1 through 5.0-5 give the times for the Dart Model I, Dart
Model II, Boeing 707-320B, Boeing 2707-300PT (SST), and YF-I 2A Demonstration Cases,
respectively. All of the demonstration case runs were executed on both the Boeing
Computer Service's CDC 6600 and the NASA Ames Research Center CDC 7600 computer,
except the plotting programs, GDPLOT, PDPLOT, EAPLOT, NMPLOT and THPLOT,
which could not be exercised at the NASA ARC facility due to a lack of CALCOMP
equipment. Where available, the central processor times and the "wall-clock" times at each
installation are given.
It should be pointed out that the "wall-clock" execution times listed in the tables
are highly system-dependent. Even using the same operating system on the same computer,
they are generally nonrepeatable. Nevertheless, these times have been included in order
to give the user a rough idea of the total processing time required by each run.
The Boeing Computer Service's CDC 6600 operates under the KRONOS 2.1 operating
system using the FORTRAN EXTENDED (with option No. 1) compiler. The NASA Ames
Research Center CDC 7600 computer system operates under the SCOPE 2.1 operating
system using the FORTRAN EXTENDED (with option No. 1) compiler.
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TABLE 5.0-1.-TIMING FOR THE DART MODEL I DEMONSTRA TION CASE
Program
name
GD
AIC
ISlC
NM
ESIC
SD&SS
TH
SLOADS
ALOADS
Run
name
GD-1
AIC-1
ISlC-1
NM-1
ESIC-1
SDSS-IA
SDSS-1B
SDSS-IC
SDSS-ID
TH-1
SLOADS-1
ALOADS-1
Deck
number
01-01
01-02
01-03
01-04
01-09
01-05
01-06
01-10
01-11
01-O7
01-O8
01-12
BCS 6600
CPSECS
0.7
4.8
11.6
WCSECS
5
123
156
LBL 7600
CPSECS
0.2
1.6
4.7
WCSECS
7
9
102
1.8
1.5
19.1
28.8
22
21
0.8
0.7
329
381
6.8
10.8
64
15
114
127
6.2
18.8
1.6
0.4
0.5
190
525
73
3
7
2.1
3.7
0.5
0.1
0.1
7
2O
3
1
3
CPSECS - Central processing seconds
WCSECS - '&_/all clock" execution time (seconds)
TABLE 5.0-2.-TIMING FOR THE DART MODEL II DEMONSTRATION CASE
Program
name
GD
AIC
SD&SS
Run
name
GD-2
AIC-2
SDSS-2
Deck
number
02-01
02-02
02-03
BCS 6600
CPSECS
1.2
18.8
17.7
WCSECS
5
740
1210
LBL 7600
CPSECS
0.3
5.0
7.5
WCSECS
3
51
62
CPSECS - Central processing seconds
WCSECS - '_Nall clock" execution time (seconds)
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TABLE 5.0-3.-TIMING FOR THE BOEING 707-320B DEMONSTRA TION CASE
Program
name
GD
GDPLOT
AIC
ISIC
EAPLOT
NM
NMPLOT
SD&SS
PDPLOT
TH
THPLOT
SLOADS
Run
name
GD-3A
GD-3B
GDPLOT-3
AIC-3
ISIC-3
EAPLOT-3
NM-3
NMPLOT-3
SDSS-3A
SDSS-3B
PDPLOT-3
TH-3
THPLOT-3
SLOADS-3
Deck
number
03-01
03-08
03-10
03-02
03-03
03-11
03-04
03-12
03-05
03-09
03-13
03-06
03-14
03-07
BCS 6600
CPSECS WCSECS
5.4 20
5.9 20
17 89
806 3160
1943 7010
18 24
123 532
77 230
1717 6220
40 487
16 21
123 866
4 8
1.4 11
CPSECS
1.1
1.1
173
551
37
624
14
25
0.4
LBL 7600
WCSECS
4
3
1281
2186
244
3628
53
9O
3
CPSECS - Central processing seconds
WCSECS - "Wall clock" execution time (seconds)
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TABLE 5.0-4.-TIMING FOR THE BOEING 2707-300PT(SST) DEMONSTRA TION CASE
Program
name
GD
GDPLOT
AIC
CAIC
ESIC
SD&SS
ALOADS
Run
name
GD-4
G DP LOT-4
AIC-4
CAIC-4
ESIC-4
SDSS-4A
SDSS-4B
SDSS-4C
ALOADS-4
BCS 6600 LBL 7600
Deck
number CPSECS WCSECS CPSECS WCSECS
1.1 304-01
04-09
04-02
04-07
04-03
04-04
04-05
04-08
04 -06
CPSECS - Central processing seconds
6.3
43
1639
26
136
25020 307 2440
6.2
367
644
1985
2048
2.3
431
2580
4570
1.4
149
151
24860
10410
18
440
440
0.7
11
1113
813
2623
3023
4
WCSECS - '_Nall clock" execution time (seconds)
TABLE 5.0-5.-TIMING FOR THE LOCKHEED YF-12A DEMONSTRA TION CASE
Program
name
GD
AIC
ESIC
SD&SS
ALOADS
Run
name
GD-5A
GD-5B
AIC-5A
AIC-5B
ESIC-5A
ESlC-5B
SDSS-5A
SDSS-5B
ALOADS-5A
ALOADS-5B
Deck
number
05-01
05-06
05-02
05-07
05-03
05-08
05-04
05-09
05-05
05-10
BCS 6600
CPSECS
9.8
8.9
3424
2355
2157
2106
1609
1437
82
98
WCSECS
26
N.A.
11600
N.A.
31010
N.A.
19350
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
LBL 7600
CPSECS
1.8
1.8
596
447
475
473
365
364
23
23
WCSECS
3
3
3631
2928
2900
1110
1934
1987
187
187
CPSECS - Central processing seconds
WCSECS - "Wall clock" execution time (seconds)
N.A. - Not available
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6.0 DEMONSTRATION CASE RESULTS, OTHER FLEXSTAB RESULTS AND
COMPAR ISONS
This section presents a summary of the analysis program results for the 707-320B,
SST and YF- 12A Demonstration cases. For the 707 and SST cases, some of the results
are compared with the similar results obtained from wind tunnel, flight test or project
data. In addition, selected FLXSTAB results from a wing-body model of the SST airplane,
and an arrow wing configuration (Reference 6-11) are compared with the wind tunnel
results. The purpose of these comparisons is to provide a frame of reference for
interpretation of the FLEXSTAB results for similar, future applications. Most of the data
presented, and all of the data compared are output from the SD&SS program. The only
other data presented are the dynamic characteristics derived from the TH program, and
the structural deflections from the ALOADS program.
As mentioned previously, the Dart Model I and Dart Model II Demonstration cases
were designed primarily to illustrate the preparation of input data, particularly for the
airplane definition programs. Results from the analysis programs therefore have no
engineering significance and are not listed here.* However, they do provide some validation
of the engineering formulation and associated assumptions. The SD&SS results confirmed
the equivalence of the two Dart Model I structural definitions (see Sect. 3.2.5) for the
symmetric reference motion. The ISIC structural model results from SDSS-1A and SDSS-1B
were identical in all respects to the ESIC model results obtained from SDSS-1C and
SDSS-1D, respectively. In addition, the symmetry properties of Dart Model II were reflected
in the aerodynamic results of the SDSS-2 run results as anticipated in Section 3.3. From
the stability derivatives output in the static stability section, the following relations were
seen to be approximately true (approximate due to the coordinate transformation through
_):
b
CLa = --Cy/3 ', Cma - _ .Cn/3
_b . =/b _':
CLQ _ CY R ' CmQ Cn R
In the dynamic stability section of the SD&SS program, the compressibility effects
are added to the yaw rate derivatives. It is assumed that the compressibility effects are
significant in the Y-direction (spanwise) but not in the Z-direction (vertical) due to the
generally larger spanwise dimension relative to the vertical dimension. This assumption
is obviously not true for the Dart II model. The Q- and R-derivatives printed in the dynamic
stability section were therefore not equal.
*The output listings for the Dart Models I and II are included on the tape which contains
the FLEXSTAB source code.
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In thefollowingsubsections, the FLEXSTAB results are presented and compared,
or simply presented in a tabular format. The accompanying text makes no attempt to
discuss all of the data; however, comments are made concerning those comparative data
from which useful conclusions can be drawn.
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6.1RESULTSANDCOMPARISONSOFTHEBOEING707-320BDEMONSTRATION
CASE
Resultsobtainedfrom bothrigidandelasticmodelsof the707-320Baircraftare
presented.The aerodynamic stability and control data calculated by the FIEXSTAB
program are compared with wind tunnel, handbook and project data. The FLEXSTAB
data discussed are identified by the Run name and Deck number (see Table 4.0-1). These
Run numbers and some pertinent information relating to each are tabulated below:
Run Name, Deck Number Shape Structural Model
Source of
Coefficients
SDSS-3X (not a demon-
stration case)*
Cruise Rigid FLEXSTAB
SDSS-3A, 03-05 (residual Cruise
elastic)
Residual elastic FLEXSTAB
SDSS-3A, 03-05 (static Cruise Static elastic FLEXSTAB
elastic) (Recycle case)
SDSS-3B, 03-09 Cruise Rigid External
Tables 6.1.1, 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 present a comparison of the results of SDSS-3X
calculations with results obtained from handbook methods as calculated in Reference
6-1 ,** demonstration case SDSS-3B, and with wind tunnel data.*** The aerodynamic
coefficients CLo, CDo, and Cmo are calculated in FLEXSTAB at oe= 0 and 6e = O. From
the tabulated data it is apparent that the FLEXSTAB value of the lift coefficient is
substantially higher than that for the wind tunnel (0.317 vs. 0.216) data, but that the
pitching moment coefficient Cmo agrees very well. To obtain comparable drag coefficients
(the value of CDo computed by FLEXSTAB does not include viscous effects) the skin
friction, calculated in Reference 6-2 as .0132, was deducted from the wind tunnel value of
.0209. The result, .0077. is 10% lower than the FLEXSTAB value of.0086. However,
since it is not possible to estimate the accuracy of the skin friction computation, or to
appraise the effect of Reynolds number on the wind tunnel drag data, definitive conclusions
cannot be drawn.
*The cruise shape geometry from the demonstration case GD-3B and the aerodynamics
from the demonstration case AIC-3 were used to obtain the computed data for SDSS-3X.
**The handbook data in Reference 6-1 were derived from the 1960 edition of the USAF
DATCOM.
***The SDSS-3B results are equivalent to the wind tunnel data, since the wind tunnel
data were input as tabular series in the demonstration case SDSS-3B.
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TABLE 6. I- I.-COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR CALCULA TING
A EROD YNAMIC STA BIL I TY A ND CONTROL DA TA-
BOEING 707-320B(RIGID)
M 1 = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, 3' 1 = 0.0, cg = 0.25_ wt = 268,000 Ib
Parameter
a 1
T 1
5e 1
CL o
CD o
Cm °
CL a
CD a
C
m a
CLQ
CDQ
C
mQ
CL&e
CD_e
C
m_
CL u
CD u
Cm u
Unit
deg
Ib
deg
deg 1
deg -1
deg 1
rad -1
rad 1
rad -1
deg 1
deg 1
deg -1
FLEXSTAB a
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3X
1.156
16424
-2.374
0.317
0.00863 b
-0.0750
0.110
0.00359
-0.0195
12.789
0.315
-18.527
0.0136
0.000320
-0.0393
0.383 d
0.0169 d
-0.0564 d
HANDBOOK METHODS
(reference 6-1)
NACA
TR 1098
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
USAF
DATCOM
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.1065
0.00425
-0.0361
10.3
NA
-17.8
0.0144
NA
-0.0419
NA
NA
NA
WIND TUNNEL
Data
2.218
18113
-3.03
0.216
0.0209
0.0077 c
-0.076
0.1057
0.00442
-0.0180
NA
NA
NA
0.0147
NA
-0.0419
NA
NA
NA
0.444 d
0.0304 d
-0.0154 d
Origin
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
ref. 4-1
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TABLE 6. 1-1.-CONTINUED
M 1 = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, 3' I = 0.0, cg = 0.25E, wt = 268,000 Ib
Parameter
Cyp
Cnp
CY R
C£ R
Cn R
CL.
G
CD_,
Cm&
Cy/_
c£#
Cn#
CL6
CD6
Cm6
Cy_
c_
Cn_
CYI_
c_#
Cn_
Unit
rad "1
rad "1
rad "I
rad -1
rad "1
rad "1
rad'l
rad-1
rad -1
deg "1
deg "1
deg "1
rad "1
rad'l
rad "1
rad "1
rad'l
rad "1
rad-1
tad "1
rad "1
FLEXSTAB a
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3X
-0.131
-0.517
-0.0289
0.661
0.255
-0.261
-7.311
-0.298
-12.490
-0.0115
-0.00228
0.00302
-26.441
-0.983
-8.691
-0.148
0.00603
-0.00525
-0.129
0.0_39
0.0639
HANDBOOK METHODS
(reference 6-1 )
NACA
TR 1098
-0.115
-0.412
-0.0123
0.349
0.245
-0.200
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
USAF
DATCOM
-0.0850
-0.437
-0.0290
NA
0.222
NA
-1.350
NA
-21.000
-0.00876
-0.00305
0.00162
NA
NA
NA
0.0250 e
0.00244 e
-0.0107 e
NA
NA
NA
WIND TUNNEL
Data Origin
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
-0.0158 ref. 4-3
-0.00323 ref. 4-3
0.00297 ref. 4-3
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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TABLE6.1-1.-CONCLUDED
MI =0.8,hI =35,000ft, *f I = 0.0, cg = 0.25E, wt = 268,000 Ib
Parameter
Cy_
C£F_
Cn_
CY$a
C£
8 a
C
n$ a
CYSr
C£_
r
Cnsr
h -h
n
h
n
h m -h
hm
z_6e/n-1
d& e/d V
Unit
rad "1
rad -1
rad -1
deg 1
deg "1
deg 1
deg "1
deg -1
deg "1
%E
%e
%_
%_
deg/g
deg/(ft/sec)
FLEXSTAB a
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3X
-0.0421
-0.00126
-0.0109
-0.000107
-0.00144
-0.000069
0.00701
0.000439
-0.00324
HANDBOOK METHODS
(reference 6-1 )
NACA
TR 1098
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
USAF
DATCOM
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
WIND TUNNEL
Data Origin
NA
NA
NA
NA
-0.000605
NA
NA
0.000234
-0.00138
17.64
42.64
20.38
45.38
-2.243
0.0050
NA
NA
NA
33.8
58.8
36.5
61.5
-4.20
0.0135
17.06
42.1
19.7
44.7
-2.565
0.0064
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
ref. 6-2
ref. 6-2
ref. 6-2
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
SDSS-3B
aNot a Demonstration case
bF LEXSTAB does not include viscous drag
CWind tunnel measured drag less calculated skin friction drag (see text)
o')CL
CD _-'_-_-, Cm = M 1
c')Cm
d CLu = MI_ _" , u = M1 u
ecalculated by considering only the vertical tail
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TA BL E 6. 1-2. -COMPA R ISON 0 F METHODS FO R CA L CUL A TING L ONG I TUDINA L
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS-BOEING 707-320B (RIGID)
o
Pr
iii
rr
o
"1-
D.
M I = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, "y
Results from
F L EXSTA Ba
with all
program
calculated
derivatives
(SDSS-3X)
= 0.0, cg = 0.25_, wt = 268,000 lb.
FLEXSTAB
with
empirical
data
input
(SDSS-3B)
Reference 6-1
USAF
DATCOM
WIND
TUNNEL
Period sec 3.76 4.26 2.75 3.53
T1/2 or T2* sec 0.705 0.607 0.612 0.592
C1/2 or C2" cycles 0.188 0.142 0.222 0.167
Period sec 112 171 148 247
TI/2 or T2* sec 297 283 590 500t
C1/2 or C2" cycles 2.64 1.65 4.0 2.01
*Time or cycles to half or twice the amplitude.
tlndicates it is for twice the amplitiude.
aNot a demonstration c_se
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TABLE6.1-3.-COMPARISONOFMETHODSFORCALCULATINGLATERAL-
DIRECTIONALDYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS-BOEING
707-320B(RIGID)
Results from
O
.J O.
.J
O *
rr t-
(.)
r_
(.)
LU UJ I-"
-_>_ _
rr_L9 I--
FLEXSTAB a
with all program
calculated
derivatives
(SDSS-3X)
4.87
7.25
1.48
0.714
141.7
FLEXSTAB
with
empirical
data input
(SDSS-38)
5.01
12.6
2.52
0.774
310
NACA
TR1098
5.19
15.2
2.95
0.839
125
Reference 6-1
USAF
DATCOM
6.38
23.7
3.70
0.779
62
WIND
TUNNEL
5.18
12.2
2.30
0.565
270
*Time or cycles to half or twice the amplitude
t Indicates it is for twice the amplitude
a Not a demonstration case
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Inspection of the a derivatives (CLo_, CDot, Cma, Table 6.1.1) shows that for the SDSS-3X
case, DATCOM predicts a slightly more accurate value for CLot than FLEXSTAB, and a
substantially more accurate CDa. However, it is known that CDa is a strong function of
a and the difference in CDa from FLEXSTAB and DATCOM may be largely due to the
difference in trim o_.The wind tunnel value of Cma is more closely predicted by
FLEXSTAB than by DATCOM. For the 6 e derivatives DATCOM predicts better values for
both CL_e and Cmre. In the case of the/3 - derivatives (Cy 3, C_ 3, Cnf3) FLEXSTAB produced
distinctly better results than those obtained from handbook methods with the exception
of C£3. The longitudinal control and maneuvering parameters (static margin, maneuver
point, elevator angle per g, etc.) computed by FLEXSTAB are all distinctly more accurate
than those derived by use of DATCOM, and in general agree very well with the experimental
results.
The speed derivatives calculated by the program may be compared with the simulator
data after making adjustments to account for the differences in the definition of speed
derivatives in FLEXSTAB and simulator data. In FLEXSTAB, the speed derivatives are
calculated as illustrated for CL_':
1
CLu = 611Sw O(u/U 1) (qlSw CL)
i_CL
= 2CL1 + O(U/Ul )
as opposed to the apparently similar definition of
OCL
CLu- O(u/U1 )
The calculation of speed derivatives is influenced by the user input of AM, in Card
4 of the AIC program. The recommended value of AM = 0.1/3 was based on an empirical
evaluation in 1971. It appears that the program changes since 1971 may have invalidated
the 1971 recommendation. Until the recommendation of AM = 0.1/3 is reviewed, it is
suggested that the user execute the program at more than one Mach number to evaluate
speed derivatives since:
/_CL _C L OCL
= 2CL1 + - 2C L + M --+2qCLu i_(U/Ul ) 1 1 OM 1 OCt
The q-derivative is zero for a rigid model and _)CL/OM can be calculated from finite-
difference approximation.
In summary, based upon the relatively few comparisons available for this case, it is seen
that the DATCOM results for some of the derivatives are more accurate than those
computed by FLEXSTAB. whereas the reverse is true for other derivatives and for the
longitudinal control and maneuvering parameters.
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Tables6.1.2and6.1.3containthecomparativeresultsfor thelongitudinal-andlateral-
directionaldynamiccharacteristics,respectively.For thelongitudinalresults,theshort
periodfrequencyresultfromSDSS-3Xagreesbetterwith thewindtunnelresultsthanthe
handbookresults.All methodspredictapositivelydampedphugoidmode,whereasthe
windtunnelresultsgivenegativedamping.Thepicturefor the lateralresultsismixed-
buteachmethodproducesresultswhichgenerallyleavemuchto bedesired.
Table6.1.4presentscomparativedatafrom thestatic-elasticandresidual-elastic
cases(both from SDSS-3Arun),andsimulatordocument.Thesimulatordocumentfrom
whichthecomparisondatawerereducedhavebeenreplacedwithamoreup-to-date
document.Thecomparisonwith theprevious imulatordocumentshasbeenretainedsince
thecomparisondatahadbeenderivedearlierandwasreadilyavailable.For subsonic
transportairplanes,thebasederivativesfor thesimulatordocumentareusuallycalculated
with respecto akinematicallyconstrainedaxissystem.These derivatives are modified
based on pilot evaluation to obtain satisfactory correlation between the simulator response
and the airplane response. Therefore, comparison with the simulator data is valuable if
comparing airplane response but comparison of individual derivatives has obvious
limitations.
In the output for a residual-elastic model, the stability derivatives printed under
"Static Stability Derivatives" have different values than those printed under "Dynamic
Stability Derivatives." In Table 6.1.4, the values of derivatives listed under residual-elastic
column are from the dynamic section of the program. For example, the following values
of CL_ are output in the two sections of the program for SDSS-3A:
CLc_ Printed Under Rigid Elastic Increment Total
Static Stability Derivatives .110149 -.014775 .095374
Dynamic Stability Derivatives .110149 -.009151 .100999
The difference noted in the elastic increment arises from the fact that the residual-elastic
formulation is applicable in the dynamic section of the program. The incremental aeroelastic
operator in the two cases is defined in Volume 1 as:
Static Section
[GoEI = [G T] [TTF] [AD-1ll [AF0], (5.3-32)
Vol. 1
where
[AD-1ll = [5]-11 - f'ld ,
and
[DI 1 = ['l,]-ql [AF0] [_0T]IITTF] (5.3-5)
Vol. 1
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TABLE 6. 1_I.-COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR CALCULA TING
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL DA TA-
BOEING 707-320B (FLEXIBLE)
M 1 = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, "Y1= 0.0, cg = 0.25E, wt = 268,000 Ib
Parameter
a 1
T1
5e1
CL o
CD o
Cm o
CL a
CDa
Cm a
CLQ
CDQ
Cm O
CL8 e
CD5e
Cm_e
CL u
CD u
C
m u
Unit
deg
Ib
deg
deg"1
deg"1
deg"1
rad 1
rad -1
FLEXSTAB
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3A
(STATIC-
ELASTIC)
1.624
19548
-1.960
0.277
0.00659 b
-0.0520
0.0954
0.00408
-0.00855
FLEXSTAB
SDSS-3A
(RESIDUAL
ELASTIC)
1.624
19548
-1.960
0.277
0.00659 b
-0.0520
0.1010
0.00448
-0.01188
HANDBOOK
RESU LTS
(reference 6-1)
USAF DATCOM
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.0933
NA
-0.0203
10.687
0.428
10.872
0.441
5.12
NA
FLIGHT
SIMULATOR
DOCUMENT
(references
6-3, 6-4)
2.28
13700
.3.7 a
0.247
0.0154
-0.0736
0.0897
0.00379
_.0190
NA
NA
rad-1
deg"1
-1
deg
deg "1
-15.056
0.0136
0.00689 b
-0.0331
-15.162
0.0123
0.0O060
-0.0323
-12.25
0.00907
NA
-0.0263
0.03904 c
0.0267 c
-0.0529 c
0.2410 c
0.0167 c
-0.0187 c
NA
NA
NA
-15.07
0.0100
0.00042
-0.0294
0.122 c
0.0288 c
-0.0835 c
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TABL E 6. 1-4.-CONTINUED.
Parameter
Cyp
C£p
Cnp
CY R
C£ R
Cn R
CL&
CD&
Cm&
Cy#
C£#
Cn#
CL(_
CD6
Cm(_
c_
Unit
rad "I
rad -I
rad -I
rad "1
rad "1
rad "1
rad "1
rad -1
rad -1
deg 1
deg 1
deg 1
rad "1
rad "1
rad-1
rad-1
rad -1
rad "1
M = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, _I = 0.0, cg = 0.25_, wt = 268,000 Ib
FLEXSTAB
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3A
(STATIC-
ELASTIC)
-0.121
-0.363
-0.0111
0.595
0.183
-0.242
-6.078
-0.292
-11.338
-0.0106
-0.00203
0.00268
-24.209
-1.131
-8.113
-0.131
0.OO788
-0.0124
FLEXSTAB
SDSS-3A
(RESIDUAL
ELASTIC)
-0.116
-0.457
-0.0180
0.594
0.184
-0.241
-7.661
-0.404
-10.394
-0.0106
-0.00170
0.00270
HANDBOOK
RESULTS
(reference 6-1 )
USAF DATCOM
-0.0943
-0.243
-0.0211
0.259
0.231
-0.119
NA
NA
NA
-0.00677
-0.00488
0.00076
FLIGHT
SIMULATOR
DOCUMENT
(references
6-3, 6-4)
-0.190
-0.393
-0.0140
0.373
0.1405
-0.1665
NA
NA
-6.102
-0.0140
-0.00296
0.00208
-26.159
-1.269
-6.951
-0.131
0.00961
-0.0124
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.0172
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TA BL E 6. 14.-C0N TINUED
M 1 = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, T I = 0.0, cg = 0.25_, wt = 268,000 Ib
Parameter
CVl5
Cn_,
CYI_
C£.R
Cn6
CY& a
Ct_ a
Cn8 a
Cy_ r
c_ r
Cn5 r
Unit
rad -1
radl
radl
rad -1
rad 1
rad 1
FLEXSTAB
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3A
(STATIC-
ELASTIC)
-0.117
0.013
0.0585
-0.0515
-0.00186
-0.00668
deg "1 -0.000165
deg 1 -0.000891
deg 1 0.000008
deg "1 0.00469
deg 1 0.000472
deg 1 -0.00223
hn-h % _ 8.97
h % _ 33.97
n
Ahn(E-R) % _ °8.54
h m % 6 36.19
hm-h % E" 11.19
A6e/n-1 deg/g -1.431
FLEXSTAB
SDSS-3A
(RESIDUAL
ELASTIC)
-0.118
0.032
0.0598
-0.0516
-0.00303
-0.00668
-0.000160
-0.000991
0.000002
0.00466
0.000108
-0.00223
HANDBOOK
R ESU LTS
(reference 6-1)
USAF DATCOM
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
FLIGHT
S I M U LATO R
DOCUMENT
(references
6-3, 6-4)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
nil
-0.000324
nil
0.00395
0.00040
-0.00170
8.97
33.97
-8.54
36.19
11.19
-1.431
21.7
46.7
NA
48.7
23.7
-3.70
21.3
46.3
NA
48.49
23.49
-3.499
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Parameter Unit
d_5e/d V deg/
ft/sec
TA BL E 6. 1-4.-CONCL UD ED
M = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, "f I = 0.0, cg = 0.25_, wt = 268,000 Ib
FLEXSTAB
(balanced
solution)
SDSS-3A
(STATIC-
ELASTIC)
0.0027
FLEXSTAB
SDSS-3A
(RESIDUAL
ELASTIC)
0.0027
HANDBOOK
RESULTS
(reference 6-1 )
USAF DATCOM
0.0053
FLIGHT
SIMULATOR
DOCUMENTS
(references
6-3, 6-4)
NA
aFrom reference 6-2
bFLEXSTAB does not include viscous drag
c
oaCL cqCL _)CL
C L = _ = M 1_ +2_ 1 o3_-';similarilyforC D
U U
and C
m u
D3'namic Section
[GR0 El = [G T] [TTF] [ADR-1] [AF0] (6.3-28)
Vol. I
where
[ADR-II = [DR 1-1 - ['I,l , (6.3-26)
1 Vol. 1
[DR ] = ['lJ -_! 1 [AF0I [_'ROT]I [TTFI , (6.3-27)
1 Vol. 1
and
[_ROT l = [_0T] 1 -[P0 ] [0_51 ] ['Kf] -1 [061]T[PT IT
Tile last equation is obtained by combining equations (4.2-83) and (6.3-2) of Volume 1. To
understand the above equations in detail, reference should be made to Volume I. The
differences in the derivatives can be explained by the differences in the [GoE] and [GROE].
These aeroelastic increments to the rigid forces and hence the derivatives are calculated
in the static section from [GoE], and in the dynamic section from [GROE]. Since the
contribution of tile modal degrees of freedom is deleted from the static-elastic, free-free
flexibility matrix, [_0T], to obtain [_ROT], the aeroclastic increments in the dynamic
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sectionaredifferentthanthosein thestaticsection.Themodaldegreesof freedomappear
in theperturbationequationsof motionandcontributeto perturbationforcesasillustrated
by theperturbationaerodynamicforces
+
+ [A5A] t_Jll P (6.2-4)[A4 A] t ult p VOI. I
where {V} p contains perturbations to the components of the rigid body translation and
angular velocities, and {u I]' are the amplitudes of the free vibration modes. For static-elastic
model there are only the _{V}pand {V}p terms, and the total flexibility contribution due to
[CoT] is via [A_] and [A_] whose coefficients are the force derivatives. In case of the
residual-elastic model, the total flexibility contribution is introduced through the force
derivatives determined from the residual flexibility matrix, [_ROT], and the modal degrees
of freedom, {u 1} These differences affect the results from the linear dynamic analysis
performed in the SD&SS program, and the nonlinear dynamic analysis performed in the
TH program.
The comments about the speed derivatives made with reference to Table 6.1-1 are
also applicable to the speed derivatives for the flexible airplane. However, for a flexible
model, OCL/8 q is not zero and can be calculated by recycling on _ in the SD&SS program
and using the finite-difference approximation for a derivative.
The dynamic stability characteristics calculated by the SD&SS program for flexible
models, SDSS-3A (static-elastic) and SDSS-3A (residual-elastic), are compared in Tables
6.1-5 and 6.1-6. The results labeled semi-empirical were calculated using stability derivatives
determined as illustrated below for Cmcx:
= C m Cm
Cma Q aWin d _(_c
Tunnel/k, maRigid / Computed
where the elastic-rigid ratio was computed from a lifting-surface theory computer program.
This program used a "flat-airplane" representation and was limited to a maximum of 80
panels. For the Dutch roll, Table 6. I-6, the semi-empirical results from Reference 6-1
do not agree well with the flight test results. The FLEXSTAB results for the static-elastic
and residual-elastic models are not significantly different indicating that the 707-320B
responds in an essentially static_elastic manner. There is no significant coupling between
the rigid body and elastic degrees of freedom since the frequencies of the elastic degrees
of freedom were much higher than those of the rigid body motions (see Table 6.1-7).
The TH-3 demonstration run, based on SDSS-3A (residual-elastic) data calculated the
nonlinear dynamic motion of the 707-320B in response to given initial perturbation
velocities. The results of this run are presented in the form of graphic displays produced
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TABLE 6. 1-5.-COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR CALCULA TING LONGITUDINAL
D YNAMIC CHA RACTERISTICS-BOEING 707-320B (FL EXIBL E)
M I = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, _( 1 = 0.0, cg = 0.25_, wt = 268,000 Ib
a
0
t_
LU
n-
O=
09
E3
a.
Results from
FLEXSTAB
Static-E lastic
model
FLEXSTAB
ResiduaI-Elastic
model
Semi-empirical
Static-Elastic Model
(reference 6-1 )
Period sec 6.038 6.086 3.66
T1/=or T2* 0.825 0.836 0.662
C1/2or C2" cycles
Period sec
T1/2or T2* sec
C1/=or C_ cycles
0.137 0.137 0.180
96.90 96.478 123
300.39 263.251 730
3.100 2.729 6.1
*Time or cycles to half or twice the amplitude
T Indicates it is for twice the amplitude
by THPLOT-3, Figures 6.1-1 through 6.1-12, give the results for the five TH-3 data cases
(see Sect. 4.4.4). The first data case corresponds to a u-perturbation of 600 inches per
second chosen to excite the phugoid mode. In order to excite the Dutch-roll-mode, a
v-perturbation of 600 inches per second was specified in the second case. Comparisons
of the results from these two data cases (as read from the corresponding THPLOT traces)
with the linear dynamic characteristics calculated by the first data case of SDSS-3A are
given in Tables 6.1-8 and 6.1-9. The agreement shown in these comparisons indicates that
the response of the 707-320B to these perturbation velocities is essentially linear. Note
the participation of the first symmetric free-vibration mode in the w-perturbation results
(Figures 6.1-7 through 6.1-9 and in the gust response (Figures 6.1-12 and 6.1-13).
The computer run PDPLOT-3 produced a graphic display of the lifting Thin Body
pressure distribution calculated in SDSS-3B. A portion of these results are shown in Figure
6.1.14. There is one plot for each inboard streamwise panel row of each Thin Body (with
the exception of the vertical tail which carries no load in symmetric reference flight).
Each plot is identified by body name as well as the Y- and Z-coordinates of the line passing
through the YN-centroid of the panel row.
It is noted that the FLEXSTAB model was fairly sparsely paneled (see Figure 3.4-13).
The effect of denser paneling on the results was not evaluated. Therefore, it is not known
it" a greater paneling density would have given substantially improved results for this case.
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TABLE 6. 1-6.-COMPARISON OF METHODS OF CALCULA TING LATERAL-
DIRECTIONAL D YNAMICS CHA RA CTERISTICS-BOEING
707-320B (FL EXIBL E)
M I = 0.8, h I = 35,000 ft, _[ = 0.0, cg = 0.25E, wt = 268,000 Ib
Results from
-J
C½ or C2"
¢: cycles
I
t-
C3
F LEXSTAB
Static-Elastic
model
Period sec 5.213
Ty 2 or T 2 sec 8.029
1.540
18/_1 0.735
Phase angle -29.477
degrees
Roll convergence 0.996
T½ - sec
682.134tSpiral mode
T_ or T2* sec
FLEXSTAB
R esiduaI-E lastic
model
Flight
Test
(ref. 6-5}
Semi-Empirical
Static-Elastic
model (ref. 6-1)
5.254 5.8 7.95
7.664 12.8 6.1 t
1.459 2.21 0.731
0.723 0.448 --
-29.016 -40 -
1.007 - 0.939
1026.09t - 22.0
*Time or cycles to half or twice the amplitude
t Indicates it is for twice the amplitude
TABLE 6. 1-7.-COMPARISON OF BOEING 707-320B RIGID BODY AND
NORMAL MODES FREQUENCIES-SDSS-3A
(RESIDUAL ELASTIC)
Longitudinal
Mode
Short-period
tst symmetric free vibration
Freq.,
cps
0.164
1.194
Lateral-directional
Mode
Dutch Roll
_st antis_(mmetric free vibration
Freq.,
cps
0.190
.883
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TABL E 6. 1-8.-COMPARISON OF BOEING 707-320B PHUGOID
CHA RACTERISTICS FROM THE TH-3 AND SDSS-3A
(RESIDUAL ELASTIC)
Type of trace
Logarithmic decrement,
Period, sec
TH Program
Initial disturbance
u 0 = 600 ips
u 8p
0.237
96.0
0.251
96.5
SD&SS
Program
0.254
96.5
TABL E 6. 1-9.-COMPA RISON OF BOEING 707-320B LA TERAL-DIRECTIONA L
D YNAMIC CHA RA CTERISTICS FROM THE TH-3 AND
SDSS-3A (RESIDUAL ELASTIC)
TH Results
Initial disturbance,
v0 = 600 ips
Type of trace /3
Period, sec
Logarithmic decrement,
1_/17 I
I_/_1
5.24
0.488
1.41
5.26
0.47
1.68
SD&SS
Dutch-roll
characteristics
5.25
0.475
1.38
1.45
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6.2 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS OF BOEING 2707-300 (SST) DEMONSTRATION
CASE
The results for a rigid SST model are compared with the wind tunnel results in Table
6.2-1. This model is hereafter referred to as SDSS-4X, and is not a demonstration case.
The relationship to SDSS-4X, to other SD&SS cases is discussed later in this section. The
viscous drag (not accounted for in FLEXSTAB) was separately calculated from a Boeing
computer program, Reference 6-8, as 0.0081. This value was deducted from the wind tunnel
drag 0.0105 to obtain 0.0025, as compared to CDo = 0.00779 obtained from FLEXSTAB.
The drag calculated by the FLEXSTAB program for the supersonic flow includes the
wave drag due to thickness and the wave drag due to lift. The strake leading-edge is subsonic
at M = 2.7, but the rest of the wing leading edge is supersonic. For a fully supersonic leading
edge, the leading-edge correction is not required. The available information, however, does
not provide an explanation for the poor agreement of the CDo values. It is evident from
the results in Table 6.2.1 that in this case the leading-edge thrust correction has only a
slight effect on the results.
The values calculated for CLc_ and CDc_ agree quite well with the wind tunnel results.
However, the difference for Cmot at trim angle of 4.9 °, between the FLEXSTAB (-0.00209)
and the wind tunnel value (-0.00015) is large. In order to understand the reasons for this
difference, the calculated and experimental values ofC m vs. o_were plotted (Figure 6.2.1)
for both the tail-on and tail-off configurations. At c_ = 4.9 ° (FLEXSTAB trim value), the
wind tunnel results for tail-on show a nonlinear Cm vs. o_variation. In the range of_ = 0 °,
the variation is approximately linear. The agreement for Cm_, though better than at _ =
4.9 °, still appears unsatisfactory at o_= 0 (-0.00209 vs. -0.00015). For the tail-off
configuration, the wind tunnel data for Cm vs. _ are close to being linear. However, the
FLEXSTAB results of Cmo_ do not show any better agreement (-0.000053 vs. 0.00069
at _ = 0). Since Cma is a function of the c.g. location, it is usually more informative to
compare the vehicle aerodynamic center (neutral point, hn, in FLEXSTAB). Thus the
following comparisons are made:
Wind Tunnel FLEXSTAB
c_deg h n, % _- h n, %
Tail-off Configuration 0 59.68 62.16
4.9 57.97 62.16
Tail-on Configuration 0 65.02 68.31
4.9 62.44 68.31
Increment in h n due to 0 5.34 6.15
tail 4.9 4.47 6.15
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TABL E 6.2- I.-COMPA RISON OF METHODS FO R CA L CULA TING A EROD YNAMIC
STABILITY AND CONTROL DATA-BOEING 2707-300PT (SST)
M 1 = 2.7, h I = 60,000 ft, 3,1 = O, cg = 0.622, wt = 553,910
Parameter
a 1
T1
5e1
CL o
CDo
Cmo
CL a
CDa
Cma
CL O
CDQ
Cmo
CL$ e
CD$ e
Cm6 e
CLut
CDut
Cmut
Unit
deg
Ib
deg
deg-1
deg-1
deg1
rad-1
rad 1
rad 1
deg1
deg1
deg-1
FLEXSTAB a
(balanced solution)
SDSS-4X
With
L.E. thrust
4.902
60396
1.157
-0.0718
0.00779 b
0.0127
0.0331
0.00330
-0.00209
0.549
0.0309
-0.676
0.00280
0.000253 b
°0.00259
0.0154
-0.00483
-0.0890
Without
L.E. thrust
4.888
57137
1.212
-0.0715
.00783 b
0.0128
0.0331
0.00320
-0.00209
0.548
0.0349
-0.676
0.00280
0.00213 b
-0.00260
0.0159
-0.00349
-0.0890
WIND TUNNEL
Value
NA
NA
NA
-0.05
0.0105
0.0025 c
0.0065
0.034
0.0033
-0.00015
(-0.00103ata = 0)
NA
NA
NA
0.00240
0.00050
-0.00239
-0.216
-0.0231
0.0222
Origin
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-7
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
ref. 6-6
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TABL E 6.2-1.-CONCL UDED
M I = 2.7, h I = 60,000 ft, 71 = O, cg = 0.62E, wt = 553,910
Parameter
CL_
CD&
Cm_.
CL(_
CD6
Cmo
hn-h
h n
h m
hm'h n
ASe/n-1
d&e/dV
Unit
rad "1
rad "1
rad -1
FLEXSTAB a
(balanced solution)
SDSS-4X
With
L.Eo thrust
Without
L.E. thrust
-0.118
0.00356
0.00914
-0.118
0.00169
0.00915
-0.220
-0.014
0.0396
rad "1
rad "1
rad -1
%_-
%_
deg/g
deg/
(ft/sec)
-0.221
-0.011
0.0396
6.31
68.3
68.47
64.8
-2.497
-0.0120
6.31
68.3
68.47
64.8
-2.494
-0.0120
WIND TUNNEL
Value
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.44
(3.03 at a = 0)
62.44
(65.02 at a = 0)
NA
NA
NA
NA
Origin
Calculated
from wind
tunnel
values of
Cma and
C/a
a Not a demonstration case; cruise shape - design shape
b FLEXSTAB does not include viscous drag
c WT drag less calculated skin friction drag (see text)
c')CL _C D o')Cm
t CLu = M_ ; C D = M_ , C = Mc_u u ()u m _uU
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Thefollowingpointscanbemadefromthecomparisonof hn values:
a. Thecomparisonisbetterata = 0 ° than at a = 4.9 °
b. The difference of about 3% at a = 0 ° would usually be considered satisfactory
for preliminary design
c. The difference of about 6% at _ = 4.9 ° is not satisfactory
d. The shift in vehicle aerodynamic center is predicted satisfactorily by FLEXSTAB ;
the prediction is quite good for o_= 0 °
£
Figure 6.2.2 is taken from Reference 3-3 and shows the effect of Mach number on
CLc_ and aerodynamic center (hn); it also shows the value of h n at M = 2.7 obtained for
the tail-off model derived from the current SST demonstration model. (The ordinate values
corresponding to CL_, per radian, shown in Ref. 3-3 should read 1.0 instead of .01,2.0
instead of .02, etc.) The FLEXSTAB predictions of Reference 3-3 agree well with the
wind tunnel data. The value of h n (62.16% E) for the current model is significantly different
than the earlier result shown in Figure 6.2.2. A rerun of the FLEXSTAB model used to
obtain the results of Reference 3-3, produced a value of 59.89% _ -- about the same as
obtained earlier. Thus the FLEXSTAB model used for Reference 3-3 predicted a value
of h n which is closer to the wind tunnel result (h n = 59.68% _ at c_= 0) than the current
FLEXSTAB model. The two models were developed independently, and are different
even though they represent the same airplane geometry.
Figure 6.2.4 shows comparison between the FLEXSTAB and wind tunnel pressure
distribution for the tail-off configuration at angles of attack of 5.25 ° and 9.25 ° . At
= 5.25 °, the FLEXSTAB results (except at the 56% semi-span station) agree reasonably
well with the wind tunnel measurements. At a = 9.25 °, however, particularly outboard
of the 50% semi-span position, the FLEXSTAB lifting pressures vary significantly from
the wind tunnel measurements. The FLEXSTAB center of pressure is shifted aft resulting
in a greater negative Cm relative to the wind tunnel results. It is also observed that at
subsonic leading edge (at 12.7% semi-span), FLEXSTAB predicts higher than wind tunnel
pressure. At the supersonic leading edges at other spanwise stations, the calculated pressures
are lower than the measured pressures. The effect of this has not been evaluated.
In summary, it is concluded that (a) Cmo_ results for this configuration are not
satisfactory for the FLEXSTAB model described in Section 3.5, (b) Cmo_ results for the
tail-off configuration derived from the FLEXSTAB model used in an earlier study
(Reference 3-3) result in an excellent correlation for the aerodynamic center location,
(c) the difficulty for poor correlation (from the current FLEXSTAB model) in the linear
range appears to be due to modeling, and (d) a significant part of the problem can
reasonably be attributed to the nonlinear character of the experimental Cm vs o_variation.
The speed derivatives do not compare very well. The CLu derivative is seen to differ
even in sign. The positive sign of the CLu calculated by FLEXSTAB is determined by the
relatively large positive value of OCLo/OM ( = .05261 ). The cause(s) for this is (are) not
known. However, it is suggested that until the reason(s) can be determined, the speed
derivatives should be evaluated as suggested in Section 6.1.
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The fuselage pressure distribution for the SST demonstration cases is oscillatory.
It was determined that the pressure oscillations are due to the oscillations in the camber
slope variation along the fuselage. Figure 6.2-5 shows the camber slopes, -dZ/dX, and
the lifting pressure coefficients calculated by the FLEXSTAB program from the GD input
of GD-4 and the modified GD input. The modification affected only the fuselage camber
shape input. The camber shape input in run GD-4 has a reasonably smooth curvature.
However, due to the relative locations of the camber definition points and the
aerocentroids, the camber slope calculated by the GD program does not have a smooth
variation. In the modified GD input, the camber shape was defined at a point on either
side of each aerocentroid to ensure that linear interpolation will result in a "correct" camber
slope corresponding to the camber shape. Thus the camber shape was defined at 100 points
to get the "'correct" camber slope at 50 aerocentroids on the fuselage. This technique is
not described in the Volume lI usage guidelines. The resulting pressure distribution
calculated by the FLEXSTAB program is seen to be less oscillatory than the original. In
fact, a definite relation can be observed between variations in ACp and -dZ/dX. However,
the oscillatory pressure distribution does not appear to significantly affect the overall force
and moment coefficients for this configuration.
The restllts discussed thus far were obtained from runs which are not a part of
demonstration cases. Three SD&SS demonstration cases were executed as described in
Section 4.5. The SDSS-4A run was executed with a "static-elastic" structural model and
"Design" shape option. It calculated trim parameters, total forces and moments, and rigid
static stability derivatives corresponding to the cruise shape in addition to determining the
jig shape. The input to the SDSS-4X run was identical to the input for SDSS-4A except
for the following inputs which were different for SDSS-4X: (a) "RIGID" structural model,
(b) "REFERENCE" shape option, (c) "PERTURBATION DATA," and (d) "DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS."
The trim parameters, total forces and moments, and static stability derivatives obtained
from SDSS-4X and SDSS-4A were identical except for round-off differences. The jig shape
calculated from SDSS-4A was input into SDSS-4B which recalculated the same cruise
shape (except for differences due to round-off) as input to SDSS-4A (and SDSS-4X).
The trim parameters, and the total forces and moments are the same between SDSS-4A
and SDSS-4B. The aerodynamic coefficients CLo, CDo and Cmo, and stability derivatives
are different due to different input shapes and elasticity. However, the rigid portion of the
stability derivatives from SDSS-4B is same as the corresponding derivatives from SDSS-4A
since the reference shape is the same in both the cases. None of the results from SDSS-4C
would be expected to be identical to those from the other runs, since a corrected A1C
matrix was input to SDSS-4C (see Section 4.5.3). No comparisons between the FLEXSTAB
results and the SST project data for the static-elastic model are included since an error
(discussed later in this section) in the flexibility matrix input into the FLEXSTAB program
was discovered from the calculated elastic displacements output from the SD&SS and
ALOADS program. In addition, the project flexible airplane data were determined by
theoretically calculating the elastic increments to the rigid wind tunnel data using a "flat-
airplane" representation. Also, the total derivatives thus determined were with respect to
a kinematically constrained axis system rather than a mean-axis system as used in
FLEXSTAB. The differences in the calculated derivatives with respect to these two axis
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systems are presented in reference 6-11 for a FLEXSTAB model of the arrow-wing
supersonic transport.
Table 6.2-2 lists the longitudinal dynamic characteristics obtained from the SD&SS
program and the project document. The SD&SS results are for a rigid model whereas the
project data contain the elastic increments determined as described with reference to Tables
6.1-5 and 6.. ! -6. The project data for the rigid airplane is not available. The results, although
not directly comparable, indicate that the FLEXSTAB results and the project data for the
rigid airplane would also be considerably different.
TA BL E 6.2-2.-COMPA RISON OF METHODS FOR CA L CULA TING L ONGI TUDINA L
D YNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS-BOEING 2707-300PT (SST)
M 1 = 2.7, h I = 60,000 ft, 3,1 = 0.0, cg = 0.62E, wt = 553,910 Ib
Results from
a
O Period sec
nc
uJ
_" T1/2 or T * sec
_- 2
r,t-
u}IO C1/2 or C 2. cycles
C._ sec
u_ T,/_ or T2*
o5
=. re T1/=or T2* sec
<
FLEXSTAB
RIGID MODEL
(Not a demonstration case)
SDSS4X
With L.E. thrust
4.835
2.990
0.618
Without L.E. thrust
4.834
2.993
0.619
SST project data, 1
Elastic model
(ref. 6-10)
9.97
4.12
0.413
18.516 18.404 -
12.64112.551t
*Time or cycles to half or twice the amplitude
t Indicates it is for twice the amplitude
1 Project data has a Phugoid of period = 131.2 sec.
The error in the flexibility matrix mentioned above is illustrated by Figure 6.2.4, which
shows the elastic deformations along the fuselage as calculated by the SD&SS (case
SI)SS-4B) and ALOADS (case ALOADS-4) programs.* The deformations appear to be
abnormally large near the center of gravity of the airplane (1850 _ X < 2550). To explain
this anomaly the clamped flexibility matrix input to the case ESIC-4 (and ALOADS-4)
was examined. The deflections due to a unit load at each node, obtained by multiplying
the input flexibility matrix by a unit vector, showed deformation characteristics similar
to the program output. It was concluded that the input flexibility matrix was in error.
*The SD&SS program computes the elastic displacements at the aerocentroids with respect
to the mean axis while the ALOADS program calculates the elastic displacements at
_tructural nodes with respect to the structural reference or clamped axis.
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The curves in Figure 6.2.4 labeled (SDSS) and (ALOADS) represent the same
deformed shape, but as measured from the two different reference frames. The X-axes
of both these frames are plotted as a single axis in the figure, thus the two measures of the
deformed shape appear as two separate curves. These two curves are directly related to each
other by the relative rotation and translation (in the z direction only) of the two axis
systems in which they are measured (See Section 4.2.2 of Volume IV). The equation
1:elating these curves is:
where:
_i - displacement obtained from SDSS-4B (measured with respect to the X-axis
of the mean axis system)
8 i - displacement obtained from ALOADS-4 (measured with respect to the X-axis
of the structural reference axes).
d o = (6 i 6]) at x i = Xcg (XcgiS the axial location of the center of gravity, equal
to 2250 in. for this configuration)
xi = _i-- Xcg
0 o rotational displacement of the ALOADS-4 curve with respect to that of the
SDSS-4B curve, positive in the clockwise direction.
xi -- abscissa of the point in question
Evaluating the above equation at x i = 0 and at x i = 990 (or at any other two points)
gives the numerical values of 0 o and d o noted in Figure 6.2.4. Observe also the excellent
agreement obtained when this transformation is used to shift the ALOADS-4 curve with
respect to the SDSS-4B curve. In making these calculations it was assumed, since the
rotation, 0 o, is small, that the xi coordinates of the two curves are identical.
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6.3RESULTSOFTHE LOCKHEEDYF-12ADEMONSTRATIONCASE
Tables6.3-1through6.3-6presenthestabilityandcontrolsresultscalculatedby
theSDSS-5AandSDSS-5Bdemonstrationcaseruns.Eachtablegivesarigidversusflexible
comparisonfor eachdifferentflight condition.Theseresultsarecomparedwith flight test
datain Reference3-3(confidential).
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TABLE 6.3-1.-AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL DA TA-
LOCKHEED YF- 12A
M I = 0.80, NZ = 1.5, ql = 6671b/ft2, "71 = 7. 19°, cg = O.195K
Parameter Unit Static-elastic model Rigid model
576 singularities, symmetric reference flight
a 1
5e1
CL o
CD
O
Cmo
CL a
CDa
C
ma
CLQ
CDQ
CmQ
C L5e
CD&e
C
m6e
h -h
n
h
n
h -h
m
h
m
ASe/n-1
deg
deg
deg-1
deg1
deg1
rad"1
rad "1
rad1
deg-1
deg-1
deg-1
4.0656
-2.4803
-0.006816
0.000338
0.008862
0.042881
0.005135
-0.005815
3.094026
0.195024
-1.234435
0.005485
0.000414
-0.005511
static stability parameters
%E
%_-
%5
%_-
deg/g
13.56
29.56
14.65
30.65
-3.0013
4.7520
-1.2606
-0.019492
0.000487
0.013419
0.039586
0.005334
-0.005241
3.4O0769
0.254623
-1.372276
0.016312
0.001246
-0.009423
13.24
29.24
14.45
3O.46
-1.9383
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TABL E 6.3-2. -A EROD YNAMIC STA BIL I TY AND CONTROL DA TA-
L OCKHEED YF- 12A
M I = 0.80, NZ = 1.0, 91 = 667 Ib/ft 2, "fl = 3"820, cg = O. 195_
Parameter Unit Static-elastic model Rigid model
576 singularities, symmetric reference flight
a 1 deg 2.6934 3.1472
5e 1 deg -1.0873 -0.3129
CL o
CD o
C
m o
CL a
CD a
C
m a
CLQ
CDQ
CmQ
CL&e
CDSe
C
m&e
deg -1
deg "1
deg "1
rad -1
rad -1
rad -1
deg 1
deg 1
deg 1
-0.0O6816
0.000338
0.O08862
0.042897
0.003186
-0.005798
3.097809
0.120875
-1.234435
0.005493
0.000283
-0.005511
-0.019492
0.000487
0.013419
0.039600
0.003354
-0.005221
3.406566
0.159281
-1.372276
0.016341
0.OOO789
-0.009423
static stability parameters
h-h
n
h
n
h -h
m
h
m
A5 e/n-1
%_
%_
%_
%_
deg/g
13.52
29.52
14.61
30.61
-2.9915
13.18
29.19
14.40
30.40
-1.9293
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TABLE 6.3-3.-AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL DA TA-
LOCKHEED YF- 12A
M 1 = O.80, NZ = O.51, ql = 667 Ib/ft 2, 71 = 11.04 o, cg = O.195E"
Parameter Unit Static-elastic model Rigid model
576 singularities, s,rmmetric reference flight
a 1 deg 1.4376 1.5464
5e1 deg 0.4567 0.6341
CL o
CD o
Cm
O
CL a
CD a
Cm a
CLQ
CDQ
CmQ
CLue
CD6e
Cmse
deg1
deg1
deg"1
rad "1
rad 1
rad 1
deg"1
deg-1
deg-1
-0.006816
0.000338
0.008862
0.042895
0.001430
-0.005789
3.099714
0.052953
-1.234435
0.005498
O.0O0162
-0.005511
-0.019492
0.O0O487
0.013419
0.039596
0.001385
-0.005209
3.409687
0.064055
-1.372276
0.016356
0.000332
-0.009423
static stability parameters
h -h
n
h
n
h -h
m
h
m
A&e/n-1
%E
%E
deg/g
13.50
29.50
14.59
30.59
-2.9870
13.15
29.16
14.37
30.37
-1.9247
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TA BL E 6.3-4.-A EROD YNAMIC STA BIL I TY A ND CONTROL DATA -
L OCKHEED YF- 12A
M 1 = 2.80, NZ = 1.5, q'1 = 628 Ib[ft 2, ,yl = 6.29 °, cg = 0.25Oc-
Parameter Unit Static-elastic model Rigid model
576 singularities, symmetric reference flight
a 1 deg 5.7933 5.8950
8e 1 deg -12.0367 -9.4788
CL o
CD o
Cm o
CL a
CD a
Cm a
CLQ
CDQ
CmQ
CLUe
CD6e
Cm6e
m
deg "1
deg "1
deg "1
rad "1
rad -1
rad "1
deg "1
deg "1
deg "1
0.004090
0.002180
0,001864
0.023794
0.004454
-0.003023
0.799013
0.080358
-0.716992
0.001519
0.000161
-0.001196
0.000306
0.002205
0.003883
0.025369
0.004607
-0.004005
0.913059
0.092321
-0.783782
0.002976
0.000302
-0.002055
static stability parameters
h-h
n
h
n
hm-h
h m
A_e/n-1
%E
%7
%5"
%_-
deg/g
12.71
34.33
12.78
34.40
-10.4420
15.79
37.41
15.87
37.49
-8.2052
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TABLE 6.3-5.-AERODYNAMIC STABIL ITY AND CONTROL DA TA-
LOCKHEED YF- 12A
M 1 = 2.80, NZ = 0.98, 51 = 628 Ib/ft 2, ,71 = 4.09 °, cg = 0.250E
Parameter Unit Static-elastic model R igid model
576 singularities, symmetric reference flight
a 1 deg 3.6806 3.7575
6e 1 deg -7.1340 -5.3464
CL o
CD o
C
m o
CL a
CD a
C
m a
CLQ
CDQ
C
mQ
CL6e
CD6e
Cmse
deg -1
deg -1
deg 1
rad -1
rad -1
rad 1
deg 1
deg -1
deg 1
0.004090
0.002180
0.001864
0.023837
0.002815
-0.003005
0.801432
0.050848
-0.716992
0.001524
O.0OO1O5
-0.001196
0.000306
0.002205
0.003883
0.025405
0.002915
-0.003980
0.915867
0.058203
-0.783782
0.002985
0.000191
-0.002055
static stability parameters
h -h
n
h
n
h -h
m
h
m
_6 e/n- 1
% (_
%E
%c
%5
deg/g
12.60
34.22
12.68
34.30
-10.3505
15.66
37.28
15.75
37.37
-8.1314
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TABLE 6.3-6.-A EROD YNAMIC STABIL ITY AND CONTROL DA TA-
LOCKHEED YF- 12A
M I = 2.80, NZ = 0.46, ql = 628 Ib/ft 2, 71 = 2.44 °, cg = 0.250E
Parameter Unit I Static-elastic model Rigid model
w
576 singularities, symmetric reference flight
a 1 deg 1.5612 1.6067
6 e 1 deg -2.0549 -1.1850
CL o
CD o
C
m o
CL a
CD a
Cm e
CLQ
CDQ
CmQ
CLse
CDse
C
m(_e
deg 1
deg "1
deg "1
rad -1
rad -1
rad 1
deg "1
deg "1
deg 1
0.004090
0.002180
0.001864
0.023859
0.001181
-0.002995
0.802765
0.021175
-0.716992
0.001527
0.000049
-0.001196
0.000306
0.002205
0.003883
0.025422
0.001218
-0.003966
0.917406
0.023789
-0.783782
0.002990
0.000079
-0.002055
static stability parameters
h -h
n
h
n
h m-h
h
m
A6e/n-1
%E
%E
%_-
deg/g
12.55
34.17
12.63
34.25
-10.3017
15.60
37.22
15.69
37.31
-8.0917
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6.4 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS OF THE ARROW-WING CONFIGURATION
Selected results from an extensive study documented in References 6-12 and 6-13,
are presented in this section. In the referenced study, a wind tunnel test of an arrow-wing
configuration (Figure 6.4.1 ) employing both a twisted and flat wing was conducted to
provide experimental data useful in indicating the range of validity of linear theoretical
methods applied to configurations of this general type. The basic aerodynamic geometry
(arrangement "a" in Figure 6.4.1 ) caused oscillatory pressure on the wing at low supersonic
Mach numbers of 1.05 and 1.1. The aerodynamic geometry of arrangement "b" resulted
in satisfactory pressure distribution at these two Math numbers.
The comparison data included here is for the flat wing. The FLEXSTAB results for the
twisted wing show the same degree of capability. However, the range of angle of attack
o_, showing good FLEXSTAB experiment agreement is slightly shifted (to higher oO for
the twisted wing due to the washout at the wing tip.
For subsonic Mach numbers, surfitce pressure data calculated using a modified version
of FLEXSTAB are compared with the results from the TEA-230 program and the wind
tunnel results (The 1.02.00 Version of FLEXSTAB does not have the capability to calculate
upper and lower surface pressures separately, but rather computes the pressure difference
ACp = Cpi _ - CPu ). The TEA-230 program is a Boeing subsonic, potential flow aerodynamics
program (Reference 6-14), that can treat an arbitrary three-dimensional configuration with
lift. It solves Laplace's equation and approximates tile compressibility effects by the
GSthert rule. In contrast with the FLEXSTAB mean surface model, the aerodynamic
singularities are distributed on planar panels approximating the actual configuration surface,
and the boundary conditions are satisfied on these panels. In addition, there are two other
important differences between FLEXSTAB and TEA-230. First, in FLEXSTAB, the
linearized potential flow equations are solved at zero angle of attack, and the solution at
any other angle of attack is obtained by considering small perturbation about the zero angle
of attack. In TEA-230, the linearized potential flow equation is solved for the specified
flow direction. Secondly. a linear pressure velocity relation is used in FLEXSTAB whereas
a nonlinear pressure velocity relation is available in the TEA-230. As a result, it will be
seen later in this section that (a) TEA-230 solution predicts more accurate (relative to
FLEXSTAB) pressure distribution closer to the wing leading edge, and (b) TEA-230 results
in a nonlinear (normal force) C n vs. _ variation, in contrast with a linear variation from
FLEXSTAB, obtained from solving the linearized potential flow equation.
Figures 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 show comparisons of the results from FLEXSTAB, TEA-230
and experiment at M = 0.40 and 0.85 forc_ = 2.1 ° . The FLEXSTAB and TEA-230 results
compare well with the experiment results except at the leading edge. The IEA-230 results
agree with the experiment results closer to the leading edge than the FLEXSTAB results.
The comparisons for c_ = 2.0 ° at M = 1.05 and 2.5 between FLEXSTAB and experiment
are shown in Figure 6.4.4 and 6.4.5. The agreement for the supersonic flow is not as good
as for the subsonic flow, but is reasonably good except at the leading edge. The leading
edge remains subsonic at both Mach numbers and the FLEXSTAB solution shows the
subsonic characteristics at the leading edge.
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singularities (50)
(a) Basic Arrangement of Panels Used for all but Low Supersonic Mach Numbers
Wing panel_
[ /
! !1!_2!!!! )j)A! N,q.!_A1111_I:_, J)IA_,])!L) !tA!_.!! ! !! !.)H =
(b) Arrangement of Panels Used for Low Supersonic Mach Numbers (M=1.05, 1.1)
FIGURE 6.4. I.-FLEXSTAB A EROD YNAMIC GEOMETR Y OF THE ARROW-WING
CONFIG URA TION
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Figures 6.4.6, 6.4.7.6.4.8 and 6.4.9 show pressure distributions at _ = 8 ° for M =
0.40, 0.85, 1.05 and 2.5, respectively. The comparisons of the potential flow results with
the wind tunnel results get worse proceeding outboard, The formation of the leading edge
vortex has changed the nature of the flow over most of the wing such that it is no longer
amenable to the potential flow aerodynamics (see Reference 6-11). FigUre 6.4.10 shows
spanwise load distribution for M = 0.4, 0.85, 1.05 and 2.5 at the two angles of attack.
For the larger angle of attack, the presence of the leading edge vortex is seen to cause a
higher than predicted load on the outboard sections.
A comparison of calculated vs. wind tunnel results when the flaps are deflected is
shown in Figure 6.4.11.6.4.12 and 6.4.13. At M = 0.40, the TEA-230 results show a better
agreement with the experimental results than the FLEXSTAB results except at 2y/b =
0.09. This is believed to be due to the linearized surface boundary conditions in FLEXSTAB
which typically overpredicts tile pressures on the control surfaces. This trend is also evident
at M = 1.05. The spanload distribution due to the trailing edge flap deflection is also
overpredicted. The results for tile leading edge flap deflections are not included here.
The theory-to-experiment comparisons were better because the vortex formation is delayed
due to the leading edge droop (Reference 6-11).
Figures 6.4-14 and 6.4-15 show the variation of normal force and pitching moment
coefficients with angle of attack for M = 0.4, 0.85, 1.05 and 2.5, respectively. These indicate
generally good agreement between the FLEXSTAB and wind tunnel results in the linear
range. As might be expected, the agreement for the integrated results (coefficients) is
qualitatively better than that for the surface pressure distributions. Note the nonlinear
variation of the normal force calculated from TEA-230.
In the other results (not included here) from the arrow-wing study it was seen that
at lower angles of attack, the twisted wing results were generally in better agreement with
the experimental results compared to the fiat wing results. The wing twist delays the
formation of the leading edge vortex to a higher angle of attack. At higher angles of attack,
the twisted wing results show the same characteristics as the flat wing. Reference 6-11
also discusses the failure of the aerodynamic matrix correction schemes (including those
available in the CAIC program) in predicting the aeroelastic loads in the presence of
separated flow.
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7.0 G LOSSARY
This section contains an explanation of the technical terms and phrases used in volume
IV. Also included is a list of acronyms with appropriate explanations.
AEROCENTROID-The geometric centroid of a Thin Body aerodynamic panel; a control
point of a Slender Body (see CONTROL POINT).
AERODYNAMIC PANEL-A finite element of a Thin Body or an Interference Body over
which the pressure is constant. There is one control point interior to each panel.
AERODYNAMIC S1NGULARITY-A function describing a perturbation velocity field about
a line or plane (that is, a source or doublet distribution on a line (line singularity) or a
source or vorticity distribution on a plane) having a mathematical singularity at the line
or plane.
AIRFOIL THICKNESS-The perpendicular distance from the camber line to the surface of an
airfoil.
ANTISYMMETRIC ELASTIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM-A set of structural node displace-
ment components or a structural free vibration mode shape antisymmetric in the Y-axis.
ANTISYMMETRIC MOTION-Translational motion that is parallel to the reference Y-axis or
rotational motion that is about any line parallel to either the reference X- or Z-axis.
CAMBER LINE -The camber line of a two-dimensional body lies midway between the upper
and lower surfaces. The camber line of a three-dimensional body is described by the cen-
troids of the cross sections of that body.
CAMBER SLOPES-The slopes of the camber line.
CHORDWISE PANEL EDGES-The edges of Thin Body and Interference Body panels that are
parallel to the reference X-axis.
COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS-The terms containing partial derivatives with respect to
Mach number in the speed and yaw rate derivative calculations (see equations 6.3-14,
6.3-1 7, 6.3-20, and 6.3-23, vol. I).
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESSES-The partial derivatives of force and moment coefficients
with respect to control surface deflections and deflection rates; for each structural free
vibration mode, the generalized aerodynamic forces due to control surface deflections
and deflection rates.
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CONTROLPOINT-Thepoint onThinor InterferenceBodypanelswhereanaerodynamic
boundaryconditionissatisfied.Whereusedin volumeIV andin theprogramoutput
listings,aSlenderBodycontrolpoint isapointon theSlenderBodyaxiswhose
X-locationis theX-locationatwhichthecamberslopesandsurfaceslopesusedto satisfy
aerodynamicboundaryconditionsareevaluated.
COPLANARJUNCTIONPOINT Thenodeat whichtheelasticaxisof two consecutive Thin
Body parts meet. Coplanar junction points are used only to divide a Thin Body elastic
axis into parts, so that the Thin Body submatrices will not be too large. Coplanar junc-
tion Points are distinct from General Junction Points (see section 6.2 of vol. 1I for
further details).
COUPLED REFERENCE MOTION- Reference motion that has at least one of the
antisymmetric flight parameters (i.e., V 1, P I' or R l) nonzero. See REFERENCE
MOTION.
DATA CARD-Any card in a data deck. Data Control Cards and Data Comment Cards are
special types of data cards. Data cards contain the user's input specifications in numeric
or alphanumeric format.
DATA CARD SET-A related group of data cards: for example, an array of numbers usually
required more than one card. The number of cards required compose a data card set.
DATA CASE-A complete problem description on data cards that a FLEXSTAB program will
attempt to solve. A data case generally begins with the Data Control Card $CASE and
ends with the Data Control Card SEND OF CASE.
DATA DECK -The complete set of data cards assembled for execution by a program. A data
deck consists of one or more data cases.
DATA CONTROL CARD A special input data card containing a dollar sign ($) in column
one followed by descriptive words which identify key blocks of data (which immediately
follow the Data Control Card). The dollar sign delimiter distinguishes this data card from
all others in a data deck, making it identifiable to the user and to the computer.
DESIGN SHAPE Tile shape of an airplane when it is flying at its design flight condition.
ELASTIC AXIS- Locus of shear centers of a body.
ELASTIC SEGMENT-A straight beam with constant stiffness properties. A Thin Body's
elastic axis is approximated by a series of elastic segments.
EXTERNAL I)OWNWAStl A downwash field experienced by the airplane that is due to
some external disturbance (e.g., trailing vortices from another airplane).
FLEXIBILITY MATRIX -A matrix that gives displacements when premultiplied onto a force
matrix.
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GENERALJUNCTIONPOINT-Thenodewheretwoor moreelasticaxesmeet.In ISIC, junc-
tion points define the beginnings and ends of elastic axes for Thin Bodies and Slender
Body parts (see sec. 6.2 of vol. II for further details).
GYROSCOPIC EFFECTS-The moments generated by engine rotation.
INTERFERENCE BODY-A mathematical model used to model the interference effects
between a Slender Body and nearby Thin Bodies. An Interference Body is a shell that
surrounds a Slender Body in regions where there are significant wing-on-body and body-
on-wing effects.
INTERIOR STRUCTURAL NODE-A structural node that lies between the ends of an elastic
segment.
JIG SHAPE-The shape of an airplane when it is in the factory and supported by jigs.
JOB-A task submitted to a computer for processing.
LEADING EDGE THRUST-The leading edge thrust correction made to the drag force
experienced by lifting Thin Bodies (see sec. 3.4.12, vol. I).
LINE SINGULARITY-See AERODYNAMIC SINGULARITY.
LUMPED MASSES A discrete mass placed at a point to define the mass properties of a struc-
ture in a specific region. The mass distribution of a structure is defined by a distribution
of lumped masses located so that the structure's first and second moments are accurately
represented.
MACH NUMBER (M I )-The ratio of the airplane's speed to the speed of sound of the fluid in
which the airplane is flying; M 1 = U1/a.
MEAN SURFACES-Cylindrical surfaces aligned with tile undisturbed free stream where the
surface boundary conditions are specified in a linear, first-order aerodynamic theory.
MODAL COUPLING-See section 6.6 in reference 8-1.
PANEL- An aerodynamic finite element of a Thin Body or an Interference Body over which
the pressure is constant.
PERTURBATION DELTA MACH NUMBER (/X M1 )- An increment of the Mach number at
which the airplane is flying. This number is used to compute the derivatives of the AIC
matrices with respect to Mach number.
PERTURBATION LOADS-The aerodynamic loads arising from the airplane perturbation
motion. See PERTURBATION MOTION.
Pi:_RTURBATION MOTION-Airplane motion that is initiated either by specifying initial
wdues for the perturbation motion variables, or by subjecting the aircraft to a discrete
gust, or by a combination of the two (see sec. 6.2, vol. I).
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PROGRAM-Acollectionof subprogramsdesignedto performaspecifiedfunctionor solvea
specifiedproblem.
REFERENCEFLIGHTCONDITION-Thesteady,trimmedflight conditionin whichthestatic
anddynamicstabilityof anaircraftisevaluatedby FLEXSTAB.
REFERENCEMOTION-SeeREFERENCEFLIGHTCONDITION.
REFERENCESHAPE-Theshapeof anairplanewhenit is insomereferenceflight conditon.
REFERENCESTATE-SeeREFERENCEFLIGHTCONDITION.
RESIDUAL-ELASTICThemathematicalmodelof anairplanewhichconsidersthestructural
dynamicmotionsof the lowerfrequencyvibrationalmodes,but assumesthat thehigher
frequencymodesarein phasewith theaerodynamicloads.
RUN-To runaprogramisto causeit to beexecutedon thecomputer.Runningaprogramto
solveaproblemor producerealresults(asopposedto debugging)iscalledaproduc-
lion rtttt.
SINGULARITY-See AERODYNAMIC SINGULARITY and LINE SINGULARITY.
SLENDER BODY-A mathematical model used to define airplane components such as fuse-
lages and nacelles. Slender Bodies are bodies of revolution with an area distribution simi-
lar to the area distribution of the body it is representing with the actual body's camber
slope distribution defined at its axis of revolution.
SLENDER BODY PART-Refers to a Slender Body's structure; a part extends between two
General Junction Points or between a General Junction Point and a free end.
SNAIL A unit of mass; a snail equals the mass to which an acceleration of 1 inch/sec 2 would
be given by tile application of a 1 pound force.
SPANWISE PANEL EDGE-The edges of Thin Body panels that are not parallel to the refer-
ence X-axis.
STATIC-ELASTIC The mathematical model of an airplane in which the air and inertia loads
are considered to be in phase with the deflections. No structural dynamic effects are
included.
STICK SPEED STABILITY-See section 5.7.1.1, volume I.
STIFFNESS MATRIX -A matrix that gives forces when premultiplied onto a displacement
matrix.
STIFFNESS PROPERTIES-A body's bending and torsional properties. In the ISIC program,
these include EIy M, EIZM, and GJ for Slender Bodies and Elxni and GJ for Thin Bodies.
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STREAMWISEPANELEDGES-SeeCItORDWISEPANELEDGES.
STRUCTURALGEOMETRY-Refersto thegeometrycreatedby thestructuralpanelsin the
ESICprogram.
STRUCTURALNODE-Pointson thestructureat whichstructuralforcesanddeflectionsare
calculated,in theISICprogramthesepointsalwayslieonelasticaxesandthenodes
whicharenot junctionpointsarecalledordinarynodes.
STRUCTURALPANEL-Thesepanelsareusedin theES1Cprogramandareeitherquadri-
lateralsor triangleswithastructuralnodeat eachcornerpoint.Thestructuralpanelsare
usedto relatestructuralelasticpropertiesto tile aerocentroids.
SURFACESLOPESeeTftICKNESSSLOPE.
SYMMETRICMOTION-Translational motion that is parallel to the reference X-Z plane or
rotational motion about any line parallel to the reference Y-axis.
SYMMETRIC ELASTIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM-A set of structural node displacement
components or a structural free vibration mode shape describing a deformed shape
symmetric in the Y-axis.
THICKNESS SLOPE-The thickness slopes of a Thin Body are tile slopes of the thickness
distribution. The thickness slopes of a Slender Body are the slopes of the radius
distribution.
THIN BODY-A mathematical model used to define airplane components, such as wings, hori-
zontal stabilizers, and vertical tails. A Thin Body is defined with a planform identical to
the actual body's planform in a plane parallel to the reference X-axis. Thickness and
camber slopes of the actual body are defined on the plane of the Thin Body.
THIN BODY PART -Referes to a Thin Body's structure; a part extends between a General Junc-
tion Point and a free end, a General Junction Point and a Coplanar Junction Point, or a
Coplanar Junction Point and a free end (see section 6.2 of volume II for further details).
TRANSVERSE PANEL EDGES--The edges of Interference Body panels that lie in planes
normal to the reference X-axis.
TRIM PARAMETERS Tile variables in the equation of motion for an airplane. These include
o_,0 or T, Be,/3, 6r, and 8a.
WING RI'_FERENCE PLANE The plane defined by the Thin Body representing the wing.
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ACRONYMS
AIC-_Aerodynamic Influence C_oefficient. Relates a change in pressure at point i due to a
change in incidence at point j, Aij = Pi/fj. Name of a program that accepts a geometric
definition from the GD program and generates aerodynamic information for input to
the SD&SS program.
ALOADS Air Loads. A program which uses ESIC and SD&SS data to compute elastic defor-
mation at structural nodes and resultant forces and couples at any specified point on the
model due to aerodynamic loads.
CAIC-C_.orrect AIC. This is the name of the AIC Matrix Correction program, a program that
accepts empirical aerodynamic correction data to correct the aerodynamic influence
coefficient matrix produced by the AIC program.
CER-C__haracteristic Equation R__ooting. The subroutine of the SD&SS program that uses small
perturbation data to calculate the dynamic stability characteristics of the airplane.
EAPLOT E.._lastic A.__xisPlot. A program that accepts input from the ISIC program and gener-
ates a three-view drawing of the elastic axes of the model under consideration.
ESIC-External S__tructural l_nfluence C__oefficient. A program that accepts matrices produced
by finite-element structures programs and generates structural data for the SD&SS
program.
FLEXSTAB-Name of the aeroelastic computing system described in this report. It is derived
from the key words FLEXible and STABility.
GD G__eometry Definition. A program that accepts data describing the shape of an airplane
and generates data for the ISIC, ESIC, and SD&SS programs.
GDPLOT G__eometry Definition Plot. A program that accepts data from the GD program and
generates a three-view CalComp plot of the model.
ISIC Internal Structural Influence Coefficient. A program that accepts data defining an air-
plane's structure, as described by beam theory, and generates data for the NM and
SD&SS programs.
NM-N_ormal M_odes. A program that accepts data from the ISIC program and generates the
rigid and elastic normal modes of the structure under consideration.
NMPLOT Normal Modes Plot. A program that accepts data from the NM program and gener-
ates CalComp plots of the normal modes of the structure.
PDPLOT Pressure Distribution Plot. A program that accepts pressure distribution data from
the SD&SS program and generates CalComp plots of lifting pressure coefficients versus
x/c for each chordwise row of panels on each Thin Body.
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SD&SS-Stability Derivative and Static Stability. A program that accepts data from the GD,
ESIC or ISIC, AIC, CAIC, and NM programs and generates static and dynamic stability
characteristics, steady and unsteady pressure distributions, and output da_ta for the TH,
SLOADS, and ALOADS programs.
SLOADS-Structural Loads. A program that accepts data from the SD&SS program and prints
the applied loads at each structural node.
TtIPLOT T_.ime Histories Plot...__.A program that accepts data from the TH program and gener-
ates CalComp plots of the motion variables.
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APPENDIX A
DART MODEL I DEMONSTRATION CASE INPUT LISTINGS
Input data deck listings for each of the twelve Dart Model I demonstration case runs
are given in tables A.0-1-A.0-1 2. For convenience, card numbers which correspond to those
used in Volume II, the User's Manual, are shown in the left hand margins of the input
listings. Table A.0-1 3 contains the flexibility matrix for symmetric motion, [cS], that was
input to ESIC-I on NASTAP (see sec. 3.2.5). Table A.0-14 gives the transformation matrix
used to create [cS] (see sec. 3.2.5 and app. B).
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APPENDIX B
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX USED IN THE DART MODEL I .
ESIC STRUCTURAL DEFINITION
It was required to find a transformation matrix, [T], which related the displacements at
the ESIC nodes, tdl E, to the displacements and rotations corresponding to the ISIC degrees
of freedom, {dl I, i.e.,
td[E= [T] tdll.
The ESIC displacement vector contained the Z degree of freedom for each of the sixteen
ESIC nodes (see fig. B.0-1 ) and therefore was of dimensions 16 x 1. Id} E was ordered as
follows:
{ {d} Efuselage /I d } E : t d} Ewing
where
td } Efuselage
dZE1
Clz_-
dzElO
; {d[ Ewing =
dz 11
En
dZEn 12
°
dZEn 16
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The ISIC displacement vector contained the translational and rotational degrees of freedom
associated with the seven ISIC nodes and junction point 2 (see fig. B.0-2). (Note that the
ISIC "node" at the nose of the fuselage is the clamped point and has no degrees of freedom
associated with it.) The four fuselage nodes and General Junction Point 2 each had dZM and
0YM degrees of freedom and tile three wing nodes had dzn-l, 0x_,,, and 0yni degrees of free-
dora. Thus,{d}l was of dimensions 19 x I and was ordered as follows:
tdt = { td Ifusel"'eI { tlwing '_ }
where
d Z JP2
M ._
0YMJP,-
dZM l
{dl Ifuselag e 0YM1
dZM 4
0YM4
Note that ISIC always orders the junction point
;{dflwing :
d z 5
n i
0Xni 5
0yni5
dzni 7
0Xni 7
0yni7
degrees of freedom first in {d}i.
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In order to form the elements of the transformation matrix, it was necessary to take into
account the limitations and approximations used in the 1SIC and ESIC programs. For example,
consider the IS1C definition of the Dart Model I wing (figure B.0-2). it is known that the
elastic displacements and rotations experienced by the Thin Body aerocentroids only depend
on the displacements and rotations associated with ISIC node 6 (see fig. 6.2-7, vol. ll). in the
ESIC structural definition, tile displacements and rotations at the aerocentroids depend on
tile displacements of the corner points of the structural panel to which the aerocentroids are
assigned (in this case, the structural panel is defined by ESIC nodes 12, 14, 15, and 16; see
fig. B.0-1 ). Therefore, in order to have equivalent ESIC and ISIC structural definitions, the
displacements at ESIC nodes 12, 14, 15, and 16 need only depend on the displacements and
rotations at ISIC node 6. For example, consider ESIC node 16 in figure B.0-3. Its Z degree
of freedom, dzEnl, 6 is related to the degrees of freedom of ISIC node 6 by
6 6 _ Ax0yni6dzEn 16=dzni +&Y0xn i
Thus, row 16 of the transformation matrix, [TI, contained all zeros, with the exception of
columns 14, 15, and 16, which had values ofl,Ay, and-Ax, respectively. The relationships
of ESIC nodes 12, 14, and 15 with ISIC node 6 were defined similarly.
An analogous situation existed between ESIC nodes I 1 and 13, and ISIC node 5. In
this case, tile inertia associated with the two lumped masses manifests itself through the dzni
and 0ynidegrees of freedom of lSIC node 5. ThedzE n degrees of freedom associated with
the two ESIC nodes were necessary and sufficient to simulate these inertia properties in the
ESIC model. (The fact that ESIC nodes 1 I and 12 occupy tile same physical location is only
a coincidence: the same results could have been obtained by locating node 12, the structural
panel corner point, elsewhere.)
As mentioned previously, General Junction Point 2 and ISIC nodes I-4 each had dZM
and 0y M degrees of freedom. By defining two ESIC nodes (each with the dZE degree of
freedom) for each of these ISIC nodes, the simulation of the ISIC structural definition was
complete. For example, consider ESIC nodes 7 and 8 in figure B.0-3. They are related to
ISIC node 3 simply by
dZE 7 = dZM 3 + AXIOYM3
and
dzt_ 8 = dZM 3 -AX20YM 3,
respectively. Similar relationships existed between each of the other ISIC fuselage nodes
and tile corresponding pairs of ESIC nodes. These relationships completely defined the
remaining elements of the transformation matrix (see app. A.0-14).
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APPENDIX C
DEMONSTRATION CASE USAGE OF FLEXSTAB INPUT OPTIONS AND MODELING
TECHNIQUES
Tables C.0-I through C.0-8 itemizes the user convenience and solution-oriented input
options used in each of the demonstration cases. Volume II field descriptors and card
numbers are included. The stylized entries used in the body of these "Fables have the
following meanings:
Entry
"'yes"
no entry
(blank space t
Meaning
OPTION was used
OPTION was not used
OPTION does not apply
Table C.0-9 lists the modeling techniques used in the demonstration cases. References to
the appropriate sections of Voh, me II are given.
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